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Culture of Bonus.

Fielil

In growing beans, it is more an object
to obtain iruit than vines; to succeed in
this requires judgment as well as a favorable season. A rich soil, or heavy fertilizing, tends t give too much growth ol
vines at the expense of product in seed,
addition the season is eool
ami whet.
am! mo st, io- wot growth eoutinues too
,.id ...to. t",. glow ih going to vine
d. W Ilieh last lads to ripen
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the
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Th©THeavenly Country.

California.

No clouded skies, no long, dark night.
No fear, or pain, or withering blight.
No death, no sorrow there can come;
No wanderers there, all are at home;
No sickness there, no levered brow :
N<> load of care, the form to how :
No slavery with its galling chain.
No anxious torturing of the brain.
No silver idols, no gods of gold.
No honor there that's bought and sold:
No whispered env y with tongue of llame.
No slander to bring the blush of shame:
No thieves or robbers with stealthy tread.
No murderers there, to multiply the dead:
{|K glorious voice shall rule the wide domain.
And Kdeii fair, in beauty bloom again.

Marrying

far

Lovo.

I In- fact is. Hus,” said my friend \ :iilreply to some coninlential beon 111\
"ynu'rc neglecting to

dewater, hi

wailing

part,

"I won't need them
out to the mines.'’

As 1 wont down with my worthy host in
the morning, I ]>romiscd him 1 would visit
him olton. And I vowed in my heart h
4
should lie rii'H often.
A tailor, and the daughter ol a tailor !
Yes, even so, what mattered it? Shemight
have been the offspring of a prince, and at
all events it was the first oasis in my desert
of a life, and 1 needed to lie down in the
shadow ul a rock tor rest.
So commenced for me a dual existence.
I paired off pretty equally—went out to
Higby’s by day. and to Gertrude's by night
I began to look upon Hattie as my sister,
and Gertrude as my betrothed, lint 1 was
not prepared to say that 1 eared to have
the nuptials hastened—in fact, the subject
was distasteful to me.
Bigby had maintained a commendable reticence with regard to my private affairs, and it was unit
in the bosom of his delightful family I
could forget my cares and the unhappy
future in store lor me. As Gertrude was
desirous of haying the foundation of the
new chapel laid before we were married,
and numerous parish duties weighed heat
ily upon her, I was delicate about intruding upon tier valuable time. Hut the

lligby,

I'm

in the life. Once
twice he turned anil looked at me.
“It a woman is good enoutrli to love
she's good enough to many, ain’t she Mr.
Fithiun a” he saiil at length.

Ilighy gazed musingly

or

“Fnquestionably. ISighy.”

“Ami you love my Hattie, you sayV"
"1 adore her. liigby ; I—
“And you think she is fond of you ?"
broke in the old gentleman.
“I- I hope so. 1 earnestly believe she
is."*
“And if 1 gave her to you, Mr. Fithiun
and you know how much store we set
by her—and if my wife and me never
would lava straw in your path, and would
keep from troubling you all we could,
would you give me your honor as a i/i iias a i/eutlonnn,
l/oiiuii, Mr. Fithiun
mind
you’d do vottr best, to make Hattie
—

—

My

going

First

The English Arctic

Trout.

Expedition.

The London Times of tlie l-Sfli instant

Now, there was not much troiil-lishing
in the neighborhood where my grandfather lived. In tact, no one knew where
there was any trout except one old man.
the landlord ol the tavern, lie would
take his horse and wagon, drive off before daylight, and come home with aline
string of lish. He never would tell any
1 went one day anil
one where he went.
said to him, confidentially:
■‘Mr. Dickey, 1 want to catch some
Can you tell 111c where to go'.’"’
trout.
■Why,'’ he said, "go up along Hull
brook, and you’ll find some.’’
1 knew, by the way he said it. that he
Still,
wasn’t telling me where /e went
I made up my mind 1 would go to Hull
Bull brook was
brook and try there.
about three miles from the village, with
It
i.ot a single house for miles around.
was a lonely place, full of thickets, and
was called Bull brook because a great
many cattle were pastured about there.
Karlv in the morning. 1 started olV with
be carmy pole, which being jointed could
ried very conveniently- 1 trudged along
the road, which kept winding and growing more and more lonely and dismal, on

says:
“The Arctic ships, the Alert and Discovery, are expected to be undocked in a
lew days, in the meantime their complement of boats, which arc constructing by
Mr, John White, of Cowes, are rapidly
proceeded with. Their construction is
The boats are 18 iti
somewhat peculiar
number, ami include two yawls 25 feet
long, and two cutters ot the length id' 20
led. They are built of one diagonal thickness of
mahogany planking, which is paid
over with a coating of marine glue and a
second coaling ot strong linen cloth. The
whole is then ironed over until the glue
comes through the linen, and the boats
are then said to become impervious to waThe boat- are then planked over
ter.
longitudinally with the best wych-elm anil
A large semi-circular
Christiana pine.
cork belting is placed under the waste
shake, and over this strong canvas is
stretched, thereby forming a capital tender for the little craft. Six ot the boats,
each having a length of 25 feet, are modeled like whalers, having bows at both
ends, and are constructed in other respects
like the four already mentioned, with the
exi-egtion that they have no cork fenders,
around.
lull rails with haud-ludes all
There are also -ix ice boats, three being
built as gigs, and then having a sheathing
nl cork over the diagonal pi an king, which
is again covered with a layer of pine and I

and

Audrn.

The John Carter Brown Library, in
X’rovidence, K. I contains a "History ot
the Origin, Progress, ami Termination ot
the American War," by Med man, an oil,
eer in the
English army. 'I fiis part miilar
>ii
copy of tlie book once belonged t
Henry Clinton, who conducted tin in .’
tiations with Benedict Arnold, and
at
out Alajor Andre to confer u itli tin- ti
It contains many annotations by < h
llis comment on Stedman s account ot the
attempt to betray West Point .ittie
hands of the British i~:
I
Igma i.
the whole transaction—too tondi
a
ject to explain upon now." B\ the time
lie linislietl reading the honk, however. i
.| wh t
seems t<> have decided to ree.
seemed ti> him a lair statement el' the <•,:
.1
'I'he llv-leaves at the end el the
volume contain this curious reeerd. n/•
has just been published ter the lir-t tineArnold opened negotiations with t 1 iu
ton in 1780.
lie said that the allium
with France had disgusted him. and th:
he would, en this account, go ever i tinBritish, provided he was gimrantt I p.
sonal security and indemnity tOr any 1 -s
-.
ot property lie might su-tain
Sir II.
was “liberal"1 in
lie l :
his promiset
from Arnold, on several oeeasien
m
material intelligence,” and linaily. at th
latter's request, sent Andre to meet h ,u
on neutral
grout’d. At this time ( lint,
was still uncertain whether his corr. p
ent was really Major-General Arnold
eral meetings wt re planned, 1 ut eaeh
was prevente.l I»v some unexpert. -I
cumstance.
Finally. on Arnold sugg,
tion, Andre visited \Ve>t I’ciut unde: alia
oftruee. lie had been charged by t ’into:
"net to change his dress or name
account.” and to carry no sti-pi. ai pt
lie was to return by water, a- 1
pet’s
it'this plan had been carried
went,
Andre would have incurred no risk what
-m
ever
But Arnold, either from
known reason, or because In- lest hi- picnee of mind for the moment, prr-u
or compelled Kis \ isitor to di-.■ ii-r h
self and pass through the Ameri- in 1
with only a passport and Ills wit
Beth resources I died
tect him.
when he heard of Andre's ar-e
-w
New York, and carried the
I'he latter was grieved, but
ton.
p|
that his friend would soon b>- ex.!
lie was horrilied when "Mr H
ton’s” (’ouneil e| \\ o’ eoiideinn- -1 \
to death.
His having landed imdci
-I
of truce, at the request ot Am.-! I.
having assumed a disguise and t t
false passport at the insta iee>
are urged in this curious d---.ii..
In
sons why liis lit,, should hav
this is not very conolu-iv r n--i
hotter could not be expert. I ti -n
1Iwarm li iend as ('lint*>n.
wby saying that iiis heart will
to bleed” at the thought .4 An
Much as we may deplore tin n
death d'agallant gentleman.win
grieved over tin sentence they li el
nouner, it can scarcely be sere
nied that tile use *>! a tlag ot tnn
tin eireumstanecs, only aggiv.al :
guilt nt the spy w ho was caught w h
■
written proulsot iiis«• vilii*■ e..n
his person. He was a good man. t
ljrave man. and a smart man, but :n
spv ot the American Kevidut n w
Andre, hung
greater than he
share in a plot to corrupt a sold > ■
'■
be compared with Nathan ll.de.
mate spv, whose work had tmtl in
!
:t
about it, and who went to tin
grrtting that lie could giv.N
for Iiis eountry
■

*•

Ill liail ii pres1M take advantage ol it to
happy
do aivav with the want ot money at once
1 took his shaking hands in mine. I
and foretor. I’d nuirri/ money, and enough
•aid- hut what does it matter what 1 said:'
>o
I
of it to make the Inturc plain sailing.
I re1 had always been fond of Bigbv
von suppose nature gave you tliese ad\ an
speeted him now more than any one I
lhm'l
laecs to let them rust in idleness?
knew : Mrs. Bigbv was the handsomest
hide vour gills in a napkin, my hoy; make
Higbvs u ere always at leisure; of course woman for her age 1 ever saw; and as
use of them while you may; strike while
Big by himself was engaged the greater lor Hattie von all know how I felt about account of large beach-trees and poplars
...
a
msling 1.1 \ ariety and that every fanner will perceive the tin* iron's hot— in other words, marrv part of the day down town, and Airs Halt ie.
and
handsome
while
and gloomv-looking pines which grew
\ a.
.win
you're young
,,
truth of tin- claims in regard to the mower money
| .anted thus. .MarSome weeks after. I met Vamlewater.
Bigby was busy superintending her housethe side of the road, and almost
attractive!"
t
ail live peeks ot seed ;
and
and
inatmthe
w s wi.' it pi if
forward
hv
along
patentees
put
hold; but Hattie had plenty ol time to lie shook hands with me reproachfully.
I telt a little alraid
with
a mixture of olVeuded
seed
an
the sunlight.
I
Mushed
will
out
in.'
smaller
shut
I'octt
at
a.
,-k
is
iixed
tact.
a
taetiircrs
present
p.
spare, and was too young to go into so- “1 couldn’t help it Van.’’ 1 said, "I do
"
ol meeting a cross bull, but 1 whistled a
n
It pi mi".;
pul 'i\ to eight the demand for them is si cadily increasing, pride and abashed consciousness that a ciety. I had told Bigby that the closer he eided to mans for love."
en
di dN, make the and a
tunc, and marched on bravely
.owllarge tnmiber ol larmers around sneaking idea ol this kind had already
Hem I" said Van, with a cynical smile lively
adhered to his own private tamily the
1111 it left apart and
! w
At last 1 arrived at the brook, and got
It,.
dim
Sacramento have pti 'elia-ed tln-m and art- teivd ! 11\ head, ol a desire to take advanso
and
I
be
me
be
for
a
■let
see.
think
old
must
would
better it
girl
young
Bighy
i he killer are 1111111 nil oeau-woou,
clin.
ot the road
dies apart,
11
using them with sati-laeti ui ami prolil to tai’i* ot it. and an ignorance how to go impulsive as Hattie. So 1 was a little an- worth in the neiijjihorliood ot halt a mil- over the stone wall at the side
with keelson almve, so that should sterns,
I till Van helped me out.
was a thick growth ot bushes along
ahoiil it.
i'here
deep with good (hemsclv es.“
noyed when he told me lie thought ot tak- lion of dollars.''
There's mt cousin (lerlmde," he said,
line -oil
the edge ol the stream so that 1 had to keels nr even sternposts lie destroyed by
ing his wife and daughter to "another ol
>
She’s
woman.
ii. .liter tin- l rst rough
had
1.iii.
isn't
a
•■she
walk some distance before t found an grating on llieiee, the boats would not be
|
Cured.
looking
is
How Butter
Sometimes
I'gin
concerts."
them
there
View
of
BeecUor's
Death.
charily
retain tlieii
-Iii'- 11:iiin•.I a hri aril of ime inch
high-lired, you know, al! that, sort id thing
opening where 1 could get close to the seriously injured, but would
"You do very wrong, Bigby," I said
Winin' and spring hiiitrr is ulli'ii von
The whole of the small emit
was so still that I lelt
too. tor all that matter, hut
buoyancy
water,
Ill 11is !;i-t lTi.l iv evening talk at the
-high-nosed
everything
keep them fivi front weeds, and the soil
be
to
will
sure
Hattie
reprovingly.
inurh injured in lluvor I>\ allowing rows not a had
a
■in liitkin::
rather nervous and almost expected to see have been inspected by the dockyard aulooking woman. Nothing wotiid attract idle attention, and I think
becomingcompact around
Irom horse stables. t V.ws do lor her lull a
you'll ]’1 \ 11it>ntli church prayer meeting, Henry a tierce bull rush out upon me from some- thorities. 1'he chief article of food i- pentIt
(li.. plant''
appearance, majtip-lop
always prelorahle to to nil till' litter
1 i>11.! el this litter,
\
regret it."
Ward lieeeher presented his Hew ol death where. I rickets were chirping, and dif- tnikiii, a kind id edible which is said to
\
k tin- .a op vv In .1 the \ .lie- are live arr’tiot unfrcqiicutly cry
esty ol form, grace of demeanor, plenty
"l’ooh, poehl Air. l ithium" said the as follows:
it is impregnated with li<|tiiil malie
she’ll
I'm
alraid
and
all
that.
though
is somethin's a nisi is
ol
.Ill Wet.
ferent kinds ot insects were buzzing and have been first compounded by the Hotstyle,
brought mire from the horses, and it allowed,
lather; "we can't keep her
The best part s of the finest Scotch
V.
No
1
Wei.
IT
taken in some time with the outside gild- good-natured
g W iiili
■I recollect an article .• I Hr. (.'hoover's,
humming. No other sound. But hark. tentots.
a
know."
in
is
that
elleet
and
the
ease,
you
glass
beet are selected, all the fat is earelttllv
lie g.ven as to the thev eat it greedily:
and marry some ot these chaps -always
m
What w as that ? A splash in the brook.
rears ago, in which lit- undertook
some
ing,
part.eu,ai ■.
I
to
we
could!"
Would
Heaven
theii milk and Imt'ter will be tainted with
itmi iu
removed, and the meat is then thoroughion d he w irked :
V huil irog, luou^ni •.
prowling around women with money.'’
to show what was the reason of the dilferand went in search of her,
id this kind of toed, in the same
It is afterwards pounded to
him. There lie xyas in ly dried.
i\
1 looked at Van and burst out laughing. groaned,
dtiuv should lie given to the taste
discover
ail "ii1
could
if
|
us
the
nmrnent
etfeets
produced upon
by
We were in
1 lounil her wild to go.
brook. No, on powder, salt and sugar are added, and then
shallow
and keep down wat that the flavor is injured by eating
ia
the
ot
•Well, but you’re a gentleman. Kithian.
bottom
the
the
He
and
by
ing light
evening light.
id olarturnips, but to :t more disagreeable degree. Hang it ! it a man's a gentleman, lie can the summer-house ami those little octagon attributed
it wholly to association.
He closer inspection that was not a Imll-lrog. it i mixed witli an equal quantity
boxes torce people into close proxIf litter is allowed to be eaten, it should
in a liquid state.
ilied
suet
swim
lish
around,
v
tor
be
pouriii
lining
a
g
alford to do anything. 1 happen to know shaped
eould't
tisli,
it.
pulling tin* vines onlv
imity. She had never been so beautiful. probably bad not then become aware that
be given to cattle nut ill milk, and on
w!*.
I
she looks upon veil with decided lavor,
loli.ig.- turns brown and the
and this little dark thing;, xvhutex er h xva.*. ed into tins made in contain b(> lb. each, it
is
itself
different:
that
the
Urn
very
light
with
a
tear
in
each
of
In
a
white
dress,
be-allowed
should milch cows
will be sullieientlv portable, and it is 1111i..
[•. -! lln-ir given color, and before no account
and 1 don’t mind confessing I’d like the
was kmc quite -'till tin tin* bottom
her soft blue eyes, she was the embodi- shining ol the snu all day long raises up
to consume other than the sweetest and
Yen see, it's a great
iii,ii c iii.'in ; and here comes a srnne.li -t: then, while I was wondering what 1 lerstuod that one of these tins will lie amarise
there
that
myself
exhalations,
dust,
arrangement
vapors;
ment of womanly loveliness.
makers are
mi
ciiiar part of the culture, as a purest tooil. Verv nice butter
deal for me to feel that 1 can trust Her
a grasshopper, which had .jumped
ply for the support ot a boat's crew ol
pa
“/V/'usi let me go !" she said, with her smoke, through which the sun shines at it was,
sometimes at a loss to account lor stable
ei k'iit men tor a week while traveling o\ er
of the brook,
cause coni
the
middle
hands."
in
into
trude’s
may
mistake
so
is
in
its
and
it
your
judgment
tone,
happiness
by
changed
evening,
hands clasped entreatingly.
l’emmikitt biscuits are also beingol the the ice
.Vs the vines taints in butter, espeeia'iy when extraorge an:! loss.
that whatever truth there may be iu point went kicking along on the lop
llesolving on immediate action. I went
I moved toward her impelled by
have been taken to have
on
with
an
I. the\ must he placed so that dinary precautions
the
In an instant there was a gleam ; made. in which the pemmikin is mixed
work
on
to
water
morning
different
state ol mind on our
the
following
of
fact,
I
was
eon
da/./led,
manthe milking done in the most ported
strange magnetism
t with
tl011 r and all the provisions are ol
iin-, wi
cun without the pods and sec.Is
\\ here the grasshopper was sxx burning,
•ardor w orthy of a better cause.
part is produced. Marly in the morning just
all the processes id
fused, beu iideri d
ner. and so on in
None ot the salt junk
.lack llohin- ] the best quantity.
A pleas'.in ug n
dewed or mouldy
could say
M \ first \ isit. of course, was to my tailor.
Indore
and
you
late
at
and
fresh
night weary
vigorous,
Why do you ask )m .'" 1 stammered.
l wu- with which the sailors afloat arc so well
handling the milk until the butter is packed I was indebted to this worthy tradesman
ant sunny time is .e.piiivd, and as the
son' the grasshopper was gout
are the physical reasons.
These
sad.
and
|s my consent necessary to your happidill the butler has a disafor market,
about the queer thing acquainted will lie taken in this expedition
ne- are
for the biggest part ot the grace and elepmied, ii i- bust to put them toVet there was a great, deal of truth ill the iiu longer in doubt
."
It had drhut, the best rounds of beef and bellies ot
brook.
uin-wiiat spread and after drying greeable taint, and the cause often comes gance so pathetically relerred to by \ an- ness
of
the
'geil,"
bottom
at
the
I could idea that we are impressed by the nioniYe.-., yes.” she murmured:
from allowing the cows, when turned out
a
w Ip it, turn them over as you would
I knew it must be a trout
pork, only slightly salted, as meat may lie
and was perfectly well aware
dewater,
on account of appeared.
in<r
mil)
ditfereiitly
evening
Site
and
it
otherwise!”
the
not enjoy
and exercise, to feed abo.u
stopped
-ining partly dry. they ran to water
Ah!” said 1 to inysell, I'll ealeh you, expected to keep for a lengthened time in
that without his aid and art the line castles
of
hay omr
on
account
dill'erassociat
ions,
different
I
fell
it
on
drew a long breath.
my check,
horse stable, where they consume all the
ltitiii,which is the
ma
reared during the preceding night, would
Mr. Trout ! Then won’t the folks in town an Arctic climate.
pile.-, stacks, laid up
ent conditions ol our own mortality.
and a sweet rapturous conjecture was -u<I
litter which, on account of its being soaked
want to know eliiei stimulant and luxury on board ship,
it tin pods will not come
won't
and
tie
tumble ingloriousiy about my ears. 1 althey
between
autumn
difference
the
surprised,
Now,
1 sank back
conceived in my heart,
id the
usually costs the Royal Navy Is. ini per
the giomul— the roots with liquid manure, is east out
mta ;
him !"
I
ready owed bim a large sum of money, the denly
1
with the conviction that I love'-tl her. Then and spring in the year is worthy ot some where caught
Hural New Yorker.
stable.
live ol duly, but that provided for
11 properly slacked,
more at that
.ward tlie ciMitn
1
me
believe
of
gallon
which
1
thought
actually
I hardly know
gave*
courage 1 took her in
like consideration.
very immensity
i- pure Jamaica, at a
my arms and kissed her, and such
thev e.m remain till timrouglih cured,
1 found him in rather a
moment of what the people would say than this expedition
to ask lor more.
out ot the summer-house. lion you leel, but tile I wo months of the
went rapidly
-hi per gallon
eo 1 ol
when a suital.il. dry lime is selected and
Water for Stock.
gloomy humor, and his remarks were very But before 1 went home it was arranged year that are the most evpiisito to me I did of catching the. trout ! was quite | prime
1 captured [
the beans threshed, either on a prepared
1 trembled all oxer.
don't deny’ said the large1
excited.
it
is
not
October,
and
June
depressing.
are
lteally
that sue should go with me to the concert,
The past winter has giieti us a severe
hand shook w hile ;
bed in the field or hauled to the barn and
Mortou and Grant
I'm proud
hearted knight ot the shears,
No Fear of Heath ill the Dyiug.
until .lime in our latitude that nature gets a crasshopper. and my
of a constant supply
poor old Bigby giving a wondering but
1 got I
threshed on the lloor, with the hand Hail lesson as to the value
a thing you put on
ain't
There
of
"
*» «r•"
and in October the birds 1 was putting it on tile little hook.
Journal,
11hers,■!!
you.
Indianapolis
so that the slock
consent.
agoing;
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of
in
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water
with
the
in
connection
A
barnyard,
-r
i. m
I
cant being usd iml l » bruise
hiking tact
1
split
behind a bush and verv carefully lowered
but gains by it somehow or other.
pm, ir tierce in if- denunciation <*l
have ceased singing, the shrill crickets
In lebruary
1
can Imve tree access to it.
determined,
are not atiaid ot death
upon reaching my lodg- j
I riii letter, uud -a
the seed
line until the bail touched the *m lace living i' licit they
made up a bit o’ that, there French gray
are changing color,
trees
the
aid.
my
have
1
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mark
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catol'all
our
turn
"Sti
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to
sent
a
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ipped
1'he
Ymi notice this even in executions.
ing,
Ulna thi'. sin.I, : 1 h \ are cleaned by frozen pipes compelled
j the
h r MolVat. and he just degrade- it. that s
of the wafer
hour document t-m mils 1.* cou-trm <1 <• .i
mv inability to be with her on the
tle out to obtain water, and although the
grass grows wry slowly, replacing itof men w ho are hanged are re- chin’.- bid lor a third term. 11 i- a complot*
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in labor to hasten the good time coming,
IikAlt Mn. Ft lit \N—I understand now vvhv
blessings will be pronounced. Some pan- shocked at the risk
II
you ran. Never do von were unwilling I >houhl go lo the eoneerl. sidi1 they would hear the shouts "'ll is mark that, •■If there's any destiny in a Spoken of all over the eotintry in the high- hand hail been heavy on the ln-ad
lo reduce our expenses, both individual tries are so
inconvenient, and so deficient
and corporate,
l’o buy less and produce in drawers and shelves, that time is lost that again, 1 beg of you ; it might have As | must he an unpleasant and imperative ob- raised in incorruption.” Don’t he afraid man's lace. Senator Booth s Will carry est terms of prii'se, tthis was his usual was anxious to make a point tiol loto let
stacle to von, I shall never see von again.
cost you your life.”
Dying is blos- him to the White House.” But there isn't. stale, whether he had or not; ) everybody ll,. IK- seemed to take the him
li
more, in order to make our farms self susyour children die
in hunting for things, and temper is soured.
II \ rnu lln.m
Don’t hold your children ; let go The person who, of all others whom we eonsidered him au honorable man and at- that
I
tavorite girl weni
“Oh, I don't regret it," she said ; "I am
soming.
taining To diversity our crops and crop Pray—stop, consider, devise, execute ; and
particular
without
1
went
his
let
hat
and
out,
mourned
Don’t
took
one
and
ot
1
alter
this
when (tod wants them.
anybody have met, lias the most poetical east
There is no train
ieetionate husband,
my
they
no more than we can cultivate.
To con- it it does not suit,
internal machine was movable, ami tu
do have so crlad.
try
again—and
lbnitd
attenand
for
tnysell
destined to become loss with a most earnest and tender
when 1 go; clap your hands
seemed
and
joy.
at night, and papa would be so knowing exactly why,
late
till
dense the weight of our exports,
over
was
loath
cry
that
res,
head
puz/letl
every
selling things convenient, and save steps. f.N. V.
ess on the bushel and more on
presently at (fertrude's house. The blinds it 1 tall and am buried in (i rceii win si, don t the llyron of the present age, is now cierk tion, and the deceased man deserved a tit tion. Two or three experiments I i!i
the hoot
(lightened.”
1 ribune.
To systematize our work,
1 made an dibi t to engage her in con- were partially closed, but under the cur- let anybody say, ‘'Here lies Henry Ward in a New York coal-yard, and has no idea lino memory, and as it was the last sad kitnl and the proti ssi>r s bail habit iv aand in fleece.
her to look
of the liev- Beecher.” for Hod knows 1 won't lie there. ot
but in her
and calculate intelligent Iv on probabilities.
going into poetry. I lie most sensitive, rite^slie could do, he begged
slight and cold reply tain 1 saw the clumsy shoes
completely euretl. There liny Ino- l-n
Watt.k. From tlic results o>t a scries ol versation,
It Von stand with your loot on the turt
relined and spiritual countenance we ever over some excellent monumental design
I saw an insurmountable objection to crend Cavendish almost touching the slipI d discountenance the credit system, the
it
is
nothing wrong in it, but it " a- m-i
calcuobservations made in France,
were ! when I am laid there look
no more,
up, for 1 won t had tlie pleasure of gazing upon belonged in Italian and Ainerii an marble, which he well to stop it right there.
pers of (iertrnde, and ull four feet
mortgage system, the fashion system, and lator that :i quantity of water equal to cliuucc acquaintances. She spoke
architectural
lowest
terms,
with
his
laden
with
sell
at
the
the
table
hear anybody that don't speak
of under
was prepared to
to a young man who was a regular “big
every other system tending to prodigality twelve inches in depth upon the surface nor smiled, save at some happy fancy
mouth towards Heaven.”
“l.ookee here, mister,1’ said site “yam
H u propose meeting to- ol an
bonanza" of awtul blasphemy. \\ e reher own, hut tapped nervously on the win- drawings.
and bankruptcy
acre ot ground passes through the
Wit gi\CS til lil<“ Olio "I it s lilH
I
A sudden impulse of rage seized me;
member seeing a meek-looking little boy, said lie was an honorable man and all'ee• i •' ;i> i
>
gether, talking together, working together, leaves ot a wheat crop of twenty-live dow-pane, and watched eageily the vansense leads I" imm»•< 1 >■
common
ran up the steps and pulled at the hell.
How Hoi> l’ltovibt.s. Mr. Spurgeon with flaxen hair, clear bine eyes anil a tionate husband, when you know you lie; and irives society its daily motion hti:'
buying together, selling together, and in bushels, and is used in the process of ma- ishing landscape. The. train hastened on The
door.
half
the
I've
It's
true
servant
cheek,
bashsuch
smooth
which
wsift
no
his
station
on
only
at
the
lie
blush
a
opened
thing!
very poor delicate
says: “My grandlather was
views its annual ret
general acting together Ibr our mutual turing the grain and straw. This does and presently stopped
ain’t the and comprehensive
"Miss Vaudewater is not at home,” she
minister, and kept a cow, which was a fully enter a Sunday-school and take a lost him, but he ain't dead; he
protection and advancement, as occasion not include the amount of water which Hi why had told me was a short distance
chastises l<-llv and iui|>u
ridicule
tion;
<
oil'
last
hie of the young lady
said.
kind that dies—he ran
Wednesday
very great help to the support ot his chil- seat in the corner.
may require. Wo shall avoid litigation as evaporates or drains from Tie soil; nor trom his house.
deuce, and keeps men in tln ir pi p,
I plungpu madly down the steps aim dren—he had ten id' them- and the cow teachers
To my immense delight the fair young
much as possible, by arbitration in the docs it include
approached him and tenderly with another woman, and he doesn’t need sphere; sulitilty seizes linid o| tlie li:
any portion of the rainfall
homeward. My landlady took the
said: “Little boy, won't you recite your a tombstone, I’m sorry to say— and 1 d be
(Irange. We shall constantly strive to which occurs between harvest and seed stranger gathered up her bundles, and made, my way
‘staggers’ and died.
threads of truth; analogy dart- away t
the stairs
as 1 was
secure entire harmony,
‘What w ill you do now i1 said my verses to me?” The little boy did not much obleeged to you il you d light out the most sublime discoveries; fei
good will, vital time With a rainfall of iortv inches per went Indore me to the door. I leaped from called to me was going up
room
until
in
here
the
teacher
back
as
that
hand
to
but
come
my
she
you
into
waiting
out
brotherhood amongourselves, anil to make
and
not
tears,
held
her,
burst
the ear,
again
somebody
evidently
my
grandmother.
annum then tlielargo proportion of twelve
paints all the exipiisite passions of nun
"lie would insist upon going up
our Order perpetual.
threw herself into a pair of sturdier arms for me.
‘I cannot tell what we shall do now,’ expected he would, but, with marked em- have occasion, mister.
We shall earnestly
sonl, and rewards hint by a thou-aud
inches is required for the transportation
“You
of
she
said.
for
his
heel
on
the
desk
in
in
the
face
of the and waiting
pho- ward visitations for the sorrows
endeavor to suppress personal, local, secthan mine; and looking
There was a rapid gathering up
said he, ‘but 1 know what Hod will do;
you,”
phasis, he planted
in.
that
ot tin* plant, with the moderate yield of
bile
w
sometimes.”
ho
seen
'must
tional and national prejudices, all unHod w ill provide for us. We must have front of him and delivered himselt of a tographic designs by the poor agent,
1 his intruder, 1 found it the honest, beaming see, sir, people
It is
Iront without, (lodmade it all’
bushels per acre only.
I
and
did
twenty-live
“Sold
so
and
She thought it was a dun,
milk lor the children.’
healthy rivalry, all selfish ambition. Faith- has a most important hearing upon the face ot lligliy himself, my magnanimous
negative remark of such startling profani- he savagely growled out,
good ! We must despise no sort of talent
on the dou1 was prepared to throw an importunate
tailor!
ful adherence to these principles will in“The next morning there came £20 to ty that it is not permitted us to indicate, failed away from Mrs. Brow n’s
all have their separate dutic- e
interests of the tanner, lor it shows that
heard trom he was they
last
her from the ground in his creditor over the ballisters, and went him. lie had never made application to even
He
lilted
When
the
substance
and
initials
sure onr mental, litoral, social, and materidashes,
ble-quick.'
byr
to a certain extent the value of Ids harvest
uses; till, the happiness of man fa lin n
one who sent
an arm chair
the
In
room.
the
then
into
looked
be
a
close
over
to
at
me
with
is
now
on
lie
hut
caress;
of his speech.
the fund for the relief ot ministers;
al advancement.
boldly
anxiously hunting up
grown
will he limited by the amount ol rainfall
object ; they all improve, exalt and glad
the happiest, the fondest, the most exalted near the lire sat Bigby !
that day there were £5 left when they had man. The same clear blue eyes contrast him there to sell a tombstone.
den life. [Sydney Smith.
that can be utilized by bis crop.
said.
he
talk
to
to
i
ever
saw
in
"I've
come
ol
the
you,”
A correspondent
satisfaction
divided the money, and one said, ‘There with the delicate pink on his cheek; the
any one in m}'
Ploughman de"You
1
"First of all Bigby,” exclaimed,
sires to know if a lien can be cured ol an
me.
is poor Mr. Spurgeon down in Essex, sup- same Haven hair wreaths his forehead and
withdrawal ol a irtend lrom our
A voting lady was y< sterday -landing
inclination lo set by half drowning her or
Oh, tin' delicious sensation of tinding must understand that 1 love your daugh- pose we send it to him.’ The chairman— gives him a look of sensitive innocence, si,l,. is a special pro\ iitcnce, even lor
The reporters were not admitted to the
Second -tia ct.
otherwise. We should say yes. You can late lecture on dress-reform, by Miss nivseit close by her side in the comfortable ter llattie.”
a Mr,
ot his day— said, ‘We had and when last heard from he was pursu- ourselves.
Never does the grave take on the whari at the toot ot
Morley
lie
at a schooner ly
chair,
of
his
almost
lull
out
The
was rosy
her
handkerchief
!
or
river
thiet
on
the
her
in
two
his
ol
a
in
hut
tub
vessel
evening
or
Another
leet.
avocation
sky
I’ll
little
Bigby
better make it £10, and
carryall
put
companion waving
Agnes Burke, at the Unitarian church.
hold of a mortal’s
give
ing the
“Know
anybody
three inches ot water for a day or two. * >1 corset’s all right; hut as the
hedges were budding stared at me open-mouthed. I saw from other £5 was oll'ered by another member, lower Hudson.
hath au omnipresent eye the while lived ing in the stream.
public pants red, all tile waysidenew
1
his
he
was
i:i
companion a. lie
lace
multitudes
the
her
lor information on such
Hut probably
We should think aboard ?
best way is to shut
if a like amount could be raised, to make
complete ignorance;
spring,
queried herdon
it was atresh in the glad
mi him in compassion.
subjects,
t, but they an
“No, I
in the dry told him everything.
came alon^
as well as of the hand that
it up to £20; which was done.
up with a eoek for a couple of days. Or- natural that the knights of the quill should of birds swung and swayed
They
Here is a bachelor's opinion on a very ,,l that eye
"I’ll never marry Miss Vandewater, knew
their handkerchiefs at me, -ho
dead
on
Meditation
the
cow
waving
about
away.
dinarily' it vviil cure the most obstinate endeavor to glean some knowledge ol the stems of the trues, and daisies, white and
taketli
my grandfather’s
nothing
ker (hoo) chiefs!'
important subject: “A pretty girl has no
Bigby. Thai’s all broken oil'.”
We learn that the lecture red, studded the wide green pastures.
our taitl^ in the unseen; for sorbut Hod did, you see; those gentlemen in moral
ease, but with a Brahma it might tako proceedings.
replied. “Hand (ha!)
his basket and
right to conceal her features with quickens
tell
his
chair.
the
dropping
back
in
We
explained,
he
was
three days. A lien will begin to lay soon was about sew-sew, and the
there
Bigby
spent
sacred
of
the
dinner
a
hath
not
aware
The
London were
perfect.
bein°;
import- one of those ugly face fitting veils, than row
eOieacy,
lady did not
a woodpile; “why them's
“Broken off,” he gasped, “when I've ance ol the service which
against
after this excitement is over, and though hang on the outskirts of her subject, but night in mild but paradisaical dissipation.
leaning
dead
of
a
renderno touch so puritying as that
they had
a rose-bud has to wear a waterproof, or
of Hattie’s had my men working night and day on ed.”
the aggregate number for the year
hav- the men’s shirts hung out to dry.’’ She
may struck the trail at once and followed it up. We had a little music, some
the- sun to put on green goggles.” The man’s hand; and lew living objects
!’’
them
ballads
waved into a warehouse. [Detroit Free
clothes
of
a
lew
not be
as the sight
yours
such
this
materially changed, the laying may She up-braided tight-lacers, and—a-hom— Italian to please her mother,
power
regenerative
ing
will please to consider
Press.
be through at a better season and
The potato bug lias appeared in Maryland and pretty girls
death.
“They will be all out of fashion,” he
of
a
fellow-mortal's
[MounttoriT
give her suggested suspenders lor—Hose business for her lather, and anything and everything said
question settled.
the requisite time to rest.
?
mournfully, when I had concluded. commenced its ravages.
for me.
is ft,
invest

ence

a

splemliil capital !
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Corrotjioud^ncc

Another Ocean Disaster.
Hie
rived

State ui Georgia, which arNew York on I'hursday front

••iitncr
a

the dill of June, in
lat. hi
ill min Ion. 17- 7>8 min., picke: up a boat belonging to the British
steamer \ ieksburg, lrom Quebec for Liverpoi ;. containing five men, who stated
ilia! ’.im steamer was cut
through b\ ice
and stink.
1 he names ol the rescued are
James tTowley .ooatswaiu
Tlios. (Vllrien
I’a trick tirogin. John William.-, and Jones
M ilkinsotj, seamen. James (
Towley says
the steamer had
sixty men, eight saloon

Glasgow, reports

and

The

l

on

twenty-two steerage passengers.

James ( row let states.
We left Quebec, Thursdat morning. .May iltli, with a
ship's crew of sixty men. all told, eight
saloon passengers, live gentlemen and
three ladies, and about twenty in the steer-

to
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Centennial

Exhibition.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Pnu.ADELi'iiiA, June 8, 1875.
long time an impression seemed
prevail in mail) parts ol tne country
or

that tin' Grand International Exposition
to be held in this city next season in
honor ol the Nation’s hundredth Girth
dav was to be alter all only a sort of stupendous Philadelphia Fourth of July, and
an
aliair hi which the country at large
had little interest. Happily, that impression is now rapidly disappearing, and the
sober second thoughts are coming to us—
that it is lilting that some truly national
celebration should be held; that it must
be held somewhere: that no place is better
located than this; and that here upon the
very spot so long hallowed bv patriotic
memories, where at every turn so many
relics of the days that tried men’s souls
greet the eye, is the best place for a great
and mighty people to join in congratulations and thanksgivings over their wonderful past and their still more wonderful
present and rapidly hastening future.
With much that lias been done and is
proposed your readers are familiar, but of
the magnitude and grandeur of the enterprise, or of the energy and enthusiasm
with which its prepaiations are being
made, nothing but a personal experience
will convey an adequate idea. < )f the magnitude of the work proposed and being
done permit a tew statements enforced by
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The recurrence et tin: bland
arepubbadly enough, too, to days of June has again brought
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lor three weeks, ami J.3
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Does he want it any less? Will
he seek for it and intrigue for it any less':’
It is noted as a queer fact in connection
with this bit of

Uj}*S. M. Pkti N<;’U it Cu.,ii State St., Boston,
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advertisements.
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that

history

1

j

!

towers from which excellent
views ol the whole interior may f>c obtained. A complete system of water supply. with ample provision of lire cocks
eic
extends through this as all the other
buildings Some conception of the immense size of this structure will be obLained from flic comparative statement,
that the ground floor covers an area 87:1,:i-d square teet—a trifle more than l’o
acres, or about eight times the area of
Lincoln Talk. In addition to these, the
National (iovernment lias appropriated
tile sum of sbfid,oi»0 for the construction
of a separate building and the
perfection
of a collective exhibition which shall illustrate its functions and administrative
faculties in time ot peace, and its resources as a war power.
A large number
of other governments—some twenty in
all—will also erect separate buildings for
similar purposes.
1 jut your readers will tire of these detegritv (A character, honesty of purpose, tails, marvelous as they may seem, while
the mass of facts waiting at mv hand renami iaithtiilness to the
constitution. Ali
ders choice exceedingly difficult.
tlie-e qualities, and all other
desirable
t >t the
progress and present stage <■ f the
qualities, are found in the name of (ten.
( it al£i.i
whose completed form 1 have
H Hi uit itTs, ot
preparations
and
to
Bangor
him public sentiment in the democratic briefly sketched, this may be said : Maparty all ucr the State lias pointed in the chinery Hall is rapidly nearing completion. The walls are all up, the roof well
most unmistakable manner as our
standadvanced, while the army of carpenters,
ard bearer in the
coming campaign. tin-roofers anil laborers
give assurance of
Among the first to respond to the calTof
its early completion. The Art Hallery has
t he country in the hour of
need, his record
all its brick and stone work complete and
is that of a patriotic soldier and a
gallant
officer
When to this is added the char- the iron rafters for the roof and dome are
in place.
The Horticultural
aeteiistics which make
tip the incorrupti- being put
Hall is in a state of forwardness which
ble citizen and the Itonest
man, he coraevidence that the contract for its
liines all the qualities which the
democra- gives
cy requires in their candidate and which completion, Sept, loth w’ill not need to be
they del.ght to honor. To his nomination extended.
thev would respond with an
Agricultural Hall is. least advanced of
enthusiasm
and ardor which it is not too
any of the buildings, and least time is remuch to say
for its construction. The contracts
would bear him on to the
(Jubernatorial quired
chair.
have just been awarded for its completion
It has been
announced, however
in four months from date.
that t.en. Roberts will not
accept a nomiThe prospects for the completion id' the
nation,
strong private reasons
main building before winter seem diswhich restrain him and control his
action
until it is known that the work
\\ hile this is understood to be the
position couraging
is nearly all done off the grounds, in rollof < leu Roberts, it is
hoped that he maymills and machine shops and that tobe willing to admit the
urgent demands ing
almost every part of the huge-struethe party and the
day
has
for
his
sercountry
vices, and, as, when the country called ture is complete, only waiting transportation and
bn volunteers to battle for the
putting in place. Like the TemI’nion, all
private considerations gave way to his ple of Solomon the sound of ax or hammer
is not heard in
love ol country and his
rearing the edifice, as every
patriotic devotion
is fitted to its designed
o its
interests, so now, when a call equal- piece
place in the
ly urgent comes up from the friends ot the building, before being brought upon the
This
“ion and the
work of erecting the strucconstitution for his services ground.
ture has commenced and is
rapidly going
1"1l>01tant Position, it is ImpI
th
o
t°SS
ed that he will
forward.
yield to a decidedly c.x1 reserve for another letter some details
aml that his
v
the interior management of the Exhi'V11 ,*?'-« iinn to subordinate his of
as also some reference to what is
individual inclinations
to the reasonable bition
demands ol the
party and allow it to place being done by individuals and organizahis name before the
tions throughout the country for the propeople for the °
office i:i their <;ilt.
motion of the enterprise.

f.,r the third time. Air Titcomb as
their standard hearer, and would have (riven him a vigorous and strono’
support., yet
his declination may lie considered as Ana!
and the field i- left open n r a new selection. I lie. 11 nest ion lor whom shall the dcniocraey I the Mate throw their votes for
• >y erii■ n
at the outing election, is clotlie * I v, itli an
importance this year not ordinarily he) tnging to it. The contest in the
'•ountry la.-! year, and the indications at
the present time, that tlie
people are about
to call the do.crutic
party into a full
eontiol ot the afiairs ot the nation, eonpire to till the rank- ot the party with enthusiasm, zeal and energy
In the work
of restoring the government to honest and
taithfnl liands the demoeraev of Maine are
anxious t" enter and do its part in the
'-'real and glorious contest.
To do it effectively, it is only needful that a candidate
tel (iovernor should be
selected, liuvinfl I
the qualities of
popularity, as well as im

having

Ent w'nar 'ViV-

Sown

highest

Maine Ei.nons

am.

Pubusiiebs’

Asso-

?>« Excursion Committee
the Maine Tl
Editors and Publishers’

The Centennial Commission,
(ion.
Associ- Roberts of Bangor, ilon. Joshua Nye of
ation have made arrangements
with the Augusta, W. 11. Simpson, Esq., of the
proprietors of the Marshall House, York Bellast Journal, Colonel Fred E. Shaw
Harbor, to entertain the Association for and Colonel Fred N. Dow of Portland,
the week
beginning July 12th. From this with lion. Enoch Knight, clerk, all mempoint short excursions can be made to Mt. bers ot the Centennial Commission for
Agamenticus, the Cutts and Pepperell Maine, met at 4 1-2 p. m. yesterday7 afterMansions, Kittery Navy Yard, the Isles of noon in the Council. Chamber, for the
Shoals, and other points of historical in- transaction ot business connected with
centennial matters. Gen. C. W. Roberts
terest.
was elected president ot the
Maine Centennial Commission, the
1 he success of the if el fast fire
has
position resigned
bug
Mr. McMullan. No other business
of
encouraged a fellow to go into the business by
public interest was transacted. [Portland
in Bangor.
15th.
Argus,
ot

Democratic

then

ticket in

inspiring

18(1.').

Blair

was

World and the National

Intelligencer at
Washington, which advocated Grant's
nomination by the Democrats, and Grant
knew it.
lie expressed himself well
pleased with the articles, and manifested
in many ways bis appreciation of the interest which Blair was

half.

"It is

Grant

in his lie-

many words avowed
candidate or expressed a desire

never

himself
in plain

taking

true,” says Mr. Blair, "that

a

in

Knglish

so

to have the Democratic

nomination, but he certainly did by his
manner, and by his general conversation,
encourage me to go on with the work 1
had begun, and just as certainly did lie
give

me

good and suilieient

cause

in the

first instance to

tation with Gen. Grant‘and a full discussion of them with him, the purpose of
their publication being unquestionably
understood.

just

as

“It is true,’’ Mr. Stewart says,
Mr. Blair says, “that all the while

there

was not a word said by either of us
about the nomination of Gen. Grant, but

parties for

nomination in

presidential

a

of both,

principles

ot the

pion

are

neee—

sari I v elastic
Much

is

Wo remember tii:tt
ing a oloso political
iloiilitlul voter

a

matter ot his

u<

canvass

was

casting

ono

oil

of this

approached

to.

\\ hen

llarnahas

w as

j

made

when the Collector’s roguery
is proven, it is his swill apologist. The
editor has seen something coming. \V hen
even

badly enough

to

be

secret

'The
to letch and carry.
rise in the mind ot the

places, with

thought

would

nominee fer Governor, that
gentleman will subordinate his persona*
desires in the matter, and accept the posi-

Already
flags are flying and bunting streaming. Arches
are going up, too, with true American
rapidity.
Vast preparations are making on all sides, but
it seems to me that grading and macadamizing

in that house alter she

sorry not to have

We

signed

she

rejoiced to be able to make tin; streets over which the procession will pass
this announcement, believing as we do might have been done early enough to avoid
the necessity of driving iron rollers all
night
that no other candidate who can lie brought
Saturday and till near church-time Sunday
iorward will poll so large a vote. He is
morning over some portions of the route, it
personally very popular, lias a record was my blessed privilege to listen to this noisy
tion.

are

the crowd would appear were the
amount ot each man's salary chalked in

queerly

on

his back.

Barnabas, who first applied in the Belfast custom house his invention tor tapping the salaries of subordinates, was
there, peering out of the corners with an

otlice in the Custom House wasdenounced

for the matter ot Conner's nomination had

its creation as a corrupt transaction.
Now that it is proven to be so, the Age
defends it.
Has it seen something coming

been

at

it ':1

trom

And the merchants of Belfast

assailed

are

in

being higher

as

prices

than Boston retail dealers. Is it a hint
that the opinion may be reversed if somei<

thing

be

to

seen

cheese makers of \\ aldo
skim-milk

as

hint to roll

product

the

denounced
That’s

a

the cheeses into the

if will become

equal

to

the first factories in the

ol

The committee

country.

is doubtless

means

are

manufacturers.
one oi

Age otlice, when
the

Next the

coming?

a

ways and
very potent one in
on

Age otlice.

1'he

Prog. Age

like the rogue that
“stop tliiet” to divert

joins

With

suspicion.
uncovered

existing

an

and

freshly

two or three men months

arranged by

before.

through

But the forms had to be gone
with. Still the Convention was

meagre, and without a particle ot enthusiasm outside the bread and butter brigade.
\V \Y Thomas, Jr., was made chairthe Convention, with the usual
number ot Secretaries, Ac. Then Hon.
ot

man

Eugene Hale
eulogistic ot

made

a

(irant.

lewyremarks, mainly
The balloting fol-

lowed, which showed a vote for Selden
Connor ot' PJ7 out ot .70g votes cast. The
(ieneral came upon the platform and made

speech, a very prettily worded one, accepting the position, and disclosing a rose
a

colored belief in the future of the party—
a belief which he may find rudely dispelled.
'The resolutions

is

in the cry ot

lowing

passed

express the fol-

sentiments—

I’lie lirst declares that the 1'iiion of states
he maintaiueil at all hazards. The second

must

corruption in the local declares that the tinted States constitute a nacustom house, it erics out that twenty tion, and not a confederacy. As such, our soldiers fought for it, and as such it must be preyears ago there was ( similar state of served. The third declares that citizenship is
National, and the
of the people is due
things under the Jluchauan administra- principal!) to theallegiance
nation, and the nation is
tion— and that we have admitted it. That bound to extend protection to its citizens,
paper
about

case

always

of

had

a

way

sloshing

<>I

all

ipiestion. and then

if every loose
and unfounded assertion which it makes
is not

a

specifically denied,

ot

asserting that

it is all admitted 1

We don’t propose to
In? led away from tin* matter in hand by
such means.
It

Age

is
to

record

of course very awkward for the

del -lid the Collector when it is

on

declaring that, he was unlit when
appointed, and received the office in spite
of the protests of leading republicans,
llllt it is getting a share of the spoils, and
as

|MMij tli* | li ink il i- mvsteriulls 1 lial A nutisin.h|.I lio it raw u|' dyspeptics. Vet, ohserve u 111:111 sjt ilmvn in a bakery. >':it, a whale
inini'i' j>ii* and set il ulluat ill a i(ii:irt (if cold
water.
Is his ilyspepsiu a mysterious ilis|iensiilinii of the I.only [bewiston .louruul.
Suinc

<

Saint 1‘anl, who was not only a zealous
hristian and excellent scholar, hut a man

the reform would stand in the way ot too
many little party schemes.

whether native or foreign horn.
The fourth
favors prohibitory legislation. The fifth compliments Governor Dingley's Administration.
The sixth presents General Selden Connor to
thr suffrages of the people. The seventh declares that local self-government in matters
local must he adhered to; there can he no legitimate conflict between the powers of the nation
and the powers of each State. The eighth declares the industries of the country tire entitled
to encouraging legislation. The ninth declares
a sound currency, based on coin and redeemable in coin, is essential to the prosperity of the
people. The ninth declares most kindly and
fraternal relations should he cultivated between
all sections of the country; but prudence and
patriotism alike demand that the administration of the government should be kept in the
hands of the political organization which has
always been true to it, and not given to the control of the Democratic party, which fought to
destroy it.

Jt. will be

seen

ren, who

regard

no

command,

took his

and the third term given the go
wasn’t backbone enough present to say a
word about either in the resolutions. Then
the assembly silently dissolved, and the
otliee holders all went back to their fat

places.
a

to

It

was

A<

deceived

is

lie borrowed

place

in the ranks

musket and

a

as a

volunteer.

The New York Sun is among the scoffers at the farewell address of the great
and good C, S. (iraut. It says of the
amount received

by the writer—

left in doubt as to the exact I jell res, and hence the comparison is easy.
The
pay of Ueneral of the Army is fixed by law at
dot). That of the President lias been $5(1,(HM)a year since the 4th of March, 1873, and was
raised by the President's personal importunity.
From Washington to (iraut it had never varied
from $25,000 a year. Now let us see how the
account stands:
We

not

are

Four rears President, from lsun to
1ST:!, at $25,000.>100,000
Four years President, from 1873 to
200,000
IsfT, at. >50,000

$2.00,000
Fight years (ieneral, from
Fxeess in salary

as

|s77

lstitl to

100,000

President.$102,000

It would have recpiired more than twentytwo years for him as General to have realized
the salary he will have received for eight years
as President.
Or, in other words, he could not
before 1891, as General, have drawn from the
Treasury the$300,000 which he will have drawn
as President, if he lives till the 4th of March,
1877.
Patrick 51c A loon of Bangor was lined >2 and
yesterday for swearing at a deputy sheriff
who was searching his place for liquor.

costs

The above
times

shows in what
A man who

live.

we

the

to

able to sit up.

was
sav

pledge,

that, instead

I

ot

am

that

which would have been

much more effective.

so

(iossip.

Generalities.
Strawberrii

are

selling I’m- three

.<
*

tyrannical
falls under

girl with tier basket of eggs. By lie- wav, it i^
said that sums as high as jeJUU will be paid for
window s o\erlookiug the line of march, lonland their money soon part at such times.
Hut
there will he more instances of

eoinnnm

sense,

advised

Timotiiy

hi

three

shall

we

in

w

no

credit.

friends, which i<

to

a

Of

course

of true temperance comes in this
country, it will banish alike the excessive
use of cold water and of whiskey,
by toler-

self, that Gen. Huberts has led the column.

They have found a dead baby adrift in
the harbor at ltoekland, and the Opinion,
in conjecturing its antecedents, remarks
that

“probably

it

tide from Belfast,

came
or

down

some

on

the ebb

other small

Last of all would
it send them to Rockland, where the supply is doubtless abundant.

Weekly Gazette
enlarged sheet and
general prosperity.

—The Lewiston
out with

ail

evidenced of

comes

other

lady.

was

the admission of

Dr. Sarah W. Devoll, who read

.interesting paper

on

a

an

dress reform.

Some discussion lias been provoked in
the papers concerning the cost ot tin* ship

Henrietta, built last winter

at

Bucksville,

S. C.

The statement which we made
weeks since that her total cost was
$7000 more than a similar ship could have
sonic

been built for in this city, has been doubtThe New York Bulletin, excellent

ed.

authority in maritime matters says—
A leading authority at this port states that

the vessel referred to, the Henrietta, was certainly built at a greater cost at Bucksville than
would have been incurred at Belfast. Maine, or
indeed at any of the Maine yards—at Bath, Kennebunk. Waldoborough, Oamariscotta, Thoniaston, Yarmouth and other places. The ship
Admiral, 2,000 tons, recently launched at Yarmouth, we are informed, did not cost over $58
per ton, whereas it would appear the South
Carolina vessel cost at least $05 per ton. This
ability to build in Maine at less cost than at the
South is due to the immense trade done there,
and the consequent superior facilities, everything appertaining to the construction of a ship
being at hand, except the pitch pine which is
brought from the South. * * * The vessel
built at Bucksville, it is estimated cost at least
$5,000 more than it would in Maine, after making due allowance, for the fact that the builder
brought most of his supplies by way of New
York, as the Bangor harbor was frozen up at
t lie time.
Moreover the Henrietta being entirely of pitch pine, it is said, she cannot obtain
more than- a nine years’ class in the Lloyds,
while Maine vessels (the frames of which are
usually white oak) readily obtain an eleven

'l’he V\ i-. a--et >i aele -iv- rh it
hu-liel- id o\-li | -hell- lie h -apt 1 <>0 ft,,■ Ijaok
of the I lamari-c.ntu riw-r. and ret nt.
have lived in those waters withiii the memo
of man.

■■■

hospitality

little girl and hoy, ... lour vears
playing on the ice when -i- f, il down
eommeueed to err. linli rail up and south dig
"I *..11*1 evv r I I linear
I'hw. n
Id
lisped
damn
A

were

credit.

no

There is

growing

no
mistake about it, women are
in self-reliance and independence evt r>

1"

The proprietors ut !.'»•• « mtiuciitia. li e
Philadelphia. tia\. announced that tie
charge Imt live dollars |.. r day‘during the

day, and many a girl w ho tosses her head indignantly at the insinuation that -he is an advocate of ••woman’s rights” goes on trying to
help herself more and more, and is continually
fretted at the restraint of the

recognized

eenuial exhibition, an adv
their present c harges.

town, who all this

spring

have taken the great-

Lemons in

delight and utmost comfort in taking the
whole charge oi -pading, planting, weeding,
raking, %Vc in that patch of ground. 1 heir hands

est

tie* less

hundredth anniversary of Bunker Hill!

Augusta man who holds an olliee in
Washington writes a letter which is published in the Kennebec Journal. The writer
makes

ing

a

very apt

comparison

in the follow-

extract—

in Washington i> a very pleasant
in every respect, Imt I am not weaned h um
Augusta where I lived fm so many years, and
for which my heart yearns ns n sitcl. ltaj i-hil'l
for its uwth> r.

My position

one

The Progressive Age says there are 20 cheese
factories now in operation in that county, and
intimates that there must lie an improvement
ip the quality of the cheese, as compared with
last year, to compete with the New York and
Vermont c heese, | Portland Transcript.

of

The Waldo farmers can see what, kind
a reputation is being made lor their

products by one ot

their home newspapers.
indignation felt.

We d on't wonder at Lite
The

County

l’rog. Age charges
farmers

use

that Waldo

skim-milk for their

cheeses.

Does any of it come from Pitcher's Custom House herd? And il so, does
the editor ot the Age get
cream ?

a

—Ex-Gov. Weston of Xhw
was
on

of the

portion

Hampshire

serenaded at Ills limue in Manchester
Monday night lie responded in a

speech,

which he said lie should

in

vive the clamor which
had raised against him

duty,

and

nothing

rancor

sur-

and malice

lie had done his

more.

‘'honest" Indiana democrat, when
caught ill the act of distilling, the other day.
explained that he was just making a little for
his sick wife, merely twenty gallons. [hrwiston Journal.
An

power the rebel democracy" -which means
that a great many thousand of radical
pap-suckers all over the country would lie
in great
—

danger

of

losing their

teats,

All the railroad and steamboat lines

in the state, excepting the Boston and
Maine road, will carry delegates to the
Democratic State Convention and return
for

one

hire.

—1 trunkf Yes. Drunk againYes. Drunker
and drunker, and ottener and olleueri' Yes.

The

leading

article in

Mail of last week

the Waterville

commences

as

above.

eano,

lady-like

Crosby, the negro Sheriff of \ ieksburg w *.
was so eouspicuous during the
political trou*»

object

tln

of

a party of three women drove out
to do something toward tilting up a
country cottage. As they were to stay the
greater part ot the day. they took with them a
bucket of ‘•feed’’ for the horse, declaring that

The Oxford

obsfn

tirant third-term letter remind- me -t tn
sceptics of lilt* Widow Redott’s leln tlsft in
hen 1 licit* Keziah off* red t
kis he
N
sir!" said that lady, w ith virtuous indignation
“not unless you are stronger than 1 am—an 1
know you arc."

Then they pro“There now,” and de-

before him.

At the July session ot the Law • 'oiirt in 1
land, the celebrated ease ut W ebstei vs Was?,
ington lee Company, will be heard. < o i hutn,
parted. In the meantime it rained heavily, and j son
and Ccneral R. F Ruth an t-" lat-d
I
when tlic time came to go home a gentleman in
eounsel for the plaintitfs. ami lion. \. 1 *. ..
the neighborhood insisted on hitching up for of Tliomaston, t• *r the defence
the ladies, as they would only get thoroughly
An Indiana man recently opened
u.
wet by going out to the barn.
On the whole hollow wooden pillars supporting hi* p >,
and to his utter istonishim nt, found w it Inn
they were very glad of the timely aid. Hut
remains of more Ilian four hundred dead
after waiting some time, they thought the man
They had made an entrance through a si
unconscionably slow uud could n< f refrain from hole at the top of the pillar and were un i'
nounced an

admiring,

[

asking him when lie brought out the team, it
everything was right. “Oh yes, certainly
said the gentleman with a <jueer look of inward
mirth and outward ealm, “but 1 took out the
horse's hits
suppose

so

you

that he could cat his h od, for 1
that he sltnuf i eat it.”

meant

“Now,-don't

you dare tell that at homo,”
the tirst exclamation, made b> one of the

was

party alter bidding adieu to the accommodating
gentleman who was seen giving vent to his repressed risibility as soon a*, the carriage turned
the corner.
Mr. Murray’s reception at the h.-aeoii llmi><
was so successful that the new
society will have
another social meeting at the same place th<
week immediately preceding the beginning ot
their services in Music Hall, Oet. Nt. The o.
easion called forth some si\ hundred persons,
whose presence was regarded as sigiiiticant ot
their intention to heroine members of tin* new
It is said that a large nunibci
of the members of Park .street church wen

congregation.

there, and that many others who would hast*
liked t<> attend and congratulate Mr. Murray
only retrained from doing m* knowing that tin \
would be regarded as having committed them
selves to the Murray chmvh, which they wrn
not prepared to do.
one of the leading members of Park Street church i» credited with spythat lie would be
when the “Murray

withstanding that the latter had a nice lilt;.lady for a wife, became noticeably devoted to
each other. For some time tin* tendency of
affairs was observed, and after a while, when
it seemed probable that the well-known changefulness of the musical organism was not going
to

afford

favorable interruption, the church
committee tool, tin* case in hand. The soprano
a

and tenor were obliged to gi\ e up their respective positions, but the latter making a scries «»l

engagements elsewhere about that time, it

wa-

understood that his withdrawal \va> only temporary. And, indeed, it need only hav been
so, for it was said to be the intention of the
church committee, after a lapse of a certain
time, to reinstate the tenor in his old position,
if he would make certain promises in regard Jo
This he did, hut acoffer to sing in another church choir.
that fair treatment of the woman?

his domestic relation-.

cepted

an

escape.

I ii » >nimi" m
Henry » » '-t:ni
been supplying < rooked ltiwi ;ui,| lit,- I,
with
\ouui;
stimon, wh u vs
Amlroseoggin
batehed at the breeding e'tablishimii!
M
t:
Holmes. > mie ij.ooo w m, Mini !
water' of Crook. I liiw r
tn«.
,!> m
I he A mlioseoggiii.
«

w*»ikim*u w
l.
ii;.1
:t li.»u-»- ii h.i-t 1 >
:t but t |e of W Il iskey 111 Mile tll«
!i!:
the eliimney w it*, built over eight.
lllr W'lliskey ll:t\illg been put ill
it, Was built, which Would make il
♦ Mil'll t \
Meal's «,M.
I' 11, \\‘> kllM-li
A

some

eliimney in

her remaip? Hut no; tin* old, old story has
but oii43 termination. I have heard that the
woman has since been without a regular position. Is this the charity of religion?

great deal of complaint of intemperance among the servants of fashionaliles, and
There is

some

a

time the “tine brands*4 have to sutler from
that rarely surprises the stomaehs

something

of their owners

—

eold water.

A South laid

I;,
inotv
W

Tin 111 t«i _* I 11 NrU- 'i.
Ilrit
Mi
road t«> \i»rw i> mai
rooked riv*
m i,
'•'•••ii an army <>!' > at>rpillars. .\ 1,
h uiv mat n,
their way down stream. Mr j• i• 11.
i iiya- t -n
tree* «»f foliage ,> eomph tel, a- wuiii.i he dun,*
A
bn
:»•
It li ot
fourth of
mil,
by tire.
almost leafless, and 'till tin y u> m il. tilt
w ith great speed.
<

< Mi
V I «. d align
Sunday nniiu. M
Winslow Marble oi Harmony,
mug la :
of age. and ,.| im-pi o „habl* -hura,
w, lit oil! alolie lo take
WillU bcl«‘l* luHi.
he,l. A- she 11« 1 imt u ttiiii. vaivti was mi,
for han.I on Momlav morning lor 'odv w
foil ml hi Main 'Iream in a I tout two f,
»f w at,
Hie jur\ rendered a M-nh, t of >m, 1,
M ars

Frank W ilislow »f li. amtoii, \ t. ha- jU't
>a*r<|e,J in shooting tw hawks wh h hav« h.
lor many years at the top "t
perpemlii
ro» k, Iihi feet high, about two mi
lr,,ia
\ il lag,*,ami eom milted great depr-Mat ion- uie a,
i.
I
the poultry ot that 'eriit»u.
!
searwas unown to !><■ over tw-nty
n> <1
ha\ \ on
many 'kill’llI Inmh
him.
-■

■

>

kiteh' ll ill I'ompeil V\ ,*
tie follow ing ni pti ii
l gli
ed tin- lire, ,-ooked hi' imal'. am, -Arp*
house *Js.ooo times p, thi" day, and In- i-'Ium'I
take me I-, the eitvii' !** 'Hie inhuman w t ••»., a
to treat lit' poor drudge ot a w ife in that w
If old -John Uohiii'on—fm w
presume tic
I

>11

the walls o(

eently found

oils was hi'—had known what
there would have beell oil r,.w
no

more,

was
ill

going
I’oiup,

-i

j Fxehange.

*
In tin* I 'nited state- Di-rn
irf
Un
! idge (die-, m tin
•(
ai:
h'i
i.
M
Muo.lv ot tin* ship \ l< \ in*
elt\
trial for inhuman treatim a m
1
men, tin* jnr\ It«»ni<lif in t v* nil* t
g,.
1
M*- *d\
ami the judge <«*nt» n
i;*
months imprisonment in th.
lit)
tim
of >.'»(Mr ami fust-.
Hie M* < oilinu N« i• *i»^
Thoma-Nm. ami n-fi utlv mad*vo\ i.
e
Kngland l" < a!!ao, them tu tie-< iuamami them *- t« Haltiimur. arri\mg th*
ii
week> ago.
■

inure.

<

«■

••

TifK < «>M>i MM I* Mi id>1:m Its, |»
|;
noldM of this rit> \ i-it«*. 1 the "f ate I n-on »
other day, ami in going through tin Nodding
saw Wagner and < fordon who an
going
hung on the'Jut h. Wagner i- at work in i. a v
ness shop, and looks very determined
tioi
lias eharge of a forge in the earn.ig»- Nla* k-in
T
»i
th.,
shop. W arden Kin* interim 1 th i
he had no donht the •.*
:i*a
w*ei:*i
or
the day appointed
I '•*• -eaflold i- -till oi ;
«
tion ready to perform ne vMO'k
K in
imn iai
■

1 in* P»o>tun 1»
of

u

i\

A»l\

rt

ignoraiii

Hi* takes *»! range li berth■-

vv

>•

in 11i-f•

tilt A

tory, early and recent, \v!ii« h
plained by tin* !*:»<! that lu* h
abroad that li<* has forgotten it

an

u»<
«•

I« -ar.

i*i>

'•

>

miiw*•!
f
install.■»
• th*
*uir
ten pagew n>> settled \ irgiutu un i
t-

in the iir*t
between tin* cavalier*
tin* Puritans vvlffe took refuge in Se\t Eof
!„• says "I tin hitter, that, hav i»g In arts
ruck and granite uls<>, iln*> had to strugglagainst tin rigor "t tin* elements, after hav in
suffered **o much from the rigor <d their fellow
Persecuted, they f«*nnd III.
creatures.
t in* « \ile of Roger \\ u
ridy of persecutor*,
liuins, and the hundreds of pout s.^ncrei \\ b
were burnt there, are sad proofs «>t this
I’ln
s
story, of course, is utterly groundless
human being was \er burned in New Knglun
for witchcrapt or soivcr\.

speaking

military companies family having some visitors one evening not
the
Massachusetts
with
boys at long ago, the gentleman of the hollo' ordered
marching
up some of his best sherry. When the wine
Bunker Hill to-day.
was poured out the gentleman was talking, but
—Gold and silver mines are discovered he noticed that his visitors partook very spar1 he (leneral may have been mistake'
a
so thick and fast that we can’t keep the
ingly indeed from their glasses, lie took -ip
it so he is not alone in error
but
had
Kb
what
happened
Heavens!
Most everybody has one in from his own.
run of them.
lie thought; but he deemed (Ireeti 1 hillock, himseit a native of < on
wine,
choiee
to
his
his backyard.
years’ certificate.
it wiser to say nothing. When the callers had neetieut anil
supposed t<» know it- history
—Senator Morrill, of Maine, has been
Another objection urged against a ship
to his brother-in-law and exgone, he turned
verse
in
melodious
wrote
What in thunder ails the wine?”
built wholly of hard pine, is that the great appointed commissioner to negotiate a claimed,
burnt their lust witch in Connecticut
they
it had been watered
About a century find a half ago.
weight of her wood increases her draught, treaty with the Sioux Indians. He is bald “Well, 1 should judge the
ot her forfeit hut,
calm and exasperThey made a school-house
about two-tliirds," was
and that her carrying capacity for heavy headed, and can’t be scalped.
And gave a pitying sweet-brier leave to grow
Then both gentlemen repaired
reply.
Above her thankless ashes ; and they pul
ating
—It is now reported that the sentence
cargo must be less by the difference beA certified description of the show
hastily to the cellar, and observed and specubetween two weeping willows, craped with black
tween hard pine and oak—which is con- ol Lowell, the wife murderer, will be lated and planned. The result was the brother(Mi the last page of that year’s ulnmnuc.
siderable.
commuted.
in-law, who was a doctor, resolved to take the
The directors of the Shore Eim Railroad ou t
He made up a ruby compound,
case in hand.
—The moral atmosphere will not be
Hon. >1. t'. Talbot >>l
at Mat hias on tile 11th.
Kobert I,. Casey, in Portsmouth, It. I.
into which he put a powerful dose of lobelia, East Mat hias was elected '"resident, Joseph 1
exhalations from
much
by
poisoned
longer
The trap being set, he retired, Grant of Rangor, Viec-l’resident, and .1. sat
an emetic.
discovered a man in bed with his wife,
Beecher trial.
that
to
call the next evening to receive a gent of Machias, Secretary.
dirty
promising
took
a revenge which was at first fanand
The following resolutions were adopted
—All the jnembers of the large firm ol report of the proceedings. The next evening
tastic and finally tragic. He marched the
Resolved, To submit to the towns along the
he called, and found liis sister seriously con- route the proposition to take ten per cent, ol
H. B. Claflin and Co., New York, have
before
the
his
muzzle
of
to
a
stock oi the road.
pair
pistol
cerned, and so glad he had come, for the cook their valuation in the
for smuggling.
To grade the road suitable for the
Resolved,
clergyman, where he compelled them to been indicted
Inshe
was really seriously ill,
thought.
narrow gunge, ami Messrs. .1. C.Talbot, Jos. E.
be married. Afterwards he returned, shot
_Gov. Dingley was serenaded at Ma- deed,’’ said the doctor, coolly; “what are the Grant, and E. t'. I*ike of Eastport, were elected
the woman dead and wounded himself.
chias, and made some pleasant talk.
symptoms?” “A violent attack of nausea,’’ executive committee.
see

those

southern

■

■

matters—

unconditionally, yet
entirely dependent on-her voici (otsupport. Why not send him aw ay and let

..,■

good.

her

heart to

u-

w

—Mr. Leonard, of Bangor, who makes
the best fishing rods in the world, is preparing a case lot the Philadelphia Centen-

patriot’s

train of

Olle

(ien. Sherman

the

says that

had to be s(.nt tor t., assist upas! t h>
tiou.

him and left him with the bueket of cracked
oats

Register

stopped above West Paris *»n tie lintn
frunk Railwa\ hist Monday, bv iny iad«
caterpillars upon the rails, and an extra engine
was

could take him out of the carriage and

and

Portland Press.

Monday by A
deputies, and

of town

they

all.

there last winter, was shot m a bar-room
h
(.ilmer, a w hit* in in. n*
is supposed to be fatally miuivo

week

Lust

m

she was

good to

4

garden was, of course, the chief
their ambition.

cent

was

—It will do

.>

Mr. Sawyer, the agent tot the ".pi. \
Saturday m.-t a man .aiming int«» the itv w.
about fifty birds which In* had eauzlit m l w
about to sell. He etnnpelled tie man
i-

could 1)** sent, away

?

w

site dress made by Worth than these women
have enjoyed in tin* production of vegetable-.
That they should be up at the same time, and
be as thrifty as the male plantings in an adja-

Hut

nesses

reaeh th

»

s

Sin*

—Let's see—wasn’t Clalli.i, who iias
been indicted for smuggling, one of Bro.
Beecher's right hand men, and swiff wit-

n

It i' stated that l»v the eruption • ! an ol
coniinuing |br several week", several v
lagCs and tow ||" in leelatnl have been -lest!
a number of list
lost, and seven1 tn u-ii.
people rendered Immeless

Some persons may think that peas
are peas, and lettuce lettuce, no matter
where
or bow grown; but that is a delusion.
No woman ever took greater
pride in the most exqui-

It is sad, very.

nial.

v

>

vegetables.

corn

An

California

told in the Paeific press.

none

lit?

fourteen ounces, so that tin* amount ot rum
•jtiired to make puiieh of th.-m aceoiints Pi
for the remarkable snake sp.ries

either, and their
table has been furnished with the best <»f earh
are

ot

an..

A man m an American rural *ettl
has been an inveterate smoker for tw nt \
has suddenly and permanently gi\e
i;
praetiee. lie knoeked tin* ashes ,,t his j ip.
a keg of blasting powder.

limits

of her powers. I know of two women who
own a pretty little house and
garden out of

him a dinner without help,
Hiev knew
ing violated that foolish give
whatever about harnessing a horse, but
nothing
law, and lias his premises searched unsucthey ‘‘guessed three women eould manage well
cessfully, has not even the poor privilege of enough." They did get him out of the shafts
swearing about it! And this, too, on the well enough, and into a stall. And they tied

mittee, C. O. Hunt, S. C. Cordon, F. 11 remains hut to go ahead with tint execuGerrish, Portland, K. F. Sanger, Bangor, tions.
It. C. Dennett, Saco. Orator, 1 >r. I.. \\
—T he Kennebec Journal spea is ot “the
Pendleton, Belfast. An interesting feature great danger to lie feared in placing in
of the occasion

complete.

pleasure alwaydesene-

<

era

>11 the Sanford Independent I me of -tcatner
the Clew- are thoroughly instructed in tie tr
drill and launching of hoal1'he lire e\tm
guisliing apparatus on these -teainer- i- v,

old triends”

turning up, with loud greetings on their tongueand tin* expectation of a good place and a
hearty lunch plainly discernible in their e\. -.
What i- -ueh trading on accidental acquaintanceship better than blackmail? It we don't
make a virtue of necessity anil throw open
wide our doors they w ill be crowded open, and

ing
glad
days convention at Portland last
seallawags" were out of the wav and m their
“drink no longer watm', lint use a little
week, ending with a banquet at the Palright place. That i> certainly a (’hristian-likc
The Journal should tell the whole story
wine tor thy stomach's sake.” Timothy month House. The
following officers were
designation of fellow ehurch-mou and a former
to
let
him
oil'
il
he
ottered
would
had probably swilled odd water till he elected tor the
They
pastor.
ensuing year—
to vote the radical ticket,
lie is
had become dyspeptic. Less of that chillThat church organizations, howexrr, -<»m<President, Dr dames M Bates of Yar- agree
times commit ipiestionable actions from a really
ing fluid and a glass id' light wine to mouth; Vice-Presidents, X It. Boutelle, loyal now.
hn-warm and encourage the stomach was
—There is no hope for Wagner and upright point of \ iew, to say nothing <»f
M. C. Wedgewood ; Corresponding .Secretian standard, is an undeniable fact. 1 heard
just what he needed. T hey understand tary, S.1I. Weeks; Censors, A. S. Thayer, Gordon. The Koekland Opinion says Sher- of a case recently which may he cited in pr<ot
those things better in the old countries, Portland, I
A. Albee, Union, d. W. lteede, iff Terry has received a letter lrom Gov
Vt a large and lu>hionab.<
ol* this assertion.
where children are taught to t.se and not Auburn, 1). K. Marston, Monmouth, and Dingley advising him ot the action of the church which employ- ;i ipmrtettc clmii -ang.
abuse the gifts of Providence. When the P. S. Haskell, Stockton; Publishing Com- court, and informing him that nothing now not long since, a -oprano and tenor, who, notol

lo avoid controversy and hail iVHmg.
school com ini I tee of Troy, N. Y., have
passi
a re-tidulioii recommending the
hani-hmen:
all devotional exercises from tin- public -rhooi-

of hav

suspicion

—

Tin* Maine Medical Association field

it.

Captain

well known, and
Bancroft records the tact, that Warren
wore no sword at Hunker Hill, and had
in

that (Irani is

ignored,
by. There

killed at Hunker Hill

was

matter of fact, the

a

observer, how

expression so much like that of a thieving
rat peeping from a hole in a cheese.
At
Mr. Hale was nominated in Xs7s?, it de- other times our brother ot the Progressive
clared that lie was utterly unlit for the Age drew the Collector from his retireplace, and that he could not have its sup- ment, and the two promenaded, like (log
port. But before the canvass was over, and Magog discussing the coining battle,
the Age advised that he be supported. or the Siamese twins held together bv the
The editor had been interviewed by Hale— cohesive power of public plunder.
There was small need ot this parade,
he had seen something coining. The new

ship on the democratic side came to an
abrupt ending when he discovered the
double game which the coy and cunning
general of the army had undertaken to
The parties on either side who engaged
play, hut Grant succeeded in bringing in it belonged to a different class from the
the other party to a proposal and obtained
people of Vinalhaven and Belfast who
his nomination and election.
have so pleasantly interchanged courtesies.
In the light of these facts, the truth of
Our report omitted to state that a disturbwhich we do not at all doubt, we can uning chap known as whiskey had a good
derstand what meaning to put upon his
deal to do with it,

—

of unclassified ollieials, hold-

ing mysterious and

Collector, tin* Age wa- terrildy indignant,
and bitterly assailed the appointment

Now,

1'here

undefined duties, but large salaries—men
useful at election times as party retrievers

patriotic voter
Hi' shapes Ids course by what big figures

coining.

who wield

present..

i

very much like that of the

is

not

were

the

•‘I don't know how it'll lie," was the replywhat’ll there lie coinin'?" t he
com se ol the editor of the
IVog Age is
alluded

with

city,

on

l»eniocratic ticket

a

were scores

-easion dur-

AVe see by the Belfast Journal that some of
the hoys of this place came out second best in
a difficulty with some of the people of Belfast
recently.' 1 am very sorry this should have
happened, for when the Belfast Engine Company was at our place, they gave us the credit
of being first best, and we do not want to make
any backward moves. [A inalliaven < Correspondent Rockland Opinion.

badly

worn

its salaries.

the hammers

Coming.

Thus Grant was coquetting I'or the presidential nomination with both parties at
the same time, hlair’s unauthorized court-

first very

there, looking

was

term -but the men

How

them out with the tide.

He did want the

Gen. Charles W. Roberts ol

The
drawing
granite quarries contributed contractors,
We published hist week, as :i local curisuperintendents, time keepers—a host of osity, the account
ofCapl. Duiiliam's pttrthose who draw fat salaries and believe in
chasc of the supposed sword ol l>r. W arthe third

ftOf S, and who cleverly got himself writa staunch cham-

whether he was sound on the vital issues,
and his aim appeared to be to satisfy me,
and through ine the party.”

than I did the first.”

revenue

the labor of

ten up on lintli sides as

was

words when he says, with reference to a
third term, “I do not want it any more

spontanietv

preference for
Bangor, as its

Boston, June 14. lSTo.
lie are a “banner town” now, if a
pel feet
rush of decoration can make us so.

a

was so

kis

notice the

to

It

saying that il the Democratic State Convention next week shall indicate a decided

sister, “Ttiul you must give her sornetliiug right away.” “Of course,” said the doctor, “hut she’s had something. She’s the pilferer oi the sherry.” J5ut when he came to see
the patient, lit! was alarmed at the dose she
must have taken, and he was obliged to prescribe again. That cook tarried not a minute

■

plain from Ills conduct that ‘Bar- and wicked town up river.” We protest
willing,’ nay, anxious, that it was against this insinuation. Belfast may tolnot necessary to formally interrogate him erate much wickedness, but it takes beton this point.
My object was to lind out ter care of those little waifs than to send

it

it arrived.

as

possible authority

said the

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
Correspondence of flic Journal.

for

;i

begin the agitation.”
agitation ol Grant's
name caused uneasiness, presently, among
ating tlio rational use of light wines. Then
the Republican leaders. Forney, then con- drunkards and
dyspeptics will be less fretrolling the Chronicle, was in Europe, and quently met with.
his paper had been giving prominence to
It will be seen by an article which wp
Hen Wade, but he sent instructions to Mr.
Stewart, the editor in charge, to cultivate copy lrom the Augusta Standard, that the
the general of the army and not allow Democracy of Kennebec are not disposed
him to be captured by the Democrats. to regard as final the reported declination
Stewart began to do so with assiduity. of Get., ltoberts of liangor as candidate
This resulted in a series ol significant for Governor. It is really to be hoped
articles in the Chronicle, setting forth that lie may accept. A stronger candi(Irant’s \ iews on various public questions, date could not be brought forward. If
for the purpose of assuring the Republi- the great and growing discontent with the
cans as to Ids soundness and of
giving management of public affairs shall result
prominence to his name before the party. in a political revolution in the state, as is
Mr. Stewart asserts that every one of likely to be the ease, it will be a cause of
those articles was prepared after consul- gratification, both to the party and him1 ins democratic

amusing

guard

We have the best

MUart at Norfolk, which i- otilv what is costs t
supervision, contained those sleek broadcloths and well developed without a stain, and would do honor to promenade beneath my windows till
sleep came l>iek them.
a strong argument, purporting to
stomachs
wMek
tell
of
reprefat salaries and Maine as her Governor. Let us
(•rant’s idea of the third term.
It may he
give him at last in spite of the ceaseless grind, but it was
sent Grant's opinions, in lavor of constijiieiniiat:
familiarity with the good things of life, a lull and enthusiastic convention, and a only to take me up on the iron wheel and >rt fmir years, and it ma\ lie forever.
Commercial
its
monotonous
and
there
me
to
the
service
of
tune,
revolving
tutionally limiting
every and of that kind of piety which sends its strong support at the
polls. We are among was no such
Bangor Indie* have a centennial testiva m
President to one term of six years and ex- prayer,
thing as rest. But these are things
“give us this day our daily bread” those who believe that the tidal wave is to be borne with
July 4th. .Mr*. Judge Kent is at the head tl
a martyr spirit in honor of the
the
with
a
to
the
which
rather
than
the
realm
beexecutive committee.
patiating upon
dangers
Washington
this year to visit Maine
day, which, heaven be praised, can never conn*
second term is fraught. That, according yond the skies. They evidently put their
1 he Bangor paper- anuoumrlu death o:
again. Did 1 say that the discontented Bunker one ot the old
ill Connecticut the Democratic Legisand most worth*. iti/eii- of ttia
to Mr. Stewart, was an authorized state- trust in the flesh pots of the Egyptian
Hillians had succeeded in getting a slight change
place. Isaac \V. Batten, I-:-,,.
lature has provided lor submitting to the made in the line of the
ment of the professed convictions of Gen. rather than in chance
Well,
of
they
procession?
supplies
quails
...
Speaking of rifll roads,
remark,
people an amendment for biennial sessions have, and now there are more discontented per- they
Grant. Now we have him arguing that and manna from passing showers.
are now built or three
gauges
sons than ever, for the reason that those tir-t
of
the
and
other
reforms.
norrow
and
gauge
gauge
There were collectors of customs w hose
Legislature,
“it may happen in the future history of
mortgage
tavored, in anticipation of their good fortune,
"A woman," -ays Buckle, 'Teaches her prim
the country that to change an executive salaries ami expenses tar exceeded all This is in agreeable contrast with the acmade their preparations immediuteiv.
1 have between thirty-live and forty." And It sle- m
because he has been eight years in office, they collected, but who heroically stuck tion of the republican Legislature ot Maine, heard of several who claim to have
refurnished gets primed at that age we should respectful*,
last
which
winter
voted
like to inquire when she goes oil :
down
a
similar there front
will prove unfortunate, if not disastrous.” to their posts despite these discouraging
parlors, and others who sat down,
were
to
trust
Much disgust is expressed In citi/ensof New
reckoned up, and s/uvit the money they were
unwilling
But we need not feel surprised. The po- tarts. There were in abundance lively proposition. They
the decision of the mat- going to earn by letting their windows to out York that the Indian- • idling that dv are
the
with
people
ollieials
who
write
after
P.
their
names
who
litical convictions of the man
carried
lowed to visit hotels and theatres with
dpof town people with plethoric purses, like tin- white
people hanging at their belts.
M., which is postmaster. The internal ter. The trouble was that the adoption of
on simultaneous negotiations with both

cuiis

articles in the New York

fellow citizens

our

with which the oflice-liolders moved to
that eommom centre, as
though it were a
roll-call at which their delinquency would
be noted. There was a preponderance ol

under Orant’sown

1

n

at which

season

the advance

was

articles in which the editor of the C’hroniele was writing up I Irant as a candidate,

one

opportunity
Wi publish in another column a letter goods
advantage. There is verv little house, lie stales, almost daily, and gave
of
choice
local
ion, as the light is uniform- him to understand that he was fully in must bark at Us when llarnabas directs.
mil
Jl.m. .losi.fit J i n o.vtt; declining
candidate ol the democratic party ly distributed and each of the spaces de- accord with the
democracy, that lie had We understand that, and make allowance
Maine, Im' the oifiee of (iovernor at the voted to products is located upon one ot
next election
While the democracy of the main thoroughfares. Small balconies always been a Democrat, and that the accordingly.
Maine would have been pleased to recoc- or galleries of observation have been pro- only vote he had ever east was for the
vided in the
to

saw

of the

of

the

Geo. Roberts.

and leafy
around to

of the radical persuasion meet in convention. They were at it in Portland last
Tuesday. We chanced to be there, and

wants a third term no more than he wanted

■

■

us

the first.

l'KOl'UIKTOK.

Sritsriiil'TioN I’kiims.
within the year,

The Gathering of the Clans-

to whether ho reached

as

democratic platform

on a

platlorm, and
willingly sacrifice even the “rank” and
“emoluments” (which he "so much needed") of a position l'or life. Of course he

WILLIAM 11. SIMPSON.

agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
age, ui whom tour were females. The
and orders are always recognized.
weather was tine until nine o'clock on the
&5~(jKO. i'. kowi-ll & Co., 40 Park Row, New
when
we
of
tell
in
with
30th,
evening May
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
a field ol ice, and were soon surrounded
attention.
l'he ship was stopped until dayby- it
orAoK Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
is an authorized Agent tor the Journal.
light, when we proceeded again with but
-ittie ice in sight. At 9 :30 T.M., Monday
all hands weie called to shorten sail The
Administrators, Executors and Guardians
desiring their advertisements published in the .Jour
'hip was stopped amidst heavy ice, and
uul will please so state to the Court.
headed to the South, when we proceeded
at lull
speed to get clear of the ice. At
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
<• clock, :il halt
papers changed, must state the Post Ullice to which
speed. we struck the ice
the
paper has been sent as well as the one to which
1 he captain unlereil the forward wells to
it is to go.
he soumlcil, ami six inches of water was
found. the alter steerage lining full of wa*4 Park Row, New York,
•t'Ba n s & l.iX'Ki
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
ter. The main hold wells were then sournl- comparison.
the Journal.
for
< ti. and live
t ainnount Park is a magnificent domain
and a hall feet of water found.
1 lie captain called me on the bridge and of ;!700 acres, more Ilian twice as largo as
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
fold me imt to mind the boats, and called all of Portland, and the* largest park in the dale on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
i<
form of receipt now used. For instance,
even body alt and told them to have no
world. From thi~ park an area of -180 1«* the only means
that tin- subscription is paid to that
May 74,
e:n
.as he could take the ship to St Johns,
acres, in the very heart of ils beauty and date. When a new payment is made, tlie date will
A 1
It was then discovered that the tires attractiveness, has been sot apart for the be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED JO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE
in the
engine mom were drowned out Inhibition.
COKREC 1. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
1 he captain then
1
pen those grounds !i\ o immense struct- : forward the sums due
gave orders to launch
the boats with their
respective crew-, and ures are being erected lor the purposes of
l de them to niiml that the distance trom
the Inhibition : First. The Horticultural !
t$# hi‘ending money, state l ItE POSfol l lt h
t Johns was I go miles northwest.
I pro- Hnilding a vast conservatory of iron and to wiiich the paper is sent.
eeded in latmeh No. I which was mi lm.it glass. ;:.x;; ft. in length, IT! it, in. width,
let it Mas capsized in
lowering, losing and 7_ ft. in height, embracing an area ot
o
chronometer, watch, rudder and part two and one half acres—or a tritle larger Democratic
State Convention.
of the provisions
Fite name of
She was lull of water, than our own Lincoln Park.
Tin* 1 icmoerat- of tli»* several <’ities, Towns ami
and (t'lirien and I hailed her partly out,
this building indicates sttllieientlv its use.
Pluiitations, of the State of Maine, aie requested to
wlmi (irogin. Wilkinson and Williams
That it will he amarvelous maze ot Moral meet in Convention by their delegates at Granite
Hull, in Augusta, on TUESDAY. JUNE 22&
uinped in. We could red hang on to the beaut) cannot be doubted
ai Hi o’clock a. in., to nominate a candidate lor Gov
Second, The Art Gallery, litis build- eruor, to elect a State Committee for the political
ship owing to the sea and ice. O firien
-aw the captain on the bridge beckoning
ing is erected by the state of Pennsylvania year commencing danuary 1, is?»t, and to transact
the float hack, we lulling drifted about at a cost of more than SI ,00(1,0(10. as a per- any other business that may be deemed expedient.
I Aery City, l own and organized plantation will
1 " yards from the ship.
We saw the see- manent National Museum, and is but one
entitled to one delegate*, and an additional delefor every seventy-live votes cast for the Demod ollieer's heat lowered all clear, with of the state's generous
gifts for the “Cen- gate
cratic Candidate for Governor at tile State election
nine hands and himselt in her.
She came tennial."
It is a splendid granite struct
lor is?., and a traction of forty-live Notes will be
'iihd the bon and pulled to windward. tire, surmounted by a graceful dome of entitled to an additional delegate. The state Com
O' nit if yards.
The ship sank ahold ten iron and glass, and is tire-pro >1 through- mittec will be in session tie* night previous at the
Mansion Mouse, and on the morning of the Convenclock, floating boat No g trom the chocks out
It embraces an area .It».N by Slo It., tion at the Aldermen’s Room, under (iranite Hall,
with theehirl ollieer and about thirty peo- and includes within its walls nearly three to receive credentials of the delegates and to hear
ami determine all cases that may come before them
ple hi her. We shipped our mast and and one half acres of ground. The dome subject to the ratilieation of the
Convention.
kept company with the other boats for rises i.7o |c-i front the earth, and is surArrangements have been made with tin* different
about two hours, and then los( Jght of mounted l,v a colossal figure of Columbia railroads to convey the delegates at reduced fares,
IVr • h’der of the Democratic State Committee.
them to the westward. We decided then with outstretched hands
It will be seen jj
K. F. Pii.i.sui 11 v, Chairman, Kennebec.
i" steer clear ol the
Dakifs 11. 1 n111:aham, Sec. Cumberland.
to
that
this
the
boat
covers
about
one-third
hove
ice,
building
Dan a Goff, Androscoggin.
with an ear and bucket as a drag, till day- gr< tier area than Lincoln Park.
d. c. MAim.an, Aroostook.
light ol Wednesday morning. We had in
Third, Agricultural Hall. This building I
L. II. J'n.LSiit’i:v, Franklin.
A. A. Haktfkti, Hancock.
the boat about three gallons of water, is of wood and glass. It consists ot a long !
.1. H. Martin, Knox.
torn pounds ol raw licet, fourteen pounds nave crossed by three transepts.
The
1L F. lit NDLFTT, Lincoln.
ot broad wet with salt water, and a com- courts between the
A. S. Kimrai.f, Oxford.
transepts are also
Hfnrv llrnsoN, Piscataquis.
which
did
when
not
fall
out
the
boat
and
form
fooled,
valuable spaces tor expass.
Wvatt Wkf.I), Penobscot.
V. M
capsized
Again we put sail on the bout hibition. The ground plan is therefore a
Di NNFI.I Sagadahoc.
1> II wdf.n. somerset.
W.
and steered south, the wind blowing from parallelogram SCO by 7, to leet, covering
L. II. Mi Ki ll, Waldo.
: lie north and northwestward. All
through- a tritle over PJ acres, or a little more than
W. s. Pi wv, Washington.
lit, the sea was high and the weather bit- four times the area of Lincoln Park,
.J«min III.nni:it York.
ltt
t r cold.
About four o'clock in the after- the immediate vicimU <1 this building
'on wt hauled the boat's head to the
will he the stuck yard for the exhibition
Candidacy, Past and
northeast, till Thursday morning, and of horses, cattle, sheep, swine, poultry. Grant and Hi*Present,
then tacked to the
westward till about eU-., etc.
I here are some reminiscences connected
three o'clock in tin afternoon, and again
I Mirth, Machinery II.ill. This structure
hauled to with the drag till nine o'clock is 140i? feet ia length and ;il>0 feet in width with Gen Grant's first nomination to the
in the evening, when he took in the drag with :i
wing on one side l'08 by 'J10 feet.
which are ot interest, now that
and made sail, and stood northeast till Fri- I'he entire area covered is I 1 acres or five Presidency
his
second
term is about to close and tiie
bucked
to times the area of Lincoln "ark.
Its exday morning. At daylight we
southwest till mid-day tacked again to treme height is 78 feet; it is traversed third is in agitation. It will be rememnortheast till Saturday morning. About through its entire length by eight lines ol bered that lie was at one time named and
hint-past ten in the forenoon sighted a shafting, with numerous counter shafts even urged as tlie Democratic candidate.
ship and we get out our oars and pulled wherever required while mammoth enTwo Democratic newspapers in Maine
oval dead to windward till
picked up. 1 gines furnish power to exhibit every mathink that forty mid people with the cap- chine in operation. This is a frame struc- favored that movement, in the belief that
tain went down with the ship.
We had ture, constructed with especial reference to it would succeed
blankets in our boat for the three ladies strength and stability. Two main avenues
In his late extraordinary letter. Presiand stewardess, who were lost when the extend the entire length of the building,
dent
Grant asserts that lie never sought
b
t
saw
We
no
ladies
in
the
with
three
main
aisles
in
upsized
width,
fifty feet
iilet’s :.r second ollieer's boats,
one between and one on either side of the
his tirst nomination for the presidency,
rile five men brought by the steamship avenues. At the centre of the
building is but that it was pressed upon him and acMate of (leorgia, were at once
put under a transept sixty feet in width extending
with reluctance, at the sacrifice of
tie- surgeon's chaige.
They are still sutf- across the building, and forming with its cepted
‘•a position for lile” which lie preferred,
but
are
as
last
as
could
aisles
the
mentioned
above.
This
eiiag.
recovering
wing
be
expected Several interviews were wing is devoted to the exhibition of liv- because, as lie says, ‘T was made to behad here t"-night with the survivors ol drutilic machinery and contains a tank do lieve
that the public good called me to
lite crew for the hasty manner in which by K'.n feet with In led depths ol water.
make
the
sncriliee" ify way of comment
they i,»ik to boats and abandoned their At one end of the tank will be a waterfall
vessel, while many lives might have been of :lb feet height and fd feet width, sup- mi this declaration, a Washington letter
The plied from flic tank by the pumps on ex- writer gives some ot the
ived, is severely commented upon
private history
los ..f life is stated to he nearly fifty.
hibition.
ot proceedings in 1807-8 that were inciI hest. •mier Vicksburg, t aptaiuThcarle
f ifth, fhe Main Kxhibition Ifuilding.
ailed to m Montreal. .May gt. for Liver- This structure is 1880 feet or more than dent to tlie bringing forward id Gen
pool. I iie Vicksburg was a propellor of one third of a mile in length, 1G1 feet in < • rant as a candidate.
1*1 ton- built at Ilunbarton, Scotland,
width and with its central nave or avenue
Montgomery Blair was the first to start
in Js7 ;
she was barque rigged, :ig:; feet ot ldd feet in width and two aisles each
a movement for the nomination of Grant
i"ilg, ;s met beam and go feet depth ol 'Ud feet in width, crossed bv three ground
bold
She was owned by the Dominion transepts, in construction almost entirely
by the Democrats, whose party Blair had
line and was a regular trader between ol iron and glass
The aggregate weight then joined, and that mov ement Blair has
.M. ati' d and Liverpool.
of iron in the roof isu\ er b.ooo.noo pounds.
repeatedly asserted, on his honor as a
The interior of the vast edifice is so nr
was with the knowledge and
l iu'i, the ,11 .line stamiiu'.t, June n
gentleman,
ranged I hat all exhibitors will hate an
The People's Choice.
consent id Grant.
The latter visited his
fair
to
exhibit
their
eqnulh
■'

it

liean
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be doll,
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in nioiit two
about it ?

^ hat
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'trawbern«*.> have been abundant
market, but tio native ones yet.

n

rtinniu' Heal will apply for a post office at
*urti Heltnont. to be located near the one re-

^>

!

Henn Dunbar lost a v aluable mare ia-t week,
died in Mont v iiie. : roii, hard
driving and
want of '-are in feeding.
1

1

»i)H-o;i who 11 a
nvm .-red from hi'•. bless w 111 tale
in in oil of the -t earner t a illbridge about the ifotb in<t.
apt.

1 hr

’■■'dv.

strawberry festival, last
a- a v
r
pleasant ocra-ion. but didn't
h into the luuvh treasury.

w
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fdcigh bells heard
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being made
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are

windows.

-mndas night
land".
It left it>

and

h

New York

in

a-tie. of Kngim* No.
perainhut h
11ds lale accident, relit- ilhl-’:\it \ e of rheumatism

a oi
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'-'iiMin- !!
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-1

•medic-.
A

t.irmin- iiioukt
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good ileal

a
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i"

art**r’-
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hr
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11ill-
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The event

v am

the captain in

mv

was

temperance

a

ha> h*«n ra'sed to water
the du-ty season, and the

lit amount

through

-1

oi

-ori.inen finished planking
lhev
ail it—Capt. Lord’s

tit,-

ti.
"

made ii- first appearance Mou\\ il-on ha" been engaged to run the

'Vaonn-

art

I. 1

apt. I’inkhan, of iln* Lastern Kxpress,hasn’t
so manv shirtIn- had last week. A
a-hore to hr washed
kagf ’but was t

-■

deliberately picked

up on the wharf by
•amp who walked .d with i:.

w:i"

Mi^atnr lav

ihe

a

a-? o|

;!(•-

’v*■

contemplate- tin- building of Kaee
ami Kim streets the present season. The former leads from Northport avenue to Cottrell’**
shipyard, ami the latter from Court to Church
street near the southerns terminus.
Tin- 1 •.»1 i■ *w ing
iv

1« legate- \v< re chosen Saturto attend tin* Democratic State

■

<

*n—Wiii. H
Lelian. i
H .Mur. ii.

*>impson, Wat. H. M*-

omeiit

*

Moult*, \

I »i.u

Homer,

K

A.

r.

ti. tin- 1 >emo. ratie State ronvenAuifu-'u. .Imi.* JJ• I. will In* furnished

with tirkvl' at on. fair lor tin* round trip.
I lit* -nine rule will be observed for the I’nivervali-t Mute ( onveution at Belfast, and the t oii-

gregatiunal
u»do.*:
g*

lifted

M

*r

postal

load

summer

new

Mujida>.

It

passenbeen

has

*■
flic baggage and
legal11 taste,
ha- been improved with a tower on
11it'll light- and Ventilate- it. It has

w

I s painted and presents
Thi- i- mov on
of
appeaian■ ■*.
-omest trains on tin* road.
m u

The feiiLeniir.
1 lay ford Hi!:,
and _M

Ira

on

Thur-da\

Ju,'

oi

Part)

one

a

will
and

tin*

wt\

th

hand-

express
train will take le-r passengers to Portland.

held

Friday,

at

tin*

of the attractions will

thirteen original colonies.
ivpiv-eiituig tin
dhei attraction-will he dul\ advertised. The
•ati/ens will :>e *allrd upon to contribute supplies for ’h I a Mr-. A ye nc rolls response is
desirable.
iler

the >.at\-port load complain
that tin higbw t\ on tin t il) neai (loose river
1 *i
oi :i daily* r»>us condition ldr
strangers
ami night traveller-. » Me* half the width of
tli*
-id ha- been plowed ud -craped down,
a\

■•!.

•avine tin*
he-

r*

above

maimler

grade.

twelve or lifteeii
A carriage is liable to be
-mm

rfiirmd b\ per-on- not a«*i|uainted with the
onditmn of tin- road
\N <• presume it will he
remedied immediatelv.
■

v.

temp*

A

1’*-

in

Hall

'■<*'-

speakers

were

until r tin* aii-pier> ami
Reform ( lub. was givi n

lurr

!•

miii

on

Dr.

Mur others from

Monday evening.
Henry

Bangor.

attendance, and

The

Reynolds and
large crowd was

A.
A

number of persons signed
pledge. A collection to aid tin* boy- in the
work of reform was .solicited, and the
magnilia

tie-

■n!

-UII) "I

o-p

u

thi'r.

||,t.

n'nlfdl'S ((/(</

Jlfty

•'ruts

was

hoy- feel greatly encouraged.

lYtrtkiuil Mu-ciim (.'etnpanv. which will
‘>n tin- listh piv-.nl
Huvlonl Hull tin- Urania
>>i llide Tom'- < al>in. i- henililed by an excelI

m*

lent reputation. The play will be presented
here m all it- eompletenes- ot scenery and east.
The

Argils '.I'- >1 the performance in Unit
city—
l.ast evening Mrs. II. B. Stowe's great enio-

tioimi 'Irania of I neb* Tom's < abin was brought
out at the Museum.
It is produced in the best
shape ami with the most completeness and effect that it lias ever been done in l’ortlaud, and
the lull strength of the company is
required to
do it. Some ot the characters arc excellently
taken. A It \
hippondalf in the role of Topsy
i- >•0111111011111 funny, and does it far better than
Mrs. Howard, who came here with such a
Mr. Hasronib as Uncle
spread a year »inc>
Toni is also good.
Mr. Arnold takes the part
<
of St.
laiiv very effectively and treats the audience to a song. I abler a- Marks the lawyer,
i- deserving of special mention.

Something

has been said concerning a promising mine that is being opened in the town of
Seursmont
\V e learn that the proprietors and
I re-cut

operators are Henry Heunis, Fred. <’.
Brien and K B. Carlton, all of Thoinaston.
1 he supposed treasure is located in a mass of
quart/ rock on the fhomas homestead, about

0

a halt miles east of Searsmont
village,
valley opening from the coast far into the
interior. The proprietors have long had a be-

two

in

and

a

lief that valuable minerals could be found in
the neighborhood, and at last pitched upon the

present locality as tin- spot. They are operating by blasts, and moving considerable rock.
A specimen submitted to F. I,. Bartlett, state
assayer, is certified to contain silver, gold,
nickel. Am., in quantities to warrant further
seari'li. Whether the mine contains ore that
w ill pay for
working is to in* decided in the future. We >lo not learn that lands in the
vicinity
have as yet appreciated in value to
any great
extent.
At about eigiit o dock in the
evening a colli lion of persons is seen daily at (Jherrylteld
near the residence of the lute Col.
Joseph Adams, now occupied by his son. John
The
attraction is a nock of diiinnev swallows, numbering from f>00 toJOOO, which come regularly
and alter circling over the house, descend into
the large chimney and remain overnight, leaving, probably, at the dawn of the morning.
For several days this immense Hock of swallows have come as above stated, attracting the
attention of the people. .Vo explanation for
this novel visit for so large a number to one
chimney, is given. It is common for that specie of swallow to build nests and hatch young
in cbimnies, but only in a limited number.
[ Machius Union.

(/.

The house of Mr. Joseph Bean, on Church'
street in this city, lias had a similar visit from
these birds every spring for many years. The
editor of this patter some years ago put a wire

netting over one of the chimnies

the

same

swallows,

an

While Henry Dunbar and a companion were
riding in Mmilville. Saturday afternoon, they
were overtaken by
a runaway team, and in
the wagon, overturning the vein.
and horse, throwing the occupants a long
distance. They were not seriously injured.

passing

struck

ed.

She will

also

receive

a

place will be supplied by the steamer
Hurricane from the Koekland and Yinalhavcn
Steamboat company's line. (’apt. Farnsworth
of the Hurricane.

charge,

•Jake Havener

Monday put

on

out

sign

a

that is attracting a great deal of attention. It
is the model of a life sized Indian, carved in
wood, dressed in full costume of war paint and
feathers.

cigars

Ill

and

one

hand

is held

leaf of tohueeo

a

carved by himself, and i<

package

a

the other.

m

of

It

of workmanship.
Some of the member" of the lb-form

ilth in

t

perate and better life, are being taunted and
ridiculed by their former associates, who offer
them liquor, and try various wavs to win them
hack to vice. This is low. mean business, and
the boys should cither slum them or knock
them down
tained

m

the spot. They would be
the latter course.
on

sus-

Win. O.

Poor and Son have completed the
renovation ot their th ug store by the further
addition «»t an entire set of new bottles, of

designs, which are artistically arranged. The compounding of prescriptions is
made a specialty with them, both in aocuraev
and purity of the ehemieals. They Jill preseriptions from all parts of the county. See
their notice in another column.—Attention is
also railed to I he notice of farm for >:de h\
Pul.iCKt oi l:
before the court
’it

Wednesday

on

mi

was

taken

complaint of

Marshall Patterson, for the second offence
of drunkennes* and resisting otliot r<. (. harles
• > a hard boy. and has vv ithstood tile tuanv earn-

<

•

v

pleadings of the reformers. On Tue>dav
ening he got t levated, and when arrested he

-"t

ev

of his hou se on

street, to prevent annoyance from

that had a habit
ofsawakening the
household at the first streak of dawn.

in

reach.

He has become
milial- with Mr. Norton's

exceedingly

so

fa-

quarters that the
judge thought he would change his place of
residence, and so sentenced him for sixty days
in the Bangor work-lmuse. Fourth of duly
will have been past and tin* season advanced
before we again see hi" face af the bar of justice, but \\ e will endem or to bear the separation
The exhibition of the genuine Washburn's
Sensation, Tuesday evening, was a grand mk*ccs>, the hall being crowded, and
everybody
more than
pleased. The entertainment was
lirst class in every respect.
There was inimitable negro

burlesque, rollicking

gymnastics, and

excellent

most

fun, splendid
musical per-

Service.

following

Court.

.11 i>«.

n. i*. Fill

busine-s

i»,

istfij.

rf.*;

transacted at tin- .lum*

was

<-\

Fstatks

ini:

of-BenjaStaples Ad-

min F. Staph-s Into of Monro**, Mary F.
ministratrix; Samuel V. Buuncls late of Stockton,
Lydia BuuneL, Administratrix; Almira Clark late
of Brookline, Massachusetts, !I. N. Woodcock, An
ciliary Administrator; George O. Clement late of
Montville, .1. D. Lamson, Administrator, F.dwin
Whitney late of Burnham, Martha G. Whitney,. Administratrix, .lohn 11. Bobbins late of Belfast,
Klisha W. Kllis, Fxecutor; George Fushor late of
I'nity, .1. 1). Lamson, Lxecutor.
Li*

i:.nsi:

Skli.

to

A.

l’almer late of

Ukai. Fstati.

Fsiati:>

on

Buzzell late of Belfast; I)ani*l L.
Palermo; minor heirs of Joseph G.

a

compos; Horatio G. Moon* of Frankfort, a
compos; minor heirs of Alison Pickard late of

non

Burnham.
Li*

knsk

tati.

Si.i.i

r*»

of—George

Pfrsonai.

Fstati.

on

F>

Patterson late of Belfast.

lXVKNTolill.S FlI.KD

FSTATl.S

ON

OF— Georg**

Thombs lat«*
of Belfast; Caleb Lamb late of Searsrnont; Samu«*l
Patterson late of
late of

Clement

Belfast;

Charles 1L

Winterport; Stephen

F.llis late of

iNSUIA

i.\

Stockton.
WAltliA.VI

Stephen

»i

•

Ol

Kllis lat*-

Ai.i.owan*

I N*

Midi:

liams late ot Mesboi-o
A*

;

io

Widows

Liberty.
Sargent lat**

1I

A

I

L.iatf.s

Searsrnont; James B. Wil-

l-

on

Dunton lat* of

Luther

F.dwin

of

1{.

on

Gushing .lone-

Ai.i.owkd

or.vis

J»|ID

t

Stockton.

ot

11 aDey Keen late of

of

late of Paler

'Tati s

Sarah

oi

Bagiev
Troy
Searsport; Beuj. B«*an
late of

Montville; minor heirs of Peter C. Lakeman
l roy; minor heirs of Chandler F. Perry late
of Fr**edom; heirs ol Amaziah Young late of
\\

Provisions

uvf.s

(>liv«*r .1. W hitten late of
l

Proratkd
which he

P

amt

l.aroy,

W11.1.

*>;'-

Burnham.

oi—George Pii hor lat* ot
gives to his two -uns, George

Wll.l.s

aity,

in

*»i

all his real un*l

personal

estate, sub

conditions, Michael O'Connell lat*
ot Belfast, wherein lie bequeaths all his property,
real and personal, to his wife: John II. Bobbin^

j**ct

to

certain

Belfast, in which alter giving $."#0 each to
John F. and Sally W. Bobbins, and $100 to his son
Charlie F., to be paid him with interest upon arriving at age, he bequeaths the balance of his estate to
late of

his

wife, and his said

divided between them.

son

Charlie, to he equally

Dexter Farrar of

Northport,

wherein he bequeths all his property, real ami personal, to his wile.

Fitzgerald, tin* wonderful clairvoyant
physician and smWeon, will visit Belfast, at the

llukse^m

New Fngland
Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday, JumAzIkl, tilth and 25th. Don't

IpiffTIhis Yu

res

are

truly wonderful.

ments—actresses, singers, dancers, and per-

Brothers and M'lle Victoria were the best ever
n in this region.
Add Weaver, the leading

s.-,

negro personator,
just bursting with fun
and originality. In short there was enough in
each department of tin* Sensation to make by
was

than

average of travelling shows.
The veteran manager seemed to enjoy tin- appreciation shown, aftci the recent counterfeit
of his name and fame.
more

Si;aksim»i: i.

an

()n

Saturday

last

ns

Mrs. James

Herriman of this town and Mrs. F. H. Ilerriman of Belfast were getting into a
carriage, the
horse shied and threw them both into the

gutter.

Mrs. J. Herriman had her shoulder dislocated
and received other bruises. The other
lady was
but slightlv hurt.

I'll*' Centennial Tea

in Portland,
aid of the National

Party

Monday evening,[in
Centennial, was a great success. City
Hall was elegantly decorated, and ar-

on

ranged

in different

occasion.

Tables

departments
spread

were

tor

the

Tor

the

thirteen

original States, covered with the
eatable products of each, and presided
over by beautiful ladies in old
style costume.
There was a large display of revolutionary relies, commissions, weapons,
tea-cups, &e. A very interesting feature
ot the occasion was a platform on which
assembled persons in costume representing characters of the revolutionary
were

Bead the testimonials of eminent citizens to
Hie wonderful curative powers of Adamson's
ltut ante ('uiiff/t llateani. 55 and 75 els. per
bottle.
Iron in ini: Blood.
When the blood is
well supplied with its iron element, we feel
vigorous and lull of animation. It is an insufficiency of this vital clement, that makes ns feel
weak and low-spirited in such ases, the Peruvian Syrup (a protoxide of Iron) can supply
this deficiency, mid it- u-e will invigorate us

wonderfully.

strengthening and supporting inlluenee
of Hunt's linmethj acts promptly on the kid'The

bladder and pros! rate gland, and banishes
disease from them. It also eradicates gravel,

a

two Presidential
was

accomplished

between ltoston and New York on Saturday night. 'I he sleeping cars were thrown
from the track. They contained

Speaker

Blaine and Vice President Wilson, 'the
badly broken that the passengers had to be taken through the broken
cars were so

windows. Air. Wilson was not hurt. Speaker Blaine was thrown violently forward
a

seat or sola

a severe
no

bones

falling upon him created
on his right side, but

contusion
were

broken anil

only

one

slight

cut was inflicted.

We copy

Stop

to-day

an

article

showing

by

telegraph

to oversee the

expenditure of
large portion of it,
receipts of the Belfast

$7.3114, and plunder
while the whole

a

custom house district

are

but $0,342.

—In the great scandal suit Mr. Beach
is still arguing lor the defence, and mak-

ing

some
a

That

Cough.

No pulmonary complaint however obstinate,
can resist the healing inlluenee of Dr. Morris'
Syrup of Tar, Wild Ciifrry and Horfhoi nd.
Nothing that we have ever sold acts
so promptly and effectually, in coughs, colds,
hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all diseases
of the throat, lungs and chest leadingto consumption. it is a certain cure for Whooping
Cough and Group. Contains no opium and is
pleasant to take. Cough worn victims whose
lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms that
threaten to choke them, find speedy relief in its
Ask for Mr. Morris'
use. Trial size 10 cents.
Syrup, take no other. Sold bv Wm. O. Poor
A Son Belfast. Alfred Hooper, Searsport,
A..J. Jordan, Orlaiul. J. W. Perkins A Co.,
lvrlG
Portland, General Agents.

IMPORTANT

good

Baldwin

Apples,
Veal,
Dry Cod.
Plaster,
IJ. (i. Seed,

strong points.
way off.

The verdict is

nuM'ii»

phi stars

bloc it ?

TO

T.4

Dr. Sehenek will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from
to
o’clock
Jan. Nth and 2?th, Feb. 10th and Mth, and March
loth and Mth. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor,
the price is $a.
Dr. Sehenek is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be
addressed.

Iii this city, .1 inn* ldth, by Win. 11. Fogler, F.-»p,
Mr. .John 11 llubbs an.l .Miss l.ucv A. Brad-treet,
both of Belfast.
lu this city, dune loth, by B«v .J. I. liixby, Mr.
Fdward k. Burnham ami \\ ilm.ette N. Bead. l»oiL
uf (iloucester, Mass.
lu Freedom, June l:;th, by .1. I> Lainson, F.s<p,
Mr. ('liarles F. Smith and Mi.-. Finely W. 1 ripp.
both of Freedom.
In Freedom, May goth, by ,1. 1>. Lainson, l's.p,
Mr. i-red Nichols and .Miss Cora .Nickles, both of
l liity.
In Boekland, dune nth, Mr. Charles S. Coombs
and Miss Jennie X l.oraine, both of It.
In I homa-ton. May goth, Mr. Charles Johnson
and Miss Albertino Peterson, both of Thomaston.
In Waldoboro, .lime Mb, Mr. Hiram S. Newbert
ami Mi.-s (’. A. Achorn, both of Waldoboro.
In Fden, May gtfth, Mr. (ieo. W. Snowball of Fast
Maehias, and Mrs. Helen M. Dresser of Minneapolis,
Minn.
In Fden, May doth, Mr. Abdou K.
oolidgs of Lu
moiiie, and Mi-- Man H Finery of Fden.

Obitintrii tint ires, bryofnl tfn ihitc, \nine ami Aye
must be tut id for.
In this cit', Jum- 1:1 h. I.liphah t ( lari;, aged y
years.
In thi- city, .Mil) g.'th, Mr. dame Paul, aged 70
year- and > mont h
I u Appleton May gMh, Janie- < lark, aged
yin
f> month- and d day-.
At St. Stephen, N. B., April 1.7th, Mr B I’ Maple
of Monroe, aged .‘is year-.
In Itockhmd, June '-t!», III a Angu-ta. \oiing«--'t
daughter of Lucy A. and tin* late » apt. Oris W.
Bliodes, aged gg year.-, months and 1* days.
In Boekland, June.'»th, .lames Balkcomh, ayd d>
J‘"irs.
In Boekland, Jum- 7th, Mr. 1 >aviil Cross, aged >1
years, 11 months.
In South 1 'homa>tou, June Mb, Annie Belle, in
l’ant daughter of J. h. and M. J. Harrin .ron, aged
d mont hs ami gd days.
At (>\\ l’s Head, South I homa-ton. J line
h. J acob
Smith, aged St years, 7 mouths and days.
In South 1 homaston, June titli, Ada L., wile ol
(ieorge Batchelder, aged gg years, mont1.
Fllsworth, June .»t h, Fimice, dauglit* r of Five
and Sarah h oling, aged s years and •• months.
In Fllsworth, Jum nth, Stephen II. .Monaghan,
aged gd years.
In Biuehill, Ma\ g'.tli, Nellie Florence Clough,
aged 7 years, g month ami g »Li\ -.
lu Biuehill, Jum 1-t, > IvoSer o>good, aged o.»
years.
In Biuehill, Jum ’J. Frank K. I> ti ling, ageil g
years and g mont hs

s I m
PORT

4*5

$?.C0as

June
oak tor

It older,

Saunders, Bucks

sth, soli. Mary Farrow, Foss, Virginia, with
t'.

1*.

alter

&

to.

.lime'.uh, Midi. Hxact, Parker, * ilouce-ter.
.lime loth, schs. North, Mathews, Bangor; .la
Holmes, Kyilor, Boston.
.lime 11th, sell Hoo. B Ferguson, Ferguson, Bos.
Blth, sehs. Banner, Condon, Boston
Arey, (iilehrist, Boston.
June

I>

K.

SA i li:i>.

llh, sch-. I.ois V. < 'haple-s < liuples, < harleston; Malabar, Welch, Bangor; Jaehin, t.etchell,
June 1

l*ou mlou:.
June Uth, sells. ('atliie <
Berry Seavey, ( liarles.
Kveline, White,
ton; North, Mathew-, Welllleet
New York.
June Hth, sells, .las. Holnn-s, llvder, FJlsworth;
(ieo. B. l'ergu.-on, Fergu.-ou, FJlsworth.

Hayford

Only !
KTiglrt
Monday, June 28Ui, 1875.

Pdaaifpnmpaiiy!
eaf's access

ui

the .Season

Uncle^rom*s Cabin.
KntinV'Sfuseuin

Co in puny

nythe Cast.

l*iiet* of uaniission, :>5 ts.
Reserved Seats r.o
Seats can be seeund at Woodcock’s without
”,'wuo
tra charge.

ex-

Are You in Need of

Medicines,

Toilet Articles, Fine

medium

hay

at

At a Pro!
o
the

June,-

Soaps,

>re-

o/ipy.

Attest -IT P. I

ll

l»,

Ordered, That the -aid James give notice to all
persons interested by causiiW a copy ot this order to
he published three Weeks successively in th
Beplib

\S\ I HL'Bi.ol 4.11, Judge.
li. P. 1 u id, Begi-ter.
Attest

L villager

muse

Mg-eomufodiite
—:

side of Stockton

taijjrlies,

large enough to

ac

sized
largest size,

moderate

or on (Mitt he

providing mere lynot morn tlmn fWMtv children;
n good burn neaay new, and about g:i
a(T**dJt land.
Price $:t,00u. 'Terms, *100 to close the bat gain,
*lioo wlieu possession is given; $0,000 to remain on
mortgage, payable $5oo yearly witli Bankable inter
ost.
liniaO
PKLEG STAPLES.
Enquire of Wil.bAitn M. Griffin, Stockton

CAUTION.
n»y wife, Sarah F. Haddocks,has left my
LM‘d and board wiftmut
Whereas,
justifiable cause, this is
lorbid

A

only

sx»»

Heater.

''il«*l'

I'mm

SUM

Something

per

A word

to

—

ery article

pledge

we

on our counters

out

DR.

and

bring

OK

Hu-

Large-t A'

NECK

1

■

A

(

Ltiiiie

•

ortim m

TIES, HAMBURG^

shall m: uf.ci:i\ in<;

GOODS!
t

■ >• it o!' the L ite-1

rv

cm

oic.ilin

1 hoc

(c I it

111:

will [ili
tie.

:i

c

it

.ii

k

SWITCH IIS

i .■ I
Prices

ret

ir

.New

>iu

Ymk. .‘.In-!,
an I.m

dieaper than

t

else

w

>

here.

Fade- will please call ami
and well 'ek-oted Stock <>i

!

JAS. W. CLARK
(, l’reseott A Co
the Olil Sttltul :illil set

Bonnets.
\V Inch

1 to \

*

e:iii

c

styles nml the

'elliiig

Large

«»•.r

Millinery Goods

;

—(‘ \ r

umi examine

call

Bee* nth

GOODS !

ottered in llii- marker

ver

IIA1R

out

LESS THAN COST ! j

Ottiee, 58 Main St., over store of S I
By
Sleeper &. Son, BELFAST, ME.
He

VRliir: S( i;t.I.’ vi :unl i'iu:e\;i’ 1ms
\ -1 -, wit h thost peculiar to Wo.MAN and
mi.
I<l:i n, will receive Uis Sim »
\i A
ll nih»n.
Ki.Im lUleliV used m all it-, forms w In-re t hi
valuable agent is indicate.1.
-If e w ill Yi-i r I*.vi n.\r-at their hou>« .who
are unable to call at his roono.
• M
h i. iioi it?—From lo A
M. until
1’. M.
From J 1’. M. until
1*. M
and lroin
I* M. until
A..M.
tt ::

O.

I'llKC it

to

HOMER,1
Late tram

tho Stock ol N (k 1'rcsVc 1.1 I'llCIliv Ik H\ 1 !! 11. -, 111

Living bought

COtt

it with >on.

ami Surgeon.
Boston.

1»

It KIM <l!I» IMtlCIX FANCY

for

us

ourselves t.» produce
here ad\ ertisetl. 1 >,-n't

JOHN

Pliyhicitm

N

O FMNT YY [MI E IS! TrA

TO III; SOLD AT

ANDREWS.

this

( ut

I. S O

Fringes, Passementerie Ij»«»['n

Boots & Shoes

forget the place.
Boston Clothing Storo, No. 1 Hay
ford Block, Belfast.

A.

STOCK

A

2oc per Box.

#*)-Bemeinber

e\

hail »»f

A

A

tin* wise i- -utlicietit.

fo hr

IKIMMI

Thread. Malta and Yak Lare

pair,

Kiev/.

Huy nothing but the best,

only

\ M.'ll n

Bin- A^iirimrat ul'SAi li

A

Great Bargains !

Collars.

Paper

KVKUA

IN

r,

Why will you pay 20 ami 2.'* ct. for Stoekiugs
when we will sell you a tine >ilk tini>h pair for 1J
r.

I»v the do/.rn.

UMBRFLLAS

Parasols & Sun-shad; s!

of Truss
if:i

.r.

Shawls!

j

Propr.
(

u

Striped do.

Woolen

with full set combi

Mathews iiro-.’ Steam Mill,
ami Miller Sts., lit lfa-t, .Me.

A'-SoIM ML.N I

and

collars, cutters amt counter -liufts complete.
1 "Wood Lathe, in It. bed, :{•_* inch swing ir
ranged t«» turn 7 foot circle at end.

cents.

cts

LA in i I

Paisley Shawls

Oxiu, with lluntou
boiler, »te»im gage, heater

F, A. HOWARD.

si.Dii, F-.OO,
x lax).
Ar,,( m ).

\v«

Flowers
Feathers !
Hats.

teel

confident

\arietyor style in this city
d
Ha-New 1 .roods ec«

-Iw4s

I

mo

and

aim

’.

e\t r\

H.H. Johnson & Co,
\iu\

Krankau!

MAICl

5000

dt-o^asod,

ilit«?Sj/»-d

Butterick’s Patterns
.11

priiTKal

I'j/hut.-

At a Prohat• u.uirt la id
tin- County at '* ald«>
J uni -. a. I- i'.
15»• 11:
HABlMfJ

having

NVl

an

i ni Ifl.oi (ill, .Judge.
'I. I*. I
1.1 •, iit*«*ist<-r.

(

at

t ;• •! t a t, \\ it bin am! for
tin- -ecoml I'ue'd i\ ot
<

on

W idow of John
falderwootklaie o!
in saitl County
ot Waldo. decea-\l, having pnjpented a petition for
aw allowance froiVthe perestate of said de-

BP/nil

At.HI.KWOdli

i.ineolnwrfle,

Bethia M. give notice
Ordered, That
to all persons
by causing a copy ot
this order to be
eeks successi\ eiy in
the lb publican Journal,
at Belfast, that
to be field at
they ma\ appear aC a
the second
Belfast, within Jvn\ for said (
at
of
ten
ot'
next,
Jufy
fuesday
tlieS^lock before
noon, and slwvw cause, it any they have, whj the
praver of >jgd petit ion should not be granted.
ASA I II l RI.Ol Off. Judge.
A trutAjopy, Attest- B. 1*. Kna i>, Register.

Catalogues

At

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the foamy of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
Is;.,.
June, A i»
ARAB LMRfl.N, named I'.xecutrix in a certain
to
instrument
the last will and
lestaniftfit of David Durgm hil* of Belfast, in said
Waldo, fch ceased.
presented said
\
/
will for Probate.
l’hat
tree
Sarah
<frdered,
give notice
to all persons
by causing a copy ot
this order to be
weeks successively
in the Republican .louMtal prnHial at Belfast, that
they may appear at,£Probate (THiyt, to be held at
said County, on the second
Belfast, within
Tuesday of Muly next, at ten of the clock before
noon, ami show /ause, if anv they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
:u\i,0
ASA fill RI.Ol (ill, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
B. P. 1-n lit. Register.

purporting

hy
Waving

yid
interests^
publislu^TtS^ee

author

HP Hi: subscriber hereby gives public notice to alt
A. concerned that she has been duly appointed and
taken upou herself the trust of Administratrix of the

/

'X.

UN^aVi.ES.

UKXJAMIX
late of Monroe,
in the
County of
by giving bond
ils the law
directs; she piereutm^request s all persons
who are indebted to said
estate to make
immediate payment, mud those who have an> demauds thereon, to exhibit the same for sett lenient
to her.
/
MAin 1.. MAPLES.

WaldijSib^eased,

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
THK
ined that she has been duly appointed and
taken
eoma

upon herself the
tin estate of

of Administratrix of

trust

EDWIN \Y>Ur.MA^Jfite of Burnham,
County of \Val«h||d<w*jiised,b> giving bond as t he

thereHre/requestsall

she
to said

notice to all
duly appointed and
trust of Administratrix

7

toher.

LYDIA RUNNELS.

upon liinna lf tin* trust of Administrator of
the estate of
\
s'
GEOKGE O. ('Win-:XT, late ot Montville,
in the
County of WaWo. deceased, by giving bond
as tin* law
directs; m* therefore requests all persons
wb° are indebted Jo said (u*neased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and tlioSt who have any demands thereon,
tp exhibit tin* shine for settlement
to »‘im.
,1. D. LAMSOX.
/
subscriber hereby gives public notice to nil
concerned, that lie has been duly appointed and
taken upou himself the trust of Executor of the

THE

estate ot

GEORGE

mauds thereon,® exhibit the
to him.
/

for settlement
.1. D. LAMSOX.

Teacher of Piano Forte, Cedar Street. Term
liberal for instruction.
Agent. Brackett’s Piano
:im48*
Fortes, Boston.

a new preparation. eoni.uiiing ali 11 >• m.
properties <d common Tar, j •:» r ale.I
a. k ami impure j»r**d• i- !'
ml -1 ••!! ;
k«*pt in every family. It i- -ah an-1 r- d •

I

all eases where cure' can he eg•!.
only preparation <»t T:n appr--\
phv-ieians as a standard remedy

Forest

to

Tar,

For Consumption, Bronchiti'
Sore I'liroal, Piles, liisease- .m
and l rinary Organs.

<

atavrh.
."km

tin

\
1\.

UJ

<•

i-

DR.

MOQDYS

R.

Stock New & Fresli

The be-t

SIk.11
ii speeialt
thill# in tin liii*4 ul

J Urn-: k in the market.

Si*itiN«;

It- peculiar medical properties gives it a precedent
above all others for loss of Appetite, Debility, Indi
gestion, daundice, and all kindred diseases which
are subject to in the spring and Summer,
it
i- au excellent
tonic, and used in connection with
iron, builds up the system, and makes well tlie ick
and sutiering.
For sale wholesale and retail by

people

Farmer's
And propose
«iu:irt« r- ami

n :■

bea-t.

hinde\ery |

..u

FOREST TAK INHALERS
I'm

our

dor

e

inhaling

t

he .solution.

1’iial Bottles Price Inch

the farmer-’ Head

|

Bel Iasi, .1 >hn-«> ■

Agent- lor

For Waldo County

Let Us Tell It!

Farming’
M

I \ DFHsh M.D woulil r« s|>.ctfull;, invite
_I. their friend*. acquaintances, and all tlu>s<- who
w ant a nice

rpm.

■

Fitting G-arment,
an old Suit Cleaned and Repaired, to call on
Horn at their new J ailor's Simp o\ »-r .1. >. t aidwa ll's Hook Store, whore they ni:r !■<• I'ounil with
scissors and goose.
From early morn,
I ill night comes on,
Humming together tin- same old song
We won’t he heat.

i
11
HILTON.
ANSEL 1.0 1 11 KOI*
lh

dun. •.*, 1-;;,

Hast,

-.

'/’///•:

tin*

A IX >\Y

Also

11 \ 1 K

v

!

Now in
lirat#l»*

the -aim
II<>liSF liAKF,
for

liu- Hollingsworth
Wisner Soli operating SILK V

ai.

I

th

KAl\l.

11AV

Flursc Factories furnished with S VI.I ami other
ii»nls at r« a-o liable rati-'.
Also a Full line of Field ami Warden See 1I'lease call ami examine before purchasing el-e

i. A

pril

",

\i,hi.i;wooi»
i»:\ in
S A Ml II. « V I.DFIt \V< K H1 >7 <
ttto

Down!

Broke

|\«;
THE USE OF MEDICINE. MoW
at

MA( 111 NFS

l-

j

repaired at 'hurt

j

LS'

LATEST STYLES

>1

stock I •m
If- ol 1 .;i<11■

o n

ilt

Kellog. Viven. Derby & Engiisb
Walking Hat. Misses School
Hats from 50 Cents up
Ribbons,

<

ltelia

w

Druggist

MILLINERY!

KIX<; .1/0117 7.*

Uepuir I’ieces

t!'4*»

Healing of the Sick by the Lay
ing on of Hands.
WITHOUT

an-

nil

j

CIIAHTElt (>AK .sil'/l'A'/. I'l.ow.
tin- Ji'-.'t iii u «•■«*. A lull lino of t he c«-l»-l »r;i t * d
I. \ 11.!•; Fl.oW.x

ur

W 1V 1

Tools

»-r>

:tiiioii^ which

ci

A. T

11-.,
description. Flow-. Ilarrmv', 11«»r
i 'iiItiv:ifot -. Uoad >ctnpers, > 111>\ • -1 -, I oi k',
v

i*

t’

WM. 0. POOR & SON

Fanners1 Exchange!

R. H. MOODY, Druggist,
High Sts., IJelfast, .Me.

M muhe

FOREST TAR COMPANY

Furnishing Goods.

mak.

to

L»-i| u

.,|

tl'P.H/ornor of Main and

flowers

1 have secured the sen ire-* of a nr-:
Miss Abut M. Hi:**\s n, w h«* v. ii;
taction to ali, even tin- most fn-iiili.Mitll lit* Bleached, l'n o-il oi
\ ours i», -j,«vtfull

\’e
Mi

«

B. F. WELLS

noti

HOWARD S MACHINE SHOP.

DR,

L, A.

EDMINSTER,

Mathews Brother'" Steam Mill.
!>; l\\ »-•
Belfast, dune

Nervous Diseases,

whatever physical cause, are a specialty.
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Headache, Backache, all
diseases of the Generative Organs, I’ainsin any part
of the body; Consumption prevented and cured;
Exhausted Vitality, from Bad Habit* in \ outh,.re
stored; children, who are weak and nervous, are
made strong and healthy. Tendency towards Insan
ity, which are causing Murders, Suicides, and the
Most Terrible Crimes, eradicated. In fact, Mind
From

Body

and

both

are

strengthened

and cured.

All

symptoms of that terrible disease,

Cerebro-Spinal

Meningitis.

the head, heat in the
spiual column, and dizziness, are cured. Inflammation of the Kidneys, produced by the use of Tobacco,
Liquor and Excessive Indulgences in various ways,
Such

as

pain

rrMII. subscriber hu- determined
I'li** subscriber whose

shop

was

CONSULTATION FREE.
No examination need be given. References will
be given at the office if required.
On account of the extra
expense of traveling,

Treatments will bo $2.uo at the office, and $:j.uo
when visiting patients at home. Deductions made
for a number of treatments. Office hours from 9 A.
M. to 5 I*. M.
4y

J. S.* FERNALD,
-PF.At.F.n IN'-

NEEDLES.
Attachments &

Four
A

JL

recently

his friends
fraud customers that, he has repaired up and
is readv for business at the old stand. Horse
shoeing, Carriage \N oi k, lb-pairing and light black
'inithiim promptly ami satisfactorily done.
l IluMAS l.ANXo.V
Belfast, .lime 10, 1>7::\\4‘»*
4

destroyed by lire,

announces

to

oiler- to tin

Findings.
Truck Casters

SPE CIAL TY.

Orders left at SARGENT & BABCOCK’S, Belfast, or H. I). SMITH’S, Seattnort, will receive
prompt atrention.—tf49

|j,.titic

hi

«

SI list
1BKB*- wishing t.> clo.-o up the
peddling business of their agent s,"*Messrs. K.
1'. Kimball, Augustus Fogg and Nathaniel Keans,
"e.piest all persons having unsettled accounts with
them to make in mediate payment to
A. I.
I MBA & Co
.tmosir.
Seurspoit, ll i\ ‘.’l,

••

m.

Clothing,
Hats, Caps and

Furnishing

NOTICE.

t

ntir<

Cloths,

ANo

rpill
X

the greatest bargain-

(roods
.-if. red

Carpets,
Oil-Cloths & Window Shades.
At

price-

that cannot tail

to -nil tin

luivhu-

Extruordiuari Bargain- in

in the back of

treated with success.
&$Ht is the only treatment which will successfully assist nature, without depleting the system.
Medicine in many cases has done good, but it is ant
to leave the system weak and unable to throw’oil’
the effects of disease which medicine cannot reach.
Nature, or the Spiritual part of the body, is assisted
by this treatment. Those who have been weakened by the use of medicine, will take note of this.

Notice!

fecial

Of AUGUSTA, ME.,

Win ti- he has been the last ten mouths practicing
with the most wondorl'ul *uecess, will l>«* in lit Hast,
at the American Hotel, /hr a ft tr </tii/x, commencing
Monday, June ifSth, where he w ill treat all kinds »l
diseases by his method.

same

Miss F. A. Hodsdon,

1-

a

the l.

For

WliOK, late of Unity,

^said
immediate payment,
and those who have any de-

FOREST TAR,

New
Goods!
New
Business!

WANTED!
FINISHRS^V'S^

PANT

POTE 4 QUIMBY’S.
Oulv fit

Belfast, May l.J,

THE

X

)1> S !•’ \\ F. US lirfd
-Jatf.

BEST
TO

appl
Now is the time to
procure the garmentwinters use at great discount.

FEATHERS!
US AT

New

c.

Will sell the Stock at a discount to an\
j.* r- o
to go into trade, ami will lease the -ton t
term of years at reasonable rateI mean business to any one who wi-he- to j.i.i

chase.

Belfast, May Id,

THOMPSON’S.

Styles. New Goods !

I luivi' just made Large additions to my Stock ol
jewelry. Solid Gold and Plated Pins, Ear

and Finger Rings, Buttons, 4c.
Prices greatly reduced sit.

HERVEY’S Jewelry Store.

<2()

in

wishing
a

J.

1.

PLACE

BUY

v

in the County of Wuw.
deceased, by giving bond
as the law
directs; In/tlnSadore requests all persons
wlio are indebted
deceased's estate to make

u

FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION.
inhaling, for ratalrh, < onsumptimi, in
V'thma, and as a wu-dt for dhe.i -..if!,,
I
In n It. inform our li icihl- aispiailitiilitvs
;tll<l flu* public •'■•in rail > tllllf \\ c hut
lmisei!
FOREST TAR TROCHES.
me of tin* sion
in the \«u lh u k in ur the sit »»■ 1 For Bronchitis, Sore 1 lima
i 1 ,<
,<
I ldor\
Ill
M.ttll Stl. it, A Ill'll- HI- WlM lie jll- .,vn| I Purih
the Breath
iwg
to see them :tl! at am ailtl ill times, amt show them
j
FOREST TAR SALVE
•hii ijihrls which u
will -ell :n
l,o\\ oi 1 >\Y K H
l’rices tii in the', ran l»e purchase.I in .Maine
I •!• cleansing, pur ip. mg, and heal me lid I. e?
t leer.-, Cut', Bruise-. I »h« a*.
lit
wher.wer a healing pro,
iaui'-'i t<>i

Free to All!

BITTERS!

tP^syn
intere-n^tf
publish^u

prNi^ed
Probate^lmirt,
ounN^ou

15 V

Catalogue.

<‘</SSi\ jy

At a Probate four* 'mid
tin- fount v of Waldo,
June. A. i>. 1>;J.
A M.

the

/

-1

K It 1.1 \ 1,1

Orders can be filled at once
for any PATTERN which is in

tor t la- assignment of
of said deceased
• Iafrii I give notice to all
ng a copy of this order to
*
iu the ItepuhliHast, hat t h*-\ may upourt, t*i%Jield at Belfast, within
oml l uesday al
noon, ami
prayer at

in
Ordered, riuit
interest*
persons
bo published thn
can dournal
pear at a Pr
<t

l

>

II. II. JOHNSON ,y CO.

I', 'N idov/iof .lain, \\ st late of
of Waldo, dec* a-, d.

j.r

la-r daw

Beli'a-t, within ami far
t la
/famnd 1 ue day ul

at

to

all persons fromshairoorlng or trusting her
on iny account, as I shallJnw no debts of her conafter
this
made suitable pro
tracting
date,yfiaving
vision for her maintenance
at mWiouse.
CHARLES GSMADDOCKS.
North Appleton, June 10, 1875.
\

Castings

Upright, Portable Kugiuo.

Mo!»aij>

25 Cents Per Yard!

Stationary Engine,

Irregular Moulder,

}

\«

and

\lp.uas

following- second-hand
Machinery for sale cheap :

1

Dm|HlTtt\

v

COLOilFD

1 INF

The

and

Fine
LAD!I

To

-pecialTy.

1

*ii:ai>f:

•••

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
THE
concerned; that lie has been duly appointed and
taken

turner residence, situated
oiwho west

Saw Arbors, Jack

I»«dt cuds from I 1 inch to 1 I : inch
inclushe, fur
nished at low prie. s
Contracts tor building machinery solicited.

REACHED !

liest I>uck Overalls fin

\. 1*

immcdiate^aymcnrKnnd

-»■ ■

roli

every description furnished when desired
's !*•“ i’olt
cutting and .\u{ tupping hy machinery

governor, upright tubular
and pumj) completi*.

\i i

limy iiiid

OKD1.1L
ill kinds don*- withdispnteh.

o

25 to $1.25.

SPI.KNDfb I.I.M, «a

in

>l

.Y-p;

'to

Brilliantilies, Mo-

Black Cashmeres

OVERALLS.

j

tat*-.

ofS^jiblo,

»

Is, is;;,

it

.Men’s Shirts for

|

JA.MI.S

HL'N^fS,

Sole.

|

Begister.

At .1 Probate Court held at Ib-lla't, wit hill and lor
tin- County of Waldo, on tin••mat 1 in--day ol
dune, a. 1»., IMA.
.IANF: I.A !\ 1J AilW'K, i -1 • -r ol
C'n-lirun late
t, in said Counts of
\Viildo,
having /le-enti-,I a petition that
William M isairnlx-t iu
I,, appointed Admina
t rut or on said <rh<a*a'cd'sJr-state.
Unbred, ThaTXhe s/id Mary .Cum-. gjv-,. notiv.
to nil |" -Mia
In < amiug :i <»|*v' ol 111iorder to !»<• published trfiN* w «-»-ks sur.-e v-i\ »-iv in the
:.r Belfast, that tln\
lt«*l>ubli.\tu .lourunkf
( uifVto be held at
may appear at a
Belfast,
\n it hi ti and tor -:«i «Jr< 'aunty, on trV .;-.md 1uesduv a!
Ini) lit t :i t itni at la vloi'Kln-fore liaoll, and
h..vv r.ui' *\ if apy 11 n• \ have, why tin prayi r «.t
said i»• t itiaii -liould not be granted.
AS \ II It It Ct > l "4 ill. .Judge.
A tru«- cape. Att.-'t
B I\ 1 n
l., Itciiist.-r.

tin-

SHIRTS.

At
Probate Court held at Ih-lfa-t ,vv it bin and for
the County ot \\ aldo, on tin second 1 uesda> ol
June, A. i>. I''?.'*.
l.l.LDIN, brother of l>ru-itla Beldin late
of Palermo, itr-*aid County of Wahl
decee-ed,
having presented a petition that John Creely may
appointed Administrator </li said di ce is« d’s

true copy

at

large assortment ranging in price

Hue

a

SAMUEL (k
late of Stockton,
in the County
deceased, by giving bond
as the law directstherefore
requests all pCr-ons who are indofimPto said deceased’s estate to
make
those who have any
demands thereomto exhibitrhe same for settlement

No. 1 Johnson Block.

.lobbing

cannot be stirpa
Quality and Cheapnes-.

hairs, Alpacas from

SHOP!

M \1>K

POPLINS,

tor

A

Patterns For and

place to buv 1»t

PANTS.
A

-lu>

taken upon herself tino! the estate of

their extensive warehouse.

AM)

SILKS,

grades.

\arietyof Shades, which

nuliou

the

am

subscriber lurehy gives public
r|^HI.
A. concerned, that she has been

have fully and entirely renovated and refitted

HAM)

Machine
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EPHRAIM MAUDOCKS.
U.-ll'a-t, M

lor
ot

Upon t
petit ioilei
causing a

noon,

Style;

i!AVl'olil)

i)|.|wsjic

being

persons who
are indebted
dfrcliased’s estate to make immediate payment, x\v\MtluiVe who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit tJTe same'tpr settlement to her.
/ MAUTfKA G. WHITNEY.

Who

SILK

Poire 3 Block, Shoe Store,

JA

directs;

For

f10a2O per ton; fine at $17al8, and course at $23 per
ton. Straw sells at $23a24 per ton.

To tlit* Honorable .1 udge of Probate lor t he Count v
ot' \\ aldo
N \. PB VAN I’. Administratrix of tin- estate of
David BryMit lute of Thorndike, in said Countv,
deceased, respectfully represent- that the good.-,
chatties ami credits of said deceased are not -utli
cient to answer his just debts ami charge- of Administration, by the sum of two hundred and twen
t v tive hollars; that said deceased died seized of cei
tain real estate, and known as the lu)inestead of said
one undivided half
deceased,
part thereof,
that by a saleot any entire portion of said real estate
the balance would be depreciated in value.
Wit i:..
r to
e of
grant he
the real
reversion o
tis
oi
fy his del
Ailminist

in t he
law

Monday,

nearly unsalable.
HAY—We quote prime lots of

j

and

that

r

Shoes

within and
fm-dax

decea^tsf^s

Drugs,

trimmed free

111 l

TP FLIOI£S !

rtr. say-K>inii>inl)t

thoy\havo,

estate of

ct~.

I.O W

l’robate cJWrt, to 1»<
held At the Probate nilii.e in lielfast a foretea id, on
tin -second Tuesday of .1 uly next, at ten o’eW-k m
llie forenoon, and shew cause, if any
wdiv the same should not he granted.
AS \ nil R|J *1 C, 11,
Judge.
it. I* Mi
»>'. Attest
Register.

:

V.wiety

GREY

in all

J. C. THOMPSON’S.

STOCK

Which will bo Solti

a

County/of

One

In their (i

GUI NET

AT

Ladies’, Misses’, Mens’ and Boys’ Wear,

a

8

Hall.

>1 every

<

ii\-eeoml

on

last, that they may appear at

\SA

BELFAST.

.th, soli, I hos. W

1.80
14ala

Juno H.
BUTTER—We quote Western at 24; choice New
York and Vermont dairies at 2(ia27c; tine to good do
at 22a24 ; common at 20c; Western choice at 22a24c,
and bakers’ and common at 14al7 per lb.
CHEESE—We quote at Sal2c for fair to prime
factory cheese, and 4a5c per lb for skim cheese.
EGGS—The market closes lirin at lSal'Jc per Uoz
for Northern and Eastern.
MEANS—The market is firm at $1 UOal 95 per
bush; pea beans sell slowly, and prices for Western
range from $2 12a2 25, and Northern at $2 20a2 25
per Dush; yellow eyes sell at $2 00 per bush.
SOUTHERN PRODUCE—Norfolk Marrow Peas
sold briskly at $2 per bbl, and String Beans at $10
per bbl. Cabbages wore dull at $2a2 50 per bbl.
Strawberries were in light receipt, and Delaware
sold readily at 20a20c.
POTATOES—There is a fair demand at 55a65c per
bush for Jackson Whites. Early ito.se are dull and

at\»‘lfast,

■

A111

ai:ki\ i:i>.
June

LOW PRICES!

Hoots, Shoes and Slippers MACHINE

forgoing Petition, Onfcred, 1 hat the
I
g\y- notice to all persons\nt(*rested In
causing a yf>py of said petitiem, wit\ this order
thereon, Ur be published three week \ieees-ix eh
in the Republican .lournal,
paper priiXed at It.-I-

n i:\vs.

OF

STEEL AND

IST HZ w

I poll the
titiouer

A

KI>.

7a00
HaOO

$l.o0al.75
$5.5Ca<iX0
$.‘i.50a4.C0

Probat/T hold
•j/Waldo,

At a Court of
for the County
of .1 une, A. 1 >.

Probate

•

Stock!

debased,

on, to be

MARRIED.

LARGE

..t

■>

Which they offer at greatly n due* 1 j.t;
Kspecial attention is called to tin ir I -»•
Xiw All Wool Viand's llmr Pin
mid Plain Goods fur Auilhi/also Twilled, Sergt s.

in every

STKHET.

si.

Sjiriiigifc SmniiK r DknsG.Is

OF

il\c

NOTICE.

’pro-

i >i

STYLES!

Large

('■ouaty, deceased, respectfully represents

yrsion

proportionately

Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con
sumption, tar exceeds all that can be brought to
support the protensious of any other medicine. See
Dr. .Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest respectability, win*
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable bv physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s l’ulmonic Syrup alone lias cured many, as
these evidences will show ; but the cure is often
moted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Sehenek provides for the purpose. Tiies«
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. Hy the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Sehenek certifies that most any case of Consumption may be

A

■.it Probate for the iDuntv

/
jAitiomr

improvements.

Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of

Jtldg

H. fl. Johnson & Co..

*d

that the goVC, chatties and credits of said deceased
sutiieVent to answer liN just debts and charges
ol_ Administration, by the sum of eight, hundred and
11 tty dollar'; and tiiat an
advantageous otfer for the
real estate
^coiWisting ol the houiestead of said
Alinon \\ <’lenu\its, being an undivided halt of the
old Kdinund CleiiVnt’s farm, antVan undivided hall
ol the parcel on w Inc It the
buildings stand, including the buildings buili by the sdid Almon \V. Clem
enr ot eight hundredViiid lift/dollars
by Gilbert i>.
Kellar of said Waldo. A
V' ill in-:i i»m: your
honor to
your
prays
grunt her a license flBkH and convey at private
sale, real estate of said
including the re
ol'the Widow’s dtVver thereon, to satisfy
hi- debts and incidental
clVirges, and charges of
\dmiuistration.
A. Cl.l- .MI \ fs
RA‘

TRAVELERS,

TAKE

Sale.

are not

or

CONSUMPTIVES,

tin- Hoil()r;ibi«ol' Waldo.

O

RA(
iu said

European Plan, the IIKN<
It A.jVTm. Clinch Counter and Wine Booms
are .supplied with the best the markets can furnish.
The cuisine, is unsurpassed. Rooms fora single per
rich suites for families
son, *1, >" and
per da>
low, so that visitors to the city and
trawlers ran live moie luxuriously, for less moncY
at t he (i It A N D l .Mi IN, t ban at any other first cla* s
Hotel in the city. Mages and Cars pass the Hotel
even minute for all parts ot the City.
(i. F. it W.
1*. OABKISOX, Managers.
l\rspbi
cm

i II HU H

II KL A. < LI.MI ..N I S, Administratrix ot the
h state of Almoa W Clements late of
Waldo,

leave the City of X E\\ Y< >Bl\,
save auuovance ami expense of carriage hire and
€*
■» IXIO» liori:!,, op
at
the
It
.4
stop
posite the lilt AN D CKNTI't A I. DEPl > 1. It has over
:tf»U elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an
Elevator, steam and all mod
expense of *‘*oo,oou.
W hen you visit

$98a00 Clear Salt Cork,
$'J7a‘-’0
$1.25a00 Mutton per lb.,
salO
17a 18
$1.25a00 Lamb per lb.,
95a00 Turkey per lb.,
I8ai*2
95al.00 Chicken per lb.,
17a is
Barley,
•-‘.‘/oa.'i.OO Duck per lb.,
Beans,
18a20
Marrowfat Teas, l.r»0al.75 Geese per lb.,
18a*J0
V2a40 Hay per ton,
Oats,
$ 12aHi
4"*a50 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1.25a0.C0
Dried Apples,
HalO Washed Wool,
40a-14
40a5Q
Unwashed Wool,
UOa.'W
Cooking Apples,
23a25 Pulled Wool,
Butter,
40:144
18a00 Hides,
15a 10 Calf Skins,
lnaio Sheep Skins,
9a 12 Hard Wood,
70a.75 SoftWood,
r»a07 Dry Pollock,
~a8 Straw
i.:to | Shorts per c.,
:{.50a‘t.75 | Clover Seed,

1

uistio.M

Kye,

Beef,’

Selling very

LATE

HLOdi !

srs

Goods!

Invites attention to their !■ !■ ■■•ai.t
n 1-: w

-AT-

I’EliM I/S

New

PAPER!

JUST RECEIVED!

•.

PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Jour uni.
Bklfast, Wednesday, June 17,1S75.
H»al.'
$5.00a9.50 Pound Hog,

fafl’

Store!

Shoe

n >LS, FIXTURES and LEASE of a first class
A. CARRIAGE SHOP, with or without Paint
Also Top and Open Carriages for sale cheap.
to PERKIN'S BROS., Belfast, Me. —JinC

1 he Democrats ot Montville are re
.North Bulge Meeting House
at t o’clock 1' .M., to choose
to attend tin* State Convention,
i’l l:
mm:

Meal,
Kye Meal,

Corn

New

Shop.
Apply

I he Democrats ot Searsniont are
requested to meet in Caucus at iiilmoreC liallou
Saturday the Nth in-t.. at a o'clock 1*. M., to choose
Delegates to the State Convention at Augusta, June
l\-r Order Tow n Committee.
JJil, N.

BOSTONHMARKET.
the

immense cost of managing the custom
houses compared with the
receipts. It is
interesting reading for tax payers. Barnabas, it seems, rides back and forth

yet

Si

faculty.

railroad accident

dispatching

candidates, but that teat

For

\ 11.1

ih*leg:ttes

BELFAST

comes near

and

M".n

dropsy, complaints of the urino-genital

organs and fortifies the whole system. It is a
diuretic, solvent, alterative and tonic. This
potent medicine has the sanction of the medi-

times.
It isn’t often that

1 urge Assortment just received and
Low at HERYEY S .lewelry Store.
A

quested to meet at the
on Saturday the Nth,

neys.

cal

Store!

Scrip Books,
peiim
Wallets & Portmoneys,

N*»i: i'ltroKiThe Democrats of Northport arc
requested to meet in Caucus, at the Store ol \N m.
A. Pendleton, on Saturday the Nth inst., at 0 o’clock
P. M., to choose delegates to the State Convention
at Augusta June vM, is?:"*.
Per Order imvn Committe..

a

diabetes,

ROOM

P.HOBATE. NOTICE'S.

In

1 >r. O.

see

New Shoe

following

Deinocz'atic Caucuses.

man

fail to

Shoe Store!

Bill and

NOTICES.

days.

Pills, Potions and Pungencies

Kconomh \l. Xkw J\>od. 25 cents will buy
package of Sea Moss l\rine, made from pure
Irish Moss, which will make 50 kinds of dishes,
such as cakes, pies, puddings, etc., or Hi quartof «*u>tards. jellies, creams, Charlotte liusse,
blauc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and
1 yr.
Grocers.

itself

SPECIAL

lat** of

Widow

New

HEREBY

—

Milch Cows
We quote extra at
0; ordinary
$25u50 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a
good supply, all owned by butchers, costing, landed
at Brighton from Ga7c per lb. From the North
the supply was light,prices ranging from
4
l-4af»
Lambs llall per lb.
per lb.
Swine—Few Store Pigs, wholesale lualO 1 -2c per lb.
Fat Hogs tiiioo in market; prices
retail, 10al2e.
5 l-2aS 14c per lb.

non

K\ A.MIXTIONS FREAOF t’H VlniF.

formers on instruments. The cornet duetts with
w hich they favored the audience were charming. 'The trapeze performances ot the Holland

|th,

slaughter.

Waldo; minor heirs of Albert
Northport; I'li/.a Beard of Liberty,

late of

is
ill

NOTICK

Country Tallow

Whitcomb late of

Dickey

formances.

Those charming young ladies the
< oleman
sisters, are prodigies in the great
variety and perfection of their accomplish-

HIVEX to .the Stockholders
the Belfast & Mooseheud Lake Kail
Load Company, that the annual meeting will be held
at the Court House in Belfast, on
Wednesday, July
1*75, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the
matters, viz :—
First. To hear the Report ol' tin* Treasurer and
Directors of said corporation.
Skconi*. lo elect nine
Directors for the ensuing year.
Tinr.n. To transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
1 Vr order of Directors,
JOHN II
oll.MBY, Chrk.
Belfast, June lp, 1 ^rf». 1 nv P.'

5u5 l-2c per lb.
Calf Skins—liable per lb. Sheep and Lamb Skins
$2 00a$2 60 each. Lamb Skins 5oc each. Sheared
Skins 25c each.
Working Oxen—The supply in market (or the week
was light and the trade slow, a few pairs each week
being all the market requires during the summer
months.
Store Cattle -Xo call for Store Cattle and but few
in market. Most all the small Cattle that are in a
fair condition being brought up by butchers t<>

late *il

'harles Mr|nto>h

<

1.

t;ii,

1:!.«>i

of—George

this city who have had the manliness to denounce the evil, and are trying to lead a tem-

Customs

Administration

excellent piece

an

B. & M. L. R. R. CO.

June

»

ferm of said Court

The

will take

i11

Tin*

propeller.

new

to arrest

waiting

are

Probate
A'- \

The steamer Pioneer is on Dyer's railway
when* she is being renovated, calked and paint-

fought, "truck, kicked, and bit everybody withhe

he nine China eups variously decorated, and
ie
sen ed !.•> t hirtueii \ oimg ladies in costumes

1

her arrival at rortlaud, and

on

on

The

Monday the steamer Cit.v of Uiehmoud
w ill make elose connection** to and from liost«»u.
Passengers will be forwarded immediate-

Pelcg Staples, in Stockton.

i!,

ar

tin roof

hi-

rail

.1'

in-

ip

ht-en

nferonre at Augu-ta.

<

*\

o

in

cost of collecting the custom**
revenue of the country the Secretary of the
Treasury furnishes soiiie striking facts. We
have altogether l.'JO ports of entry at which
custom houses are maintained, but we collect
nine-tenths of the revenue at New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore. New Orleans and
San Francisco. At several other places the receipt'; are also largelv in excess of expenditures,
but 'till we have left many minor houses at
which the salaries of the various officials attached to them not onl\ consume all that is received throughout the year from customs, hut
also furnishes a steady drain upon the national
Our eastern coast is particularly
treasury.
fruitful in these expensive establishments—the
state of Maine especially furnishing many notable instances wherein the total receipts are insufficient to defray the necessary outlay. At
Bangor where $UV»1 are annually collected.
§10,4'»7 are expended to reimburse* the officials
charged with its reception. Aroostook puts out
Frenchman's Bay
* 1*2,704 to bring in #7ff0.">.
disbursed §OS47.11 to obtain ft'ff.VJAO, Waldoboro collected §‘:12S7 and expended §S071. \V isea<>et managed to show
in receipts to
oil'd an expenditure of §4117, and Maehias
s:;:J2:t against $.V»02. The sum which ( astine
received was §044.7:1, and that which it put out
w:i' §7.'»01.
Belfast paid her officials §7.1:11,. and
reeei\e»l from them §(>:»42.
Kennbbunk had
nothing to show in the way ot collections, and
'till presented a 'alary bill of *1007, and Saco
followed her example, except that her pay roll
In Massachusetts
was a little less in amount.
11M* showing in some instances is nearly as bad.
Gloucester received from the national treason
>11.02.7, and put into il only #447s. Barnstable
liquidated salaries to the tune of .§.‘0040, and contributed in receipts only •§‘00."».04 of the amount,
while Fdgarton wrote a net loss of #0000 on the
treasury books. Taken together, these incidental illustrations strikingly reveal tin* beauties
ot our revenue svsteiu.
fBoston Herald.

ly

Wednesday,

At market for the current week—Cattle 2422; she p
and Lambs 2298; Swine 7,010; number ol Western
Cattle 1000. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows,125 Eastern Cattle, 00.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Extra quality $7 60a7 on; first quality 7 00 a7 27 12;
second quality $0 H7 l-2a(> S7 ;third quality $5 50n<» 25
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls,&c., $3 50a5 20.
Brighton Hides—7 l-2c per lb. Brighton Tallow
6a(j l-2c per lb.

Concerning the

beautiful

K. Durham and Jem Sullivan.

Delegates
tioh at

1st

The remains of Fred Monroe, who diet! of
consumption in France last winter, arrived in
this it> on Tuesday for interment.

tmm

Hie •■it\

I

civil suits.

was

a i-.-t of -pool slock
I nity for tiie Sears1‘ort -poi.i o‘ \. I'li- makes thirty car-load"
•i mate
a
that ha- been brought ill for this
!
lory "inee the Iir"t day of May.
aim

•

him

him*.

m.n
1

Dudley A. Sargent of this city i- training the
Bowdoin College boat's crew for the coming
regatta at Saratoga. X. "i

where i! will be converted into a tenement house.
A new brick buildin;r v\ ill be built
"ii the site made \ aeant.

ol

about the streets laM >atiird:i>
Like bar*
ii'
he m-nh- in annth-: '<v\ i,. ;,nd conies
holt- to make til- Uiollev

s

But officers

'•ti'-et.

bin

\

and ordered his release from the Peniten-

A Co.

'Mi

1

as

tiary.

arter

<

\xel Hayford is moving the Howard carriage
building on lieaver street to his lot below t fo<s

at-

oil

.ii

.,v

v'

a

ay

ire

>

,.

!

v\

pine

for

I he brig Neil White, ( apt Joseph Thombs
Of n.is city. arrived at Havana. Cuba, on the
lllh iii't.. vs dav*' from
\ alpara.-io, South
\merit a. She brought a cargo of guano.

state.

i-

afternoon at 4 o'clock.

invn pay line expense".

li\elines- the

n

when

nest

in-

•ivwllimrs

I
m

lie

t

repair^, amt
hi
id hi imi o!
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ran
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Sunday

In* sealed express Height
;il' on the 1 abroad has not arrived for some time, and ii
thought it lias !mm n wilhdr iwn. It ha not

mdii'ute winter in dune—but Higgs* cart
th hot brown bread tor breakfast.

that sold by Atwood.

—The New York Court of Appeals has
reversed the judgment in the Tweed ease,

I

’t

an

of machine

-mall wagon in the yard.

«

the

on

outside of to-day’s
interesting
account of the success ol the Meadow
King Mower in California—the same style

Miss Maud, daughter of F.dmnnd
Fuller, su tie red a fracture of both bones of her
right arm on tin* Sth, by b.dng tipped from a

rm*cr-alist

h*

.i

paper, is

Fjikkdom.

now

to

reported

Among" the agricultural matter,

steamer Richmond will in future land at
Lineolnvillo every Wednesduv morning, going
west, and every Thursday morning, going east.

l,av»-pul the ground ill eveel-

rains

la n

n.litrm for the grass crop, which irettv
l'taiu t• be a large on
ut

positions
guilt. But
laugh at the story.

to their

as

A Floral Concert will be given bv the Sunday
School Scholars at the, Fnitarian Chunh next

hard

-cully abolished.

<

em-

were

Country Hides—(»l-2a7c per lb.

Mind i’t eacher on a dry goods box in CusSclir. Florida arrived Wednesday morning
Horn, s'<jnare attracted a crowd Sunday, I from
Jacksonville, Fla., with Mo.000 feet of

A

doubt

no

Beecher i-

< onsiderable
hay is coining into market now.
but goes into the storehouses. The shippers
are in want of vessels.

;iicn

".a

Two workmen who

admit of

attraction.

Sow the breeze from 11 j« bay brings on its
lor of chowders.
tiu
r>

w

It will he 21’» feet

Large numbers crowd the Boston boats at
every landing, going west. Centennial i- tin*

now

T eirth
!*

with then -kill'

vad

for

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

There is fresh matter for the liceelicr
scandal.

stretched at Carter's yard.
in length.

large crowd >:iturd:iy

a

house on

soliciting subscriber- in this ployed in renovating the Tilton house are
Abbott's new History of Maine.
quoted as declaring that they detected
of Capt. Herriman's
ship is being Beecher and Mrs. T. in
which

The keel

ble dav.
1 In- Hand bring*' mu

dwelling

a

David B. Carr is

windy, rainv, cold, disagreea-

a

building

street.

1 >7..

ARNOLD HARRIS.
lot?

Masts for Sale!
LAXDKI) in Belfast. Floriila I’m. M

from 75 to 85 feet long. H».(uir«- ot ill.
NOW
Ov4.
C. B. HA/h.I.I IM

t

scriber,

D HUGE FUSTS!

TONS WHITE MIDDLINGS

Just received per Schr. Lizzie J. Clark, aud for Sale
Low ut Wm. Pitcher & Sons, by
tff'J
K. C. PITCH EK.
April ZO, 1875.

300 CASKS scV/r/v^r
April Wfisrs.

WM. PITCHER & SON.
m-

A noted stocL broker, who hesitated in
his speech, gave some excellent advice
< 111N
liia'Al’MEAlXAV.
[>'.
about investment. One of his lriends said
1 tail]«■ held of Shiloh or Pittsburg i to him : “1 have just mortgaged my house,
on Hi,
Landing ;i> -oine call it. a tier l h* tight was and have a few thousands to spare. Can't
over, two .-oldier.-, oik* Federal and the other
you tell me something good and safe to
c onfed rate. were found side by
-id*
their
where l can make a neat tiling,
hands joined in a friendly clasp—both dead. go into,
and be perfectly secure?” “Ye-yo-ves. 1
Newspaper paragraph.
know a-a-n first-r-r-rate thing 1-tor you.”
On Shiloh's plain amidst the slain.
••What is it?” "ll-b-buy that mortgage.”
Two d\
soldier(hie was

ing

clothed in

l

as

\ *1 sordid cash or passion rash."
The Northman did reply.
“bid lead me hero this blood\ day.
b! this eold ground to die.

And when it fell with rebel yell.
Torn down with traitor hands,
l rose indignant at the deed'
And joined these patriot hand-."
••And long ago in Mexico,"
The Southron did reply.
"My father ’math the dear old ilag.
V soldier'* death did die.
Northman, we, as thou must -ee.
Are plainly d\ ing men :
an-'t thon not pra> some holy prayer.
\nd 1 will saw Amen!”
whilst

he prayer ot
hri-t lie prayed
\\ a> loud the bat!le roar.
Ami wiib tbe faltering words the blood
From bis pale lips did pour.
<

a-

But when In* heard the

••Forgive

as we

holy
forgive,"

word

*

North that bleed', n Si III til in
voiir dear children -lain.

W

e

d-.

I ’or

:i\<—Ihrget toe bloody pa-t
Vml clasp your hands again.

I

'M

private

world would he

:ns

<f

ness

women

it. m. sriiKKi1:1:.

Mu* morning, lilly
\\ lien
|■ |*h- In*(‘>

<

year' ago.

with
if fragrant blossoms, and llit- air
\\ us spell-bound with tin* perfume ran*,
l poll a farm horse, large and h an.
A nd lazy w ith iI > * 1**111 »I«- load,
A 'iin-browned youth and maid Were seen
.logging along the winding road.
were

while

The new-horn leaves with dew drops hung.
The parsonage, arrayed ill white,
peel*' out.—a inure than weleome sight,
riieii, with a elond upon his face.
\\ hat shall we do," he turned to u\
“should li*' refuse t*> tak*- his pay
l rom w hat i' in the pillow-ease?”
And glaneing down his **>,• surveyed
The pillow-case before him laid.
Whose contents reaching to its hem.
Might purchase endless joy for them.
*•

hi* maid- 11 answers, ‘*L**t n> wait.
lo borrow trouble where's the need?"
Then at the parson's squeaking gat**
Halted the more than willing steed.

I»
n fr<mi tin horse the bridegroom sprung
1 lie latehh*ss gate behind him swung :
l lie knocker of that startled door.
•'truck as it never was before.
Drought the whole household pale with

fright:

And there with blushes **n his cheek.
>0 bashful he could hardly speak.
The farmer met their wondering sight.
The gro‘»m goes in. his errand tells.
And. as tin* parson nods, he leans
I ar o'
ih** w indow-sill am! yells,
* 'ini' in
J le -ays lie'll take t In* beans !"
How she

hound.

jumped!

With

one

glad

ami tie* bean-bag reached tin* ground.
Then, lasping with eaeli dimpled arm
l In precious product of the farm,
■she hears it through tin* open door:
Ami. down upon tin* parlor floor,
I lumps 1 he best be.ms vines e\or bore.

tVliat

N«ni(»tom% ! Are they
pain in the right ride, yellowness of the eye-, nana, debility, irregularity ol tin
bowel*-and head
ache

|j

your Ii\
tone and

-o,

er

is wrong; and

to set

give
igor
your system,
thing needful i<
Tarrant's Saltzer Aperient.

and

s*’

to

in

n.iT

I

\ia.

>1:1

t.«.

right

the

Wi‘

{'. Abbott. A m w book of inval
liable interest to every citizen. 1 lie
work is cotnplete in one handsome
volume, illustrated, and
;.t a jirice within reach ol the
peo.
pie. A rare chance for a first class
canvasser.
B. 15. Ill S.M I.I., Tub
Usher, Boston.

MAINE.

tor

in mi: ion i\<; sri

1-*J‘cents.

recent sermon

capable of receiving but
a generous impulse,
lie

nr.M,

GOODS!

Wc iiave in stock

AXIMilVKS

BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN
«'i

H s: ll m:kassi;h _m an mi

a

N'ew variety of

1ST eck-Ties,
KLid.

Grloyes,

An examination of

pathetic, graphic, paragraphic. Oriental,
intellectual, paroxysmal, cjulek and dismal, slow and uuctous, long and tedious,
perhaps
[Roches-

Machinery has reached a great state ol
perfection. An exchange remarks:—“We
recently saw some burnt peas put into the
hopper of a coffee-mill, and in less than
two minutes they were occupying a place

il

your

hu-d>aud,

sons or

•Shirts made this

our

PURE

brothers

SHIRT

LINEN

to have any

are

BOSOM.

I heir good- arc not part or all cotton but arc made I
of I'ur. Irish Linen, imported bv t hem.
You will!
know their goods by their trade-murk on each front. !
It is a blue label with gilt letters.

N. F. BURNHAM’S
TURBINE

Al:

New Firm!
I'..

as

i*< !“•

i r n

year- a^i

C9fi ]*<,r »Iity :t* lionh I'«*i*111s lrc«-. Address
v^-vl
StINnoN k, Co., Portland, Ale.
A WKKK guaranteed to Male ami
Female A^'«*n!s, in their locality.
( o-o \< >1111 .N
to try it.
Particulars Free.
I*, n. VICK Kin Au-

ami Iron Ware da*.

in,

mers, ami AS MANY .NEW ONES
us

a

as are

pleaded

call, with all kinds of goods in

our

Upon

my House* in the State.

i:\a.mim: Tin;

<

W!^ Try
Themselves/''

Ol* tin- be>|

JOB WORK

manufacture,

specialty.

a

ami

TIN & IRON WARM, LLAD
.MI’S, with neatness and dispatch.

L. W VOLIN.

o.

( i'AKli

i

Uaml-Cipts and Wheelbarrows.

large line of Steel

o*fTe

<

AM)

oy&
Of

Also Furnace W
&.c.

ork,

and examine tin* newest

ORGANS!

built from the best material, in the most
thorough manner, ami it is generally conceded that
they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, Design, Finish and Durability which constitute imst« i.ass iNsmi Mi
nts, and wherever they have been
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won
their way into the admiration and confidence ol the
1 hev

are

people.
Every Instrument

by us is fully warranted and
the purchaser.
The tuning and repairing of an
Organ should be
done by a person, that by constant practice and connection with Organs, understands them
perfectly.
Conseq iciitly^we shall have a time from the factory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in

satisfaction

sold

guaranteed

to

SKIJ-X'T'KI) WITH
AUK,
IUAVK
suitably tor this climate
other, in
or auv

at

Styles and Shades,

Foreign

and

(iOODS
variety

a

Domestic,

And employ the most Skilful hands to manufacture
them. Confident 1 can lit the most fastidious, 1 respectfully solicit a call to examine.
To those that find it difficult to get a good fitting

SHIRT!
Will

save a

good deal

finding

of fault

to

come

and

GET A

description promptly attended to.
iftj People who contemplat
purchasing stoves
ami t in ware will do well by calling oil me before going elsewhere. Having had large experience in the
sat b tied that I

lielfast, * M. l.'.l h, I"71

(Linen and Paper,) Neck Wear,
Hosiery, Umbrellas,
and the best
SUSPENDERS out at

1

have also

Collars and

H. L.

a

Nice Line of

Cuffs,

LORD’S,

MERCHANT TAII.AII
No. 10 Williamson's Block,
April 20, 1875.

t«2

Belfast.

SWIVEL.

—

< l»oe**e

l.utorv uu«l

fra-f
liberal,

anil

sat

send

Manufacturers’prices.
descriptive Catalogin’ and

tor

I

PUBLIC EXHIBITION
75

37,

July 4,

75.

I he New

Punhasers should send immediat* ly lor ourWhole
-ale Price List, Catalogue of exhibition- and List
of Harden Pi-plays. Address B.
T. WELLS, « o n
rai Agent, 13
Street.‘-or. <>t .Milk ^t.,
*'la.-.
ORDER

Hawley

EARLY.

F I REWORKS
Mask., H.vloons. Cracken,

And every variety ot goods for
If you wish to buy at lowest
Price l.ist In-lore purchasing.

kQUININE
f/roiriitf/

f

July

■

Torpedoes.
4

Celebration.
prices, send for our

HAIR TONIC !

Still
in pi/blir. faro}\ Each
month increases it> sales nearly double
of
the
that
previous month. Tin fol
are some of the reasons why it

flowing
"pleases

so

tin- hair soft

pliable.

as

.dean

as

pure

YOLIV E has

w on for it.sell
popularity .which has never before
been equalled by any other preparation
recommended for the same purpose.
All who have used it are willing to
vouch'for its ability to perform all that
is claimed for it.
It is without doubt
Hair Dressing ever useu.
1 rcparod by

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

►

Can In- tnii in I all tinini- r.M‘st

LEVI TOWER, JR., BOSTON.
50 Cents a Bottle.
Everywhere.

Sold
As

a

we are

rpiIK

building,

£/)'

A Team will deliver all articles

purchased of us
free of Charge.

at any

part

of the

City

and

CALL

fvi'ii

lower

PURCHASING !

BEFORE

FOR

Invite our old friends lo call.
CALVIN J. GRAY.
N. F. PATTFRSON
Belfast, Aug. 20th, 1874.-117

I*uy

a

$7-25

through

ticket

on

!

hoard

Steamer Katalidin !

Removal!

—AND—

•__

_____

Bonnet

Bleaehery.

Henry Dunbar, Jr., bus bought riAHERE goes Mrs. A. with a Xr.w Stvlk Hat
the stable formerly occupied by Fred KimA on? I)on’t Sin; Look Nm i.? Who wantball, on Washington Street, near l’erkins to be outdone
by Mrs. A., “that’s the question.”
Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has
Ladies look to your laurels. All milliners that are
ojm m u a livery stable, stocked with
| in communication with Itelfust bv
stage or other
First-Class Horses, New Carriages, wsse, please take notice. At the sign of the Straw
Works, East side of the river,
Harnesses, fto.
S. A. ItLACK.
itelfast, April 20, lSoi.—-iimlii
Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times.
Good and capable drivers lurnished when required.
4fc^ Give me a call and try my teams.

DISSOLUTION.

ft. DUNBAR, Jr.

heretofore existingunder the
co-partnership
of Nickerson, (irant
lirm
TIM-.
tUo., is this
dissolved
mutual
name

AT

Belfast Hardware Store
Before purchasing your goods. There you will
find General HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don't forget
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 Phenix Row.
tf42
April 20, 1874.
N« Charset for obtaining

Patents

unless

successful.
C. A. Shaw,
Street, Boston.

TO INVENTORS Pamphlet free.
110
Trsmoat

to

use

t lie

name

ed with its composition.
He
mends it to his patients, and
any injurious substance.

of O KO. H. Mi’ll

unhesitatingly

recom-

declares it free irom

day

by

consent.

Mr. A. .1. Nickerson is authorized to settle tile accounts of tlie linn, and all persons
owing the linn,
will please call on him at once and settle.
Thanking the public forjpast favors, and solicit
inf? a continuance of the snjne for our successor, we
remain very respectfully,'
•». NICK Kit SON.

K

H.‘JI. (IRANT,
K. S. GltANl',
The business of the oM lirm will be carried on by
the undersigned at the old stand, and by strict at
tention to the wants of customers, lie
hopes to receive his share of tin* public patronage.
A. J. NICKERSON.
Searsport, May 31, 18Ju.—3w4S
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Spring

Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs,—the great Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitality
and energy. To the Aged, they
are a blessing, —removing the infirmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker
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prefer.

Dp. Eolsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
given to making and insert ing
fit;

Taken at Fair Rates !

Freight

producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often find ready
relief by taking one bottle of
Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) after taking a few bottles.

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which tin* process is rendered much le-.-painful
ami tedious than by the old methods.
I'eeih insert

t

\g

—

blood,

ot
ot' ('liurcli
nni
Has ;ill the lute.-t

l’art icular attention
artificial teeth.

I

Castine Steam Boat
Line.

CAPT.

Bitters a safe and reliable remedy, in all cases of illness incident to the sex,
purifying the

corner

eil in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as personHe has the country right for the use of

.i\\
... i.

Will run until t'urtImt notir« ,i*• loll
w li.tr 1.
I :■■■'.■ I,
I'.i-t. v:uitfi I
c
Wi-«1mi-m1:i\ Ltml >a:unla
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operating upon teeth,
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at

Quaker Bitters
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Successor to Ur. C. MOORE.
May >tili In- fonml ;ti tin <>1«1 -lami
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FIRST TRIP OKTHE SEASON

IVcpaml by

l)r. II. S. t'lint A: Co.
Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

!

At their Great Medical

BELMONT.
11■ i.*• 11• i. \\

.SALK

nil:
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i:\ l

FOR

<

>11

l: v w h i

SALK

TFT It Rfl TRIPS PER WEEK

i; i:.

AT

WHOLE.SALF

AMD

R. H.

Belfast. Maine.

Si.

RETAIL

MOODY.

S T K A M 1

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,
Will N
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SCRATCHES
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Boston

ross’e

Blackwell's Pickles and Sauces.
Keen’s London Mustard.
.1. S. Fry &. Sou’s Cocoas and Chocolates.
S. Kae & Co’s Sublime (Hive < >il.
Day & Martin’s Blacking.

;

8 p.
I
and

trill-

ji-t all.I
::mo

IKO\

Apolli.'i

<.<*iw*rnl

i:

I-.! I

;••

n.

May’s Washing Powders.

Italian Castile Soap, Macaroni, Olives,
Prunes, Sardines, (lelatine, Scotch Oatmeal, London
Porter, China Preserved (linger, Chamois Skins,
&e.-4wir.

FINE

SHIRTS!
MADE TO ORDER.
X

V

R

CHAS. CUSTIS & CO.,
493 Couffress St., Portland Me.
';m4u
Miss F* A.

EEodsdon,

Teacher ol' I'iuno Forte. Cedar Street. Term
liberal for Instruction. Agent. Brackett's Piano
Fortes, Boston.
amts*

Ij

j
<

t-4'111.114*

t'omplaani'*

legal

patentability

--

TESTIMONIALS.
of the most capable and
with whom 1 have had ofG11ARLES MASON,
t’om’s’r of Patents.”

one

“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannoteinploy a man more competent and trust
worthy and more capable of putting their applicaortions in a form to secure for them an early and ta\

able consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.
“Mr. K. II. Eddy has made forme over TIilRT\
successful in
applications for Patents, havingbeen
ot great
almost every case. Such unmistakable prool
meto
recommend
talent and ability on his part leads
their
to
him
to
procure
pato
all inventors
apply
the most iaithtents, as they may be sure of having
eases
aud
tlieir
Ht
fill attention bestowed upon
yery
JOHN 1AGGAR1.
reasonable charges.
Iyr27.
Boston, Jan 1 lti~5.
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BEECHER’S
l-'or llair and Whiskers.
1 hanges light
or gra> hair to a jet
hlaek. dai k brow n, or
auburn color It rontaitis tin Sulphur «»r
Lead, oi’Othet delete
rious ingredient.
It
requires but a single
application to eilcrt
purpo.se.and washing is required after
ilveiug, as in t lie .t->
of other dyes. It is not
two separate articles
are
most
ban
(as
dyes', but a single
combination and ex
perienced wholesale

!its

druggists,

<

w

the various dyes, pronounce n
of
single
preparation for ehamrinir tin* color
which has ever been hrouL'Iit to their notice.
PUU’K Att t’KNTS. Satisfaction -n:»i «i.tel
•'idv
ease, or tin- inonec rt'funded. Idcpaicd
Sold !-> all deal.
THOMPSON, Kockland. M.
Handled all
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eight huudr*o and lift*. pug-ablest and hi't printed and bound popular im do
science and literature, n subjects ot vital importai
to all, lor only ^ t barely enough to pay for ntailiiif
It should be born, in mind that the-, <-r> o >|,
Work- are publish.d b. the P^mImnIv Tleihral
ii honored institution
|n«|iiuie
-fabliMo t u r
is Olleretl

over

large funds

lor

tin- sol.

purpose ot doing g,»4J,i

he)olid ill comparison, tin most
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HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,

Designs.

also in Great iiritain, France, and other foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all papers for Patents executed on reasonable terms, with despatch, lb-searches made to determine the validity and utility of Patents of Invenand other advice rendered in all
tions, and
matters touching the same. ( opies of t he claims ot
furnished
by remitting one dollar. Asany patent
signments recorded ill Washington.
the
I
'nited Staten possesses superior
Ao Agency in
facilities for obtaining l'atents or ascertaining the
of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.

regard Mr. Eddy as
successful practitioners
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A Book for Every Man.
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pediments io Marriage, etc., also, < «>nm
I'sv and El rs, induced !»v soil' indulgeno- n*
El'll
sexual extravagance, Xc.
IttirPrice, in a st aled en\elope, only ~i\ cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable 1 -sat.
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years' suere-slTd
practice, that the alarming consequences ot self
abuse may be radically cured w ii bout the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simpb
and etl'ectual, L>\ imams of which evert mi tit rer, no
matter what ids condition may be, mat cure him-mf
cheaply, privately, and radical hi.
Kti -This Lecture should be in the hands of evert
youth and every man in the land.
bent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress,post-paid, on receipt of six cents, or two poM
age stamps.
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ARABIAN

This new and commodious Hotel, built bv the l it.
Ciarduer Brewer, Ksip, is now open to the public.
It is complete in all the modern appointment-.
Passenger Klevator, Steam-heat and running water
ill tile Rooms; Bath and 1‘oilot Rooms on each Kloor,
etc. etc.
/ «*/•// centrally located, near the < ommon,
all tin* place- of amusement. Public Building-, and
Southern and Western Depots, and tin* numerous
Steamboat Bines; Horse-* ars and stage- to all part*»f the City ami Suburbs, conne-ting with .ill the
Depots, pass the door continual!'
Rooms, £1.00 per day and upward-', recording t.»
size and location.
An excellent Re.-taiiraut, ;it moderate price-.
Your patronage is -elicit, ,|

3m-17

99 ami 101 Broad Street, Boston,
(

II.

SAVE 25 CENTS!

OALL

permitted

& HAYES,
BELFAST TO NEW YORK BRAY
Importer* ami Agents,

We

LIVERY STABLE!

guarantee of the reliability of HAYOMXK

Ol.s,
1)., who has used it in his family with » xceedingl v beuetieial results, aiul is perfectly acquaintM

prices.

i.

Will

universally.

It A1' O LIKE i>

At A

low

p.r .!,.

lb-pah

CEDAR FENCE KAILS

lliYOLIUK uever fails to stop
falling out of the hair.
AtA.YOI.IIVK will immediately

BAlOLIVE will not color the

as

s

p.»-

HYDE & DOVE, 52 Chauncy St., Boston.

i r 1...

Adverti^dl in this -paper, at

THE

prepared

PHENIX
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UNDLKS1GNFO have purchased the slock
JL ami trade of the Meat and Grocery Store formerly occupied by SAN lit >R\ & S’l Al'LKS in Telecorner ot Main and High streets
giaph
where they will keep every thing in the meat and
vegetable line that the season affords. Also groceries of all kinds.

n-a:

or

CATALOGUES
Wll.IN niUi.W

.Making

F.ngland Laboratory, P.oston, C. K. MAS
I T.N, I'y nitecimist, announce
they are prt pared t«>
luruish. at wholesale or retail, a
superior line of
Lon. II. S \.\i:«»i:n.
good- of their manufacture, at reduced prices.
1
\. II \i:l*\
i'llllb I
Our specialties are Exhibitions
forCities,
I owns and Clubs, and Boxes of Assorted Fire Works for private use.
Al-n,a full stock of Fire t rackers, Torpedoes, Flags, i
lialloons, Masks, t hine-.- Lanterns, Torches, Torch
lights, ('undies, Illuminations, Colored Fires, Hunt
ing, • 'animus, Pistols, Caps, < hinese Punk, Kites,
Tin--iil» cril.cr. having recently :i"inii> «l
Mottoes, Decorations, Calcium Lights, and our ,V\v
|l»ropri«-ti»rsliii> *»1' the :»I»o\ *- well known
CamUe Holder for Window Illuminations
(Patent
ulul nunle eMcn>ive improvi nn-nlillousi-,
applied l'or\ at lowest rates.
in tin- s-iiur, iiitoruts tin- public 1 liat InHo I hr City of Host on / >i s/ilo ys on Jioston ('ion
mow reauy lor business.
| he oM Irieinls o|
no>n, July -!///, thr ynst 11 ynirs, ev/v turnn/ri/ onr
tile non sc will lino increase:! com tort
and n«u ..mhonso.
IIV Imre a/so horn o/ynintrd hy Ho Cmtm
will be welcome to as good fare as can be Iia«l an\
ni,t/ ('oininittrr to furnish Hu hi soldi/ ot Hostm, omt
linnirr Hill, June 17th, 1
The stable lias shared tie- general

i-tartion.

QOODS

w

Hriee

FIREWORKS

S. .L 1L Wadlin will he found at tlie old stand
>horl time, whe re all those who have unset,
tied accounts will please call and settle tin* sunn*.
Omos.js
JVr Order
J. IS. WAUL1N.

DRY

lien

■

y

N*

Superb
dt‘*ii*i»*.

Stop**.

EASY PAYMENTS,
rented untd

pay incuts;

U

STREET.

I! ’2.* i iSr < > 'i
W: vs 11 i n g't
(( >jj|iosite 111..lie I In atr,
BOSTON.
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GROCERY STORE!
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Pc*r Week.

Trips

til

erm

eradicate dandruff.

-a n n-

1

Ol

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGANA
ijiii ite combination ot ihe-c in-irtmu

SHINGLES

Iron and
any

it

| ll.4 10LI.lft; keeps
laud

MARKET

Two

H

W. W. MLKKI LI.

MEAT

IvLVV

Bl-'.MoVLP to tin ir in \v Hanking K.-.m
iu Custom House >'juare, are prepared t<> r.
ceive deposits, placing tin- sunn* on interest on tintii'st (lavs of .lam*, .1 nl>. August ami S« pt«mI»* i, yml
December, .January, I-1 bruary and March. 11.tru st
being computed on same, tin- InM Mondays oi June
and December.
Deposits recei\ «-d daily, .except on Sunda\> and
Legal Holidays, from to Id A M., and d to I 1‘ M
Saturdays Hank closes at Id, noon.
•John 11'. QfiMr.v, Tr»*a'.
A>A I At N» I’,, l’r.-t
tl
Belfast, June Stli Is;4.

l*ortal»l«*

Engines.
and Hay Forks.

\\ "i’k of any kind and in
quantity, at short notice,

supplied

give
R. F. CLARK.
ran

most important
e\er
mad.
mem-

OTVl TO

Cdf*Dh

Solo and 4'oiiihiiiation
LUrgcri* ami other < a*cM

Hairy Furnittlaing-

Stationary

.spreaders, Loaders

THIS I KNOW!

Belfast, July 28th. 1874.—til

Pattern Out

11! I:

NEW CHARTER OAK

Hags,

w O RK

all

am

Eagle.

Potato 1 iggers and Hlanters, Hag Holders, Wagon
lacks, Whippletrees Double or Single. Steaml‘o:it,• Railroad and Hlatform Trucks. Ox
1 okes and Rows.
Hlow Reams and
11 a n d 1 e s

best^tore in the world.

j

l’lows, including the

Celebrated Silver

r

L
for

and Swivel

Lamps, Oil,

The WYOMING STOVE
Mad»*

SUCH AS;

WADL1N & MERRILL.

SMALL & KNIGHT

Help

to

ll:i\ iiiff recently purrlm- rd tin- stork all.I trade of S.
S. II MUSKY, will keep run-i aiitly on hand a large
assortment ol

business

i i.khiia 11 i>

Those

l iu W are,

1*11 *K & IT

tin: ri.icr. c?*

STOVES

ALL KINDS OF

DOXi: TO OUDKR.

&

A. B. MATHEWS.
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were

i() Main Strc?et, Belfast Me
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Tin Roofing Made a Speciality!
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line,

Repairing STOVES,

Don't Fail to Call
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SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
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EVERY VARIETY.

stock of

mi i

\V I I
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to furnish at short n »ii. any hie
of Handle that may he wanted, from the i.e-t ..i
Connecticut Oak, workmanship, first das
1 >i; n
idled in any quantity, at bottom prices,
1 U1.1» A I \V( >n|>, \\ interport. Me.
tI'M
licn'l Ag't Uigganum Mfg. Co.
am

AHENT,

Every description of

Cider Mills, Cotl'ee, Spice and <irist Mills—Hand or
l’ower. ('ncumber wood and American Sub|1ier»rd Humps, Wind mills, Automatic Humps for
f arms and Railroads, Dumb Hells, Sasli
and IIitching Weights.

Burial Cases ! Jinn-

*;<i /.’/ m/:m/:/:/:

Together with the fools and Machinery, are now
prep airing ourselves to furnish Aid. the old custogive

k

our

M

ML DESERT & MACHIAS.

prOT
I

AND

and Moot Cutlers —Hand or Rower.
lawn Mowers, Harden and Field Hollers,

last.

To tliii'e who have io mi re ha ~e I u add say I have
t hem all «rrade
from t He lowest price hat lo y ran
U AIM i and
foty t«» the nice
possibly he
k< >m:\\ < n *i>.

Same

1‘rii'c.s* it'tn r than any other lirst
la-" w lit-t 1.
I'aiiiphh-t free.
N. I III K.MI A.M, 'I oi;k, |'a.
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iv. straw

Ha\
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MACHINES, ( TETIVATORS,

<mooiI«,

OF

men:

Al WAVQ

R E A I).

MAIN

San lord.

HfUast, .luuf !, I-;

Plow Handles! How Pcams!

ATWOOD,

PLOWS OF

II ANIi,

attention to

< asivI.ts

Metalic

rOYEf

work
jHit
Patent Ofan.
has
fice' Washington, 1 >.
j>rore<! to In* tin* best. l‘.*.-ixi-s na.lt-

Z.

suhsTihers having become successors to .1,
\\ XIH.l.N, I
the purchuM4 of hi> stock of

uieo assort

o a

call special

I would

Water
Wheel
W
ami
selected' I

Argus says that Mr. Fred Maxwell ol
Portland, while tiring his revolver, Friday afternoon, accidentally discharged it, the half enter-’
A Jersey city jury gave $3750 damages for
false imprisonment to a young lady arrested foi
larceny, the prosecution for which was after-

SETTS !

BEDSTEADS,BUREAUS. &c.. &c.

IIAYFOIU) ULOCK,
C Unircli Si reel,

M

ATTACHMENTS.

46

<■!<»

American Organs ever awarded any medal
in Europe, or which present such extruordi
nary excellence as to connnund u wide sale there.
awarded bighc-t pronoun,•» at I"d
HL VI nlv) trial Expositions. In AmerliM uh w ell us
Europe. O’itof hundreds there have not beet six it
all where any other organs have been prefern I
u
d
Declared by Emitu ut Mu :<lam.
DLO
hemisphere^, t.> »,.• unrivaled.
TESTIMONIAL CIRCE LA It, with opinions >-t more
cut free).
than One* Thousand
Do
on having a Ma-oii & Hamlin
LAWit u >t>m
take any other. /Vi/.Vrs
!
■>
missions f>r selling inferior organ*, and fa
reason often try very har>l to sell something else.

HOUSE
plain ami

to Model
hot (inns

■

-

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867.

Sewing Machine Heebies1

HOUSE
KAKEs, ll.AIIKOWS, HOUSE Hol s, HOUSE
ROWERS, I'll UES1II N <
.’MACHINES,
WOO h -S A WI .NO M ACH IN ES,

A

KINDS

DIPLOMA OF HONOR

MACHINIST!

AND

mIiiC'i1;i\

HAVK

LOCKE,

Strain

ALL

FOSTER &. MERRILL. Manufacturers.

liy my New System.

ing the side of his" neck. The wound is not considered dangerous, though the ball is still there.

CON ST AN H.Y ON

Hoods is solicited.

tieo. W. Hiirkott & Co.

spring, call for the

in a grocery window, labelled ‘Fine Old
Mocha.' ”
The

»OOIIS !

P/JIgJTED

T

Belfast

Notice.

Wholesale ami Retail Dealer ill

\\ ood

LADIES!

(

he said, his right arm around
her waist, and her face
expectantly turned
to him, “shall it be the kiss
pathetic, sym-

living prices

the lovve-l

at

17/.i.)//;/•:A1 a- pahi.<>i: skits,i-ahloi:
II mill Tor.
TAIII.es MAEJII.E d
HA I'll: EE V. M7/.I rxo/s. 117.77IXi, DESKS. WoEK 'IAIII.es
nn>l l.nnKIXi; <:I.ASSES,
EX 1EXSIO \ TAEI.Es
,t- SIDE ltoAHDs.

PPandkier chiefs, £z,o.

i-.rsiNiss.

SPRING GOODS!

“Stay,”

ill sell

Panellings, ASH AMD

PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,

listens to a great speaker advocating a
noble movement; and in bis very loving
sympathy lie says, “1 will give $5000 to Tl NK and ItEPAlK.
that.” Going home a little less enthusiasCome and examine these Organs for
yourself and
tic, lie meets a lriend, and tells him that be convinced that they are as <;ooi> and ciieai*ek
he was greatly touched, and will give hail any you ever saw, and *f you want one we are
bound to sell as we shall let so one touch us in
$2500 to the movement. He tells his wile prices.
Iyr20
will
he
notallow
all about it, and says
M. P WOODCOCK & SON.
such an impulse to pass away fruitlessly,
but will give $1000. He tries next day to
enlist a friend in the cause. “5 on and I,”
I'll give $500.”
he says, “should assist it.
Finally he subscribes $250. “From $5000
Have -Arrived.
to $250,” said Mr. Beecher, “and it was
only by the grace of God he stopped
there.”

devotional or what?” She said
that would be the better way.”
ter Democrat.

L.

MAM

II

/
A 'id I- m.dfoiy lat\y additions to Hie stock which he

H A L!\TT

ORGANS! GETTING FURNAUES & REPAIRING SAME

l.i'Vi
The love that survives the tomb
is the noblest attribute of the soul. It if
has woes, ii has likewise its delights, and
when the overwhelming burst of griel is
lulled into the gentle tear of recollection,
then the sudden anguish anil convulsive
agony over the present ruin of all we most
loved are softened away into pensive meditation ol all that it was in the days of its
loveliness. Who would root such days ot
sorrow from the heart ?
Though it may
sometimes throw a passing cloud over
the bright, hour ol gaiety, or spread a
deeper sadness over the hours ot gloom,
vet who would exchange it for the song
XT:
of pleasure or the burst of revelry
there is a voice from the tomb sweeter
than song; there is a remembrance of the
dead to which we turn even from the
charm of the living.

wards abandon^!.

IJ

FANCY

IT RKI.IKVKS TIIK

(Xev. )X’eW'.

retaining

Walnut, Rosewood and
Metallic, of all Styles and
Grades, Collins all Styles
Supplied at the Lowest Prices, and at

o/lTliNITCKK!

—SITU AS-

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.
ini. a>sistan i

ORGANS!

not id

Both

MOW1M,

70/rViAIM STREET.

make HOSIERY our specials-, and
lor that purpose have purchased largely,
l.ook at tin- Stockings we are si• 11ii»l?'

ORGANS!

a

CASKETS

Agricultural Implements.

& CO.’S

BLODQETT

A-

HOSIERY!
We

FELLOWS' HYPOPHOSPHITES.
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were
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I

John n. mol:.
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totn
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Ueturning will leave Boston ever) 'I
lles.luy, I Inn -.i .y Ml,.I I-1 i.1,1 ,1 ! -• I' M
FARE TO BOSTON.
** 5U
3 65
LOWELL.
All freight must be
miiuinied bj Hilltff Lkliu
in duplicate. All freight bills luu-l be
paid ul
<J« Ii\ fry ol goo'l-

,

ornamental—at prices that will suit tin* times.
»ur long experience in the business, ami our past
labors with the citizens of Hclfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us
will be faithfully (lone. ( onsult us before going
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Works, HLh

Winterport, Maine,

FIELD & lYSATHEWS*
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ms mil oil'l l- tln'in lit 1.11\V
r it i ( i: s

to do SHIP ami
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POOR & WELSH

‘.' Particular attention given
ami Sewing Machine Repairing.
etl ami IJoied to Shoot dose.

Rates.

No 11 Phenix Row, Belfast
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per Week.

Trips

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,

Awarded

any others.
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Capt.Wm.R.Roix,

extrudin','

tffth. Artificial Teeth Manufarttu
Tt eth tilled in t lie best manner.
Irvin.
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Beecher said in
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Special attention paid
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I Belfast.
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CAB NET ORGANS.

DENTIST l

We art* prepared
PAINTING *u all

m

MASON & HAMLIN

I'KAI.r.l! 1 \ Ai I. KINDS ni-

•id.-- t In- m-w addition to his I\\tensivc Stock,
In 11:»< constantly on hand all such attich-- a-anii'iiallv tound in I* urnitutv Wait looms, which In
at the
proposes to

••

STOCK

/list,in/ rf M.iim ,’Trom tin1 earliest
period to iln present time, by John

has a Xewl'oundland dog
be endowed with extranrdiiniidligeiiee. and is very fond of chil-

men

St\ !«•< ot

I'

appreciated.

A-I

1373.

Two Slfiinici's

M. L. M A G 0 0 K

THOUSANDS SAVED.

parasols i

one

A H '*’ E II- t U E N'!'* in
Hr
every town to canvas for

y

HISTORY

\

it

daughter and the dug passed our oflice oil
It was all
lheir wav to the seliooi-liouse.
the little girl could do to waddle through gust a, Mu.
the smnv, but the little, dog would run a
SVCIIUMWCY, (lit sol I, ••IIAIIMINi,.”
little way ahead and break a trail, and
How tit her sex may fascinate amt paintin'
love
ami
affections ol' any person they choose, in
then rush back and take hold ot her cloak
-tantj\
This art all can possess, free, hv mail, lor
ibis lie did until lie •-’.Ycents;
and pull her a "’ig.
together with a Marriage Ouide* Kgvptian
got in r -atids into the school-house, lie Hracle, Dreams, Hints to l.adie*., etc. l.ooo.ooi, mjM.
then look 11ji a position opposite the build- A queer hook. Addle* I \\ 11.1.1 A.M & <_<Pull’s
Piiilmiehlhia.
ing, where he could see the children (aiming lriuii all directions, and stayed there
watching until after the school-bell rang
and the children were in. and then quietly walked awa\. The dog knew the children were in danger, and had any ot them
got down in the snow he would have been
the lirst to see them, and would have rendered what aid lie could, [White Tine

air.

l\

v.

lTom the flVink of the grave: health and -tia ngth
given to those deemeO incurable. by using the ta
\z11.i.i \
l*i. im ,i i.-co' .md 1»> I »r. Kvaiis
mons
of the Navy.
IJadically eure-. Iosim.I’nIA, l,i\ i;
and Ividnkv Complain in, Ni i:\ui
loun.m,
KimlT:i*sv, Lust \ ri a i.i ia and \\ eaknesses Irma
excesses in Ala niim., I«>it \» < i», Oril M, and otln
causes weakening the IJicaix aim Ni i:\ors Si
it- m.
Send stamp for circular.
/ /e/*//■•• 1‘Umin
{■(‘iit'h'iil (%>. 7
llroitihniii. A. ).
ly.T.'i

are. Your

-•

lie- oilier morning, during the
y severe snow-storm. Judge lhivis’s

some

IJogunt

Tables, and Chairs of all kinds,
Mirrors, Brackets, Feathers,
Feather Beds, Mattresses
&.C., &c., &c.

1.A I 1: ok Tin: M KM OK

dren
\ ei

of New and

(Miamher Sets, Parlor Suits,

I»y

AT li.uu: IS MU; MX s.

seems to

\

arc

U’OOUXT,

led bless tin* priest of Whit iusvilh*!
t.oil bless tin* man win* took tin* beans?”

n.ii

11

('on*d>ting

AM HU I ('S',

i

scenes:

leu

they

liHiinan! Dross

\!i! happv were their songs that day
When man and wife they rode away :
P.ut happier tlit' chorus Mill
\\ hieli echoed IhroUgli those womllami

Judge

Summer Dress Cambrics anil Percales.

STUCK OK
iii.i.n ki:ci:i\ 1.1)

J. L. LOCKE,
No.
PHENIX HOW,

J.

''lie

that

l rainiug. Ac
>d- and we will

DKSIItAUl.l-:

AMi

it kxi it'uk has ji si
Al.Uil.l-'

MCRUIT^FERATj?]

I

Belfast, lie,

liomi*

FurniturE !

Independent

AfifiAXGElKMS FDR THE SEASON OF JS7'.

^'All business entrusted to him will receive
romjit attention.

NEW ARRIVALS

jic'iirr

SEARSPORT, ME.

Hetn Jfobcrtiscments.

i

I.oid!

Brackets, Trunks, Valises, Paper
Hangings, Curtains, &c., &e.

Porter Brothers,

Ladies would do well to look over «*ur
<tock of K KM X A NT GOODS.
We
have a LA IK. K Si 1’1‘LV and from
tin* amount 1 hut is sold daily at
our counters,
prove .that

lor

euougli

m\enw„.

PAINTERSI

FURNITURE,

oii^Ho

REMNANTS.

wood

The farm is in a good neighborhood
Searsport road, one half milt* from the lower
bridge. Terms reasonable. Inquire of rapt. T. It.
Sill* I K, 1 *ilot on board Steamer ( arnbridge.
ilelfast, May 20, 1S75.—,'»inos-M*

descriptions.

aa«n|HiLt

We are selling the HKST style of (’ambries
and Percales for 14 and Id cts per yard,
tdrmei prices ‘Joels, pm* \ard.

ana

\\ar»*reu,

I'l! IX'TS.
( <rnvxs.

they roiie uniil. among

on

Of all

and
PHoLSH LIM;.
Call and evamiiu
von w it it bot h price

have in Slock a good supplv of 1X1*1
liKKUN and. AMKHh \ \
'-hauls ;it c\t raordinarv
I. O W
I* lilf K S

c

:

I'Ji. happy fellow told tier so!
Vml >li* vviilnnit tin* least surprise
Looked on him with tln»'* ln*a\cnl\ eyes.
•mw underneath that shade of tan
I'lie hamlsonie features of a man :
And with a joy hut rarely known
>he dr*‘W that dear face to hel’ own.
Ami hy her hridal honnet hid—
I cannot tell you what she *li*i;
So,

CARPETINGS

CASKETS AND COFFINS

pitchfork.

A bashful compositor ivfu-< d to accept a -iluation iu ail oilico where girl- \vviv employed,
w ith a girl in hi- life.
saying he never n* /

CLOTHING,

TAILORING;."

I’A ISLK\
Woolen

a

Wallace,

HA III DEN BLOCK,

east

tin*

on

ki,'""Kl ILNITURKRUPAI RING
W

"'M

buildings;

consumption.

of every description.
Having secured tlie -er\ace'
of a lirst elass workman, we are prepared to do all

“Heaven's <>w n" is the name of a new Ne\ ad:i town where a railroad passenger -aw a
woman pinning her husband to the fen.
with
a

river.
land, pood

PALMAM^QU

Attorney at Law!

Rubber and Oil Clothes,

Having purchased the interest of Mr. Webber. ol
tin l inn of Webber & I’orter, we are prepared lode
in t lie late-1 St\ le, and w araut a IVrfect l-’it in e\ ery
We
ut
cue.
liave on hand and innnufnetnre t<
al

In this department, we can show our customers an unusual variety at 1*IM< 'Ks
that cannot fail to secure a readv
1* 1 Ilf II ASK.

I’he Fastern marble ipiarrv at Heerl-le.ou
whieli large sums of nioiiex have been expended. is not now in operation, but business will
l»e resumed ill the latter part of the season.

nine wciv lhe arches of the skies,
lint bluer were that maiden’s eyes.
The dew drops on the grass were bright.
Put brighter was the loving light
I'liat sparkled 'm ath the loug-t ringed lid.
Where those bright eyes of blue were hnl.
Ad'>wn the shoulders brown and bare
boiled the >ofi wa\* > of golden hair.
Where, almost strangled with the spray.
1 lie -mi. a willing -nlferer, lax.
l! was the lain -! >ighl. I ween.
That the \ '-1111;. man had ever seen
\ nd w itli hi' featui'e> all aglow

Wo cannot enumerate the names, grades,
and prices of our New Stock of Goods, suttiee
it to -ay that our assortment never was larger,
and selected with more care to suit the public
ta-ic iu ST\ LKS and l*Itl< KS than at present.

a

>imon li. Wentworth, at work on Carleton's
ship at Boekport. was struck on the head
and it is feared fatally injured bv an iron bolt
weighing six pounds, whirl; tell from aloft.

The Wedding Fee,

Geo. W. Burkett & Co.

not

were

MADE

READY

residence in the cit \.

new

\\\

—AT—

STREET, BELFAST.

geo. e.

Sanford’s

at Law!

Office formerly occupied by K. K. Boyle.

side of tin*
contains SO acres
barn
and outhouse,
young orchard of 75

the*
The farm

SUI GENERIS.

JOHNSON,

Attorney
14 MAIN

subscriber offers for sale bis
on

E.

G.

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

Furnishing Goods,

sandv desert of loneliprivileged to attend
auction sal*** and pay more for an old bureau
than a new chamber -rt would cost.
1

Fin ir hand- they clasp at their la-1 gaspl Iio-e warriors, blood-stained, grim.
Ami thus were b>uml both cold in death
When o'er tin battle's din.

Pile

Cloths, Clothing, Cents,

new granite mansion at Washcompleted soon, and he expects
fall. Current report says

move into
ii will be the tinest

erma

TICK
Farm

<

A.

it next

to

Aorthport,

have lately returned from !>osStock of the following goods

undersigufd
f'l'MIK
ton with a La

Butler’s
l*e

easy. Would take mortguj*
note for part pay. Inquire of
GEO. E. .JOHNSON, Es<>., Belfast.
April L*0, l87o.

gp/A

New Firm!

Cove, Northport, for sale.

day

m

r of

He held the old shirt up by the neck before
it forever, but lie w asn't mourning
for the garment, lie mils "aid “I v.i-h i had
all the drinks again that have gone through
t hat old ueek-band 1"
(Jen.

THE
1

S

—

discarding

ington will

lb- groped to tiud the other's hand
\\ Idle vet they both should live.

<

A paekage containing over #47.000, addressed to the Park Bank, New York, w as stolen
from the l
S. treasurer's otiiee it Washington
Wednesday afternoon. It is said that tin theft
i- narrowed down to four clerks in the otiiee.

house und lot known as the
A. E. Fletcher house at Satur-

New Goods!

ing.

Mr. A. J. (iilpatriek of Clifton, is a veteran
hear hunter, as the following will show : In
one month from the time he put his traps out
the past season he caught four bears, being
eighteen he has caught during the last sixteen
sears, all within sixteen miles of Bangor.

Look! Mouse and Lot for Sale!!

Look!

Farm for Sale.

Mr. Holmes of Topsir ld isn't the tallest man
in New England after all. He has a rival in
Woodstock, Vi., of just the same height, six
feet and eight inches.’ But this i- a hoy under
twenty, named Win. Swan, who is still grow-

I bate 1 he bars but love the stars,
l or 'm ath their honored fold
M\ father fought our British foe—
l cared not for the gold.

i

—OF NEW—

•My >011." suitl a lather to hi- little boy at t)i<*
breakfast table, ‘‘it you had the choice to be
burned at the stake, like John lingers, or to
have your head chopped otf like King Charles
the First, which would you choose?'* “John
lingers,** said the boy. “And why?** “Because,** replied the bov*. “I should prefer a hot
steak t<> a cold < nop."

it for gold sWCet life you sold.
< *r hatred of the
South,
Tiiat led thee here to die to-da\.
I»efore our eaiuion's mouth?'''

<>
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lay.

nion hiuc.

1 he other wore the gra\.
"M

Look ?

GRAND

Hands.

Clasped
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is

nothing
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halt

er

that the Marital
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Sin

xir
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p.

n,

can
ither reijuire or wi'li to know, l>ut
fully explained, and many matters of tin
most important and interesting character art inti,
ductal, to wInch no allusion even can be found tu ui>.
$

wliat is

beatcheey s
[ ( I M III.U
\VOO|) I'! Ml' i~ ih, ac
kn<>\\
I AN OA Ul>
ol flu market, l»y popular
s• nlici, Hi*
best pump for
tin* least money.
Altontcntion is im it«it to blatchbv s Improved
bracket, the Drop ( heck Valve, which
can he withdrawn without disturbing tin*
joints, and the copper chamber which
never cracks, scales or rusts and will last
a lit'- time.
1 or sale by Dealers and tin
trade generally.
In order to be sure that
>ou get bhitehley’s Pump, be careful and
see that it has
my trade-mark above, it
30,1 uo mu Know where to buy, descriptive circulars,
together with the inline ami address of the agent
nearest you, will be
promptly tarnished by address-

Imprm >-<l

J*£N

ing, with stamp.
CHAS. G.SBLATCHLEY, Manufacturer.
5od Commerce St., rhiladelphia, l*a.

iSSZiSTHIA.

<fc Co,
KIPPER S PASTILLES by mail. Stowvll
Aluda.

ICllMleitGWU,

All tin \c«* JUscvi
our language.
fries of tho author, whose experieno is such a> prof,

other works in

ably never before

fell to the lot ot any man,

an

civ*

u

person should be .without these \alu
ble books. The press throughout the country, the
clergy and the medical faculty generally highly e\n.:
in full.

these

No

extraordinary

and useful work'.

The

m. -t

fastidious may read them.
Address the l*»:Ar.on\ M mm< \ i. 1 \> n t 11 N,
t llultinch st. (opposite ltevcre House Boston, Mum
file author and consulting physicians can t
.N. It.
consulted on all till* above named diseases, and all
diseases

requiring

sail.i. \ni» t..vri kikm »

AGENTS

WANTED!

l>i>

Heliable men to •A ll the Weldon Low Water Alarm
(lunge; commends itself at sight. Control of cuun
ties given. Kngineers or those familiar with steam
boilers prelei rtni. Address, 1*. O. Box 2M0, Boston.
Mass.—4w47

